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THE SECRETARY O"F" w·AR 9 
J 
COMMUN IC A. TING 




Information in relation t , h;ansfer._s of C!iir:ka.saw and Chocla71!· 0.rp/1,an: 
.- ' an incompetent funds. , · , - . ,. : 
AR DEPARTMENT, March l, 11~45. 
Srn: In answer to a resolution of he Senate of the United States of the 
14th ultimo, requiring the Secretary'· War "to report to the Senate the. 
names of all persons who have,"since the 1st. of .January, 18'10, recei.ved 
any stock of the United States or of an. State, 01~ .any scrip, money, certifi-
cate, security, or other property, belongi g to the Chick'akaw and Clioct~w 
oiphan or incompetent (und, reciting th . particular description· of sto~k, 
scrip, money, certificate, security, or oth r property, the arr~ounts,.'dates, 
and names, respectively, ,vith the authorit under which ·sµch payments 
were each made, and the consideration for s1ch transfer; 'ana, further;that 
he communicate to the Senate wl~ether, at .any time, 1;1pplications' were 
made by the Chickasaw·commissioners -to ti ·ve ' the amounts 'd't,10 to' the 
_ incompetent and orphans of their tribe paid o er to the re.spectiJ~ cla1m-:-' 
ant~, _and the answer of the department to sue? pplications; and'-'a;lsq the 
dec1s10ns of the late Secretary of War; Mr. Porn ett, and of the subseqqent 
Secretaries of War, in relation to said funds; arid that he frirni~n co,pies of 
such communications relative to the subject as may be on .file in' his de-
partment''-! respectfully transmit, l)erewith, a 'report of the ·commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs, which, it1is believed, c;onta~ s ~Il . tlie -inform~Uon 
required by the resolution, so farYas it can now 'be tfroished by this d'e-
partm,ent. · . , . , . , , 
It will be perceived that, the payments and appropr tion of the funds 
referred to in. the resolution of the Senate have oeen· made uridel' and 
agreeably to rules and principles established -so'r.ne t'ime ince by my pre-
decessors in office. 
The only payment authorized : by_ ni'yseJf s.ince ·ihe 'depar,tment was 
placed under my charge is o.ne of $401 64, b;lade on the 7th of January 
/ . 
/ 
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last, to the agent o~ ~- Sa:ffarans, agreeably to an account settled in tbe 
office of the Comm1ss10ner of Indian Affairs, and laid before me by that 
bureau. 
Very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 
WILLIAM WILKINS, 
Secretary of War. 
Hon. W. P. MANGUM, 
• President of the Senate. 
• DEPARTMEN'r OF WAR, 
Office Indian .lljfafrs, February 26, 1845. 
Sm: A resolution was adopted by the Senate of the United States on the 
14th instant, in these words: "Resolved, That the Secretary of War be re-
quested to report to the Senate the names of all persons who have, since 
the 1st of January, 1840, received any stock of the United States or of any 
~tate, or any_scrip, money, certificatersecurity, ?r other property bel?~g-
li1g to the Chickasaw and Choctaw orphan or mcompetent fund; reciting 
the particular description of stock, scrip, money, certificate, security, or 
. other property; 'the amounts, dates, and names, respectively, with the au-
thority und~r which such payments were each made, and the consideration 
for such transfer. · 
"And, further, th-at he communicate to the Senate whether at any time 
appiications were made by the Chickasaw commissioners to have the 
amounts due to the incompetents and orphans of their tribe paid over to 
the respective claimants, and the answer of the department to such appli-
cations ; and also the decisions of the Jate Secretary of War, Mr. Poinsetr, 
and of the subsequent Secretarie,s of War, in relation to said funds; and 
that he furnish copies of such 9'ommunications relative to the subject as 
may be on file in his departmeqL" 
This res~lve .was referre~ to'/his office for a report, w~ich I _n ow submit. 
It would have been des~r le, had there been sufficient time, to have 
connected the various papers herewith in a narrative reply to the several 
parts of the resolution; but the clerical force I could use for the purpM 
has been occupied in pre~ ·ing copies of the correspondence, orders, state-
ments, &c., and the termi a tion · of the session of Congres~ approaches so 
closely as to admit of no elay that can be avoided. I send copies of the 
correspondence, applications, communications, decisions, and orders, which 
preceded and have atter.ded, the transfer of stocks and pJ;tyment of intere~t 
standing to the credit of the Secretary of War for the time being, in trust 
for the "incompetent and orphan Chor.ta ws," marked from ( the former) 
A to V, both inclus·fo, and ( the latter) from Aa to Ee; also, statemen 
exhibiting those transfers and payments, "their amounts, dates, and nameE 
respective! y ," and 'the particular description of stock," marked V and E". 
These papers show the "authority under which such payments were 
each made, and the consideration for such transfer·" and I believe the in-
quiries con_tained in the resolution, so far as they' concern the Chicka 
orphan or mcompetent funds, are answered. The_ 4th article of the trea. 
w·th the Chickas~ws, of May, 1834, stipulates that the money for wb' 
the land of the ,. incompetents" was sold shaH remain" in the hands of 
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G-overnment until such time as the chiefs, in council~ shall think.it advi .. 
sable to pay it tn the claima'nt, or to tho~e who may rightfu~ly claim u_nder 
said claimant, and 'shall so recommend 1t ;", and the 8th art~cle 'Contams a 
provision for the investment of the proceeds of tho land resen=ed for or-
phans," if there be a sufficient sum to be invested, (and i~ can be invested_,, 
until such persons marry Of , come of agtl, when the amount shall be paid 
over to those who are entitled fo teceiye it, provided a majority of the 
seven persons, with the agent, shall certify ~hat, in their opinion, it will_ be 
to their interest and advantage; then, and m .that case, the proceeds sha1l 
be paid over to·the pa~ty or partie~ en.titled to receive them." . .. 
The stock was and 1s held by the Secretary of War for' the time bemg., 
and the interest since 1842 stands to his credit on the books .of the Treasu-
ry, in trust for the sever~l Indian tribes; ev:ery settlement of claim "'as 
submitted in detail to the Secretary of War, and examined and approved 
by him;' every transfer of stock and payment of money was ordered by 
him; and every such transfer and payment rnade by him-for he himself , 
transferred the certificates of stock, and signed' the checks or requisitions for 
the money. The mode 'of realizing to the Chickasawsv the avails 0f their 
reservations was ordered~ the manner of e,xecuting these orders, the means 
of guarding again~f frauc~ and impositions on the Indians, the settlements, 
transfers, and payments, were made by the successive Secretaries, from the 
Hon-. Mr. Poinsett to the present Secretary of War, in whose time a small 
amount bas been paid over. The reasons for these several acts are appa-
rent in the papers submitted. ' · 
The Choctaw orphan fund is unbroken. So far as it h~s been received, 
it not only remains untouched, but, besides the interest originally \nvested, 
the interest received on stocks has been reinvested, and $1,37S 09 added to 
the aggregate by this attention to their interest. 
·That the acts of the department and the present situation of th~ Choctaw 
,orphan fund may be better understood, I send papers ma,rked Ff. · 
A schedule of the papers sent accompanies this communication. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. WILLIAM. W'!LKINs, , 
Secretary of War . 
T., HARTLEY CRAWFORD. 
.Schedtfle of papers. accornpanyingr. r~po'd of Oomrnissz'one1· of Indian 
.!Jffairs, on resohdzon of Senat.e lmted States, of February 14, 1845. 
A 1. Extract of a letter from Major :VVilliam Armstrong to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 
June 29, 1838. . 
2. Extract of a letter from Commissioner of Indian Affairs to Major William Armstrong, Au: 
gust 8, 1838. 
13 l. Extract of a letter from Major William Armstrong to the Com~issioner of Indian Affairs, 
September 28, 1838. 
2·. Extract ?f a letter from same to same, Octoper 12, 1838. 
3. Extract of Q. letter from Commissioner of InJian Affairs to Major William , Armstrong~ No-
vember 17, 1838, 
C 1. Le~ter from Major Armstrong to Commissioner of Indian Ai,:airs, February-22, 1839. · 
2. Petition of Chickasaw commissioners and headmen ,to the President United States. 
3. Letter from Commissioner of Indian Affairs to Major William Armstrong, M~ch 29, 1839, 
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DI. 
E I. 
Extract of ~ letter from Major William Armstrong to ,the Commissioner of Indian 
August 27, 1839. 
Letter from Major William Armstrong tQ Commissioner of Indian Affairs, September 24, 
1839. 
2. Petition of Chickasaw commissioners and headmen to the President United States, Septeir,. 
her 3, 1839. . 
3. Letter from Commissioner of Indian Affairs to Major William Armstrong, November O, 183 . 
r 1. Letter from Major William Armstrong to the Commissioner ofindian Affairs, May 20, 1840. 
2. Communication from Chickasaw chiefs to the Chickasaw agent, April 11, 1840. 
G 1. Letter from Benjamin Love to the Secretary of War, May 21, 1840. 
2. Same to same, May 25, 1810. 
3. Letter from Hon. David Hubbard to Secretary of War, May 27, 1840. 
4. Letter from James Davis to Hon. David Hubbard, December 31, 1839. 
5. Order of the Secretary of War to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, May 28 and 29, 1840. 
, H I. Letter from Hon. J. Thompson to Commissioner oflndian Affairs, May 23, 1840. 
2. Letter from Felix Lewis to Hon. Jacob 'Thompson, May 4, 1840. 
I 1. Letter from Commissioner of Indian Affairs to Hon. 'f. H. Benton and Hon. Jacob Thomp-
son, June 1, 1840. 
K 1. Letter from Chickasaw agent to·Commissioner of Indian Affairs, August 23, 1840. 
2. Communication from Chickasaw commissioners and chief to the President United State., 
August 12, ·1840. 
I. 1. Letter from ,Major William Armstrong to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, January 5, 184'.. 
2: Extract of a letter from Major William Armstrong to Chickasaw agent, October 6, 1840. 
3, N ~tice of superintendent \Vestern Territory to claimants against Chickasaws. 
4. Letter from Chickasaw agent to Major William Armstrong, December 29, 1840. 
Ml, Report of Commissioner oflndian Affairs to the Secretary of War, and his approval of lb. 
same, March 22, 1841. 
N l. Letter from Saffo.rans & Lewis to Secretary of War, March, 1841; and endorsement of 
War Department thereon. 
O l. Letter from MaJor William Armstrong to Commissioner of In.dian Affairs, August 26, 1841. 
2. Letter from Chickasaw agent to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, August 20, 1841. 
a. Communication from Ohickasaw commissioners and chiefs to the President United States, 
July 15, 1841.. ,t 
Pl. Letter from P. P. Pitchlynn to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, October 25, 1841; with e!'· 
dorsement by Indian office. 
:2, Extract from a letter of Joseph Dukes to P. P. Pitchlynn, September 4, 1841. 
3. Extract from a"letter of A. Robinson to P. P. Pitchlynn, September 27, 1841. 
4, Extract of a letrer from R. Wilson to P. P. Pitchlynn, September 17, 1841-
5. Letter from Thomas J. Pitchlynn to P. P. Pitahlynn, dated September 21, 1841. 
fo, Directions of Secretary of War to D. Kurtz, acting Commissiohor of Indian Mairs, Octi>-
ber 30, 1841. 
7. Letter from D. Kurtz, acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs, to Major William .Annstr61l~ 
November 5, 1841. 
8. Letter from Commissioner of Indian Affairs to Saffara!ls .& Lewis, November 13, 1841. 
9. Extract from a letter of D. Sa.ffarans to A. M. Lea, Esq., November 19, 1841, 
10. Letter from A. M. Lea to Secretary of War, dated November 26, 1841. 
• Letter from Hon. Ephraim H. Foster to Albert M. Lea, September 30, 1841. 
12. Lt.'ttcr from Hon. Balie Peyton to A. M. L~a, acting Secretary of War, October 7, 18U, 
B. Letter from Major 'ilfr , Armstrong to Com1ni:;tiioner of Jn<lian Affairs, January 9, 18 
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Certificate of Major William Armstrong and Chickasaw commissioners, respecting goock 
sold to incompetent Indians. 
Le\ter from Saffarans & Lewis to the Secretary of War, of October 29, 1841; and.en~ 
dor~ment by the Secretary· of War thereupon. 
Letter from Berthelet, Heald, & Co., to Co;mmissioner of Indian Affairtl, M.arc~ 24, 184i. 
Letter from Major William Armstrong to Commissioner, qf Indian A.flii.irs, December 129 
1841. 
Direction of Secretary of War to Commissioner of Indian Affairs: on application of Berthelet, 
Heald, & Co., April 30, 1842. 
Letter from Chickasaw agent to Commissioner oqndian •Affairs, August 20, 1842. 
Letter from Daniel Saffarans to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, October 27, 1842. 
Certificate of Chickasaw agent, Ca:ptain Blake or' United States army, and Chickasaw com-
missioners, of the account books of Saffarans & Lewis. 
Certificat\M Chickasaw agent, ~ajor Fauntler~y;,of United .States army, paptain Ogden of 
United States army, and Chickasaw· comm!ss10ners, of the account books of Doa,k & 
Tims. 
Certi1icate of Chickasaw agent, Captain Blake of United States army, and Chi~kasaw commis,. 
sioners, of the account books of Berthelet, Heald, & Co. 
Certificate of Major William Armstrong and Chicki15aw commissioners, of the .account books 
of D. & S. Folsom. 
Notice of Saffarans & L~wis ; Doak & ·Tims ; Berth~let, Heald, & Co. ; and D .. &} · S. 
Folsom, to persons h~lding their due bills, ,to bring them·in for ,payment. ; 
Letter from Josiah S. Doak to Daniel S~ara~s, April·9, 1842:. 
Letter from Daniel Saffarans to Secretary of Yf ar, of November 7; 1842 ; and Secretary'• 
endorsement thereon of November 8, 1842. 
Statement showing the names .of persons to ".'horn has been paid or transferred money and 
stock belonging to incompetent fund, and by whose order. 
OHICKASA W ORPHAN~. 
Aa 1. Letter from Major William Armstrong to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Mar.ch 27, 18.39.' 
, 2. Petition of Chickasaw commissioners in favor of , Cyrus Harris, enrolled as a Chi~kasaw 
orphan. , 
3. Letter from D. Kurtz, acting Commissioner of Indian Affahs, to Major William Armstrong11 
May 4, 1839. ' 
Bb I. Letter from Major William Armsb:ong to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, March 10, 1841. 
2. Petition from commissioners and headmen of Chickasaw nation to the President of the 
United States, November 25, IMO. 
Cc I. Letter from ·Daniel Saffarans to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, ,October 2, 1843. 
2. Endorsement by Commissioner of Indian Afl;airs on aforesaid letter, October ,2, 1843; with. 
approval of Secretary of Wal', dated October 5, 1843. ' 
Dd 1. Letter from Commissioner of Indian Affairs to Secretary of War, December ,24
1 
1841.' 
. Ee 1. Statement showing the payment of stock, &c., on account of Chickasaw orphans, by whose 
order, and the sale of $Orne of their reservations. 
CHOCTAW ORP~ANS. 
Ff 1. President of the United States to Secretary of Wal', January 6, 1845; and order of Secre-
tary thereon to Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
2. Letter from John A. Rogers to the President of the United States, July 6, 1844. 
3. Letter from Johri A. Rogers to Major William Armstrong, June 5, 184-4. 
4. Letter from Major William Armstrong to John A. Rogers, June 7, 184-4. 
5. Report of Commissioner oflndian Affairs to the Secretary of War, January 14, 1845.· 
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. A 1. 
Extract of a letter from_ Major William .llrmstronng, acting superi-. 
te:1-dent 1"V_este'l-'n 1'er'rztory, to C . .fl. Harris, Esq., Commissioner of r_. 
dian .lljfairs, dated Choctaw Jigency West, June 29, 1838. 
A number of the Chickasaws have called on me to know when th~ .. 
will be paid the money due them for their lands. 'I have informed the 
that the money was invested, and they would be paicl the interest. Tit 
will b.e an exciting questi~n, and, from th_e symptoms already exhibitec., 
one that cannot be carried out. I have no idea hut the chiefs will illSIS 
upon the whole amount b.eing paid. I shall postpone it as long as possible 
but final)y they will listen to nothing but the moneys being paid. With the 
large amount of money that will be paid the Chickasaws, arising from the 
interest on their national fund debt, it certainly would be sound policy tc 
keep invested as much as possible. It is a, waste of money to pay sue 
large sums to Indians. And I still think, as I informed you in Washington 
that if one hundred thousand dollars was promised to be paid the Chicka-
saws, with the interest next year, that the remainder of the money due th 
incompetent Indians could be retained on interest. In tbis I may be mis-
taken ; for I should not only have the Indians to contend with, and con-
vince them that it would be for their benefit to receive the interest annli· 
ally, but I should have the trading community to contend with, that alwap 
have power in the Indian country, and esp1eciaJly when combined, as wi l 
be the case in this instance. 
A 2. 
Extract from a letter from C . .fl. Harris, Esq., Commissioner of India, 
.11.ffairs,. to Major William i/lrrnstrong, acting supe1·intendent, ~·c. 
dated 8th .flugust, 1838. 
I enclose a tabular statement exhibiting the tracts locate-tl. for each in-
competent reservee: the names of the purchasers, prices, amounts paid to 
the Indians, amounts deposited and invested, dates of passage of the deeds 
annual interest, and interest to the 1st of July last. The names of the 
reservees and purchasers, and the designation of the tracts located,_ will fa •. 
cilitate the identification of the Indians; and the other columns will show 
the principal invested for the interest due to each. The interest that haw 
already accrued will be remitted to Captain Collins, to be paid to the per-
sons entitled to it. In future years, there will be only 12 months' interes. 
paid at a time, the amount of which is shown in the table. I notice your 
remarks on the probability that the chiefs will insist on the payment of the 
w~ole amount of the principal. It is true that the _trea_ty pr?vides tha: 
this shall be done when the chiefs, in council, shall thmk 1t advisable. Bli 
it wiJJ, nevertheless, he the duty of the Executive to weigh the reason. 
on.which they shall -recommend the payment; and it will naturally re· 
quire that strong and conclusive ones shall be adduced to prove that 
pe~son, incompetent in 1836 to take care of his own affairs, has since av 
qmr~d a capacity entitling him to be trusted with their management. Ever: 
cons1d~ration _connected wit~ the advantage and future comfort of thiscla.55 
of Indians evmces the propriety of not disturbing the investment. It cou. 
!ot _have been _contemplated at the_conclusion of the treaty that th~y sb?u, 
ceive the entire proceeds of their lands immediately after their amv 
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The intention, doubtless, was to provide, in the interest, a fund on which 
each might live until the natiou had settled down to agricultural •pu~suits 
or other business, and he • had been taught by example how to cultivate 
the soil or do something else useful and profitable to himself. You will 
explain' these views to the chiefs, enlarging upon them as you may: think 
proper. And yon will inform them that, before any application frotn them 
for the payment of _the principal d~e the i~competent Indi~ns will. be sub-
mitted for the sanct10n of the President, this-department will reqmre clear 
and satisfactory evidence that thefr inability to manage property prudently 
has been removed. If, as you seem to apprehend, you shall have the 
trading community to contend with in this instance, you are not only au-
thorized, but you will deem it your duty, to remove any and every :mem-
ber of it who takes a part in the matter from the Indian country, revoking 
his license. If, after all, the chiefs shall determine to recommend the im-
mediate payment of the balances due the incompetent among their people, 
you will endeavor to, prevail on them to demand a portion only now, and 
make truat portion as srnaJI ·as possible: . . . 
B I. 
Extract from a letter from Captain 'William .llrmstrong, acting super-
intendent Indian .llffairs, WesUrn Territory, to C . .fl. •. Harris, Esq., 
Commissioner of Indian .fljfairs, dated Choctaw .flgency West, Sep-
itember 28, 1838. 
At the late Chickasaw council, held near Boggy, of which before start-. 
ing I advised you of the object of the council, nothing decishi·e was·µone in 
relation to the money belonging to, the incompetent Cnickasa ws. I did not 
r eceive yours of 8th August, with the register, until my return:; but I 
explained folly to the council that the money was upon interest, and that 
":hatever had fallen· due would be paid as early as possible ; as to the prin-
c1pa1, they should reflect well before they determined to have it paid. I Raw 
an evident disposition amotigst the chiefs present to have. the moriey paid. 
~hould they so insist,! will endeavor to prevail upon them to take it in 
rnstalments. On Monday ne·xt, the Choctaw grand council meets, where 
the Chickasaw commissioners and other leadino- men are to ·meet and de-
cide what they will do about the incompetent fund. I am so feeble, from 
a spell of fever siuce my return, tharI am unable to attend. I have fully 
explained the subject to them, as I had the honor in the several interviews 
! had with you at Washington t0 understand your views in relation to this 
rncompetent fund. I will, in addition, write the commissioners and chiefs 
~hat, sine~ I sa\v them, I have rt;!ceived the roll, and that eighteen months' / 
mterest will very soon be paid. The Chickasaws came over with consider-
able rrioney, but little of which is left among them. 
H 2. 
Extract of a letter from Captain William .flrmstrong, acting superin· 
tendent '1-1(,,estern Territory, to C . .fl. Harris, Esq., Commissioner of 
Indian .fljfairs, dated Choctaw .flgency, 12th October, 1838. 
I have received a communication from the Chickasaws in council, upon 
t he subject of their incompetent money. They express a wish to have 
' ' 
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_one ... hal(.the am~unt pajd them. The council was there and but two 0• 
the co.mmission . pres~nt. I therefore have concluded to ~ot send on their 
pet~tion ,unti} the interest shall arrive, and a more numerous attendance o: 
th~ ch~~fs be present. · ~ · · 
B 3. 
Extract of a letter from T. Hartley Crawfo1'd, Commissioner of Indiai 
· .11.ffa.i~s, to Captain William .llrmstrong, acting superinten_dent West-
er'(l, Territory, dated November 17, 183S. 
In regard to the money of the· incompetent Inqians, I have only to ex· 
pre~_s ,my entire co.ncurrence in the views exprfssed by my .predecessor on 
th:e Sth of August last. r shall deem it a duty, so far as may depend on me. 
· to :postpone as long as possible the payment of the principal. The inter-
est, amounting to nearly $20,000 a·nnually, will be sufficient for all their 
current wants, if judiciously applied. I understand that the interest that 
had accrued prior to the. 1st July last was sent by Captain Brown to Cap-
. tai.n ,Co)lins, to be paid with the annuities; and this I presume has been or 
. wjU ,be d,Qn~. 
C l. 
CHOCTAW AG·ENCY \VEST, 
February 22, 1839. 
Sm.: I have the honor to enclose you a petition from the Chickasaw 
<cp.mmissioner~ and hea~men, to the President of the United States, upon 
tl;i~ subject of the money due incompetent. Ch_ickasaws. I explained to the 
council, that the' money, as they knew, was investe4; that they were now 
receiving eighteen mpnths' interest-up to 1st July, 1838; that the depart· 
ment believed it to be to the~r advantage to let it remain funded._ The In-
~ians are very much ~issatisfied at the commissioners who decided them 
i~competent. The commis'sioners feel uneasy. At their earnest request, I 
p~omised to send their p,etition to ,the President of the United States. 
Respeitfully, your most obedient servant, 
. WILLIAM ARMSTRONG, 
.llcting Superintendent fVestern Territory. 
T. HARTLEY CRAWFORD, Esq., . 
Commissioner of Indian .llff'airs. 
C 2. 
To our great father, Ma,rtin Van Buren; President of t~e United States: 
. The undersigned, commissionl!'lrs and headmen of the Chickasaw nation 
1n general council assembled at Boggy, on the waters of Red river, on the 
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14th of February, 1839, beg leave to represent to their great' father 
the President of the United States, that a portion of their peofle entitled· 
to land under the treaty of Washington of the 24th May, 1834., were de-
cided, . by the Chickasaw ~ommiss~oner,s _appoin!ed 1;1nder ~said _ treaty to 
cany the provisiops therem mentu;meµ mto ·· effect, mpmpp~tent to t~ke 
care of 3:nd manage their own affairs. :heir_ lands w~re s?ld under. S!i~d 
treaty, and a large portion of,the proceeas thereof pla~ed with the Ch1cka
1
-
sa w fund, in the hands of the Government. The undersigned would .beg 
leave to· state, that th,eir first obje~t in declaring those Chickasa~s in~.o,m· 
petent was to sav~ their money for them until they ~.rrived west of . the 
Mississippi, when we promised and expect~d they woul,d be paid. 'Ph'e 
Chickasaws have a large amount o.f nati(?nal fund in vested ; and, as this is 
- individu; l. money, we never designed 9f expec~ed ,that it wo_µld ,have bee~ 
invested, b,ut paid here after , we hijd emjgrat~d ; · and the chiefs in couµcil 
r e~on;uµ~nd its payment, according to the fourth _artic~e. of said t~eaty. 
Th.e tin;i.e has come, as our people have arrived at the~r new homes, and 
are laboring to cultivate the soil. In their first settlements they re'}uire a1l 
the means th,ey ca~ op.~ain, to , purchase· farµiipg . utensils, st0ck, ·and su~h 
articles1as they. may require. Alth·ough as a natio_n they' are wealth¥, hav.:. 
ing a large ~mount of national money, it is at present giving them no as-
sistanc;e. They,haye no annuity, as their other red brothers have. Many _in .. 
dividua_ls of th~ir nation are. weal.thy, b1t ,the grea~
1 
hody are p9or ; and _' bu,t 
for the kindness of those of their brethren who had money, and loaned it 
to some who had ':none, many must have suffered·. Such as loaned money 
have exhausted their stock, and their own wants make them anxious to be 
paid such sums as they have advanced their incompetent brethren. . 
At no time can this snm ever be s9 beneficial to .our people as the present. 
We therefore appeal to our great fa ther the President of the United States, 
to ~ause the money to be paid in two equal payments, with the interest ac-
cru~ng thereon. This would re'lieve our people, and enable.them to discharge 
th~ir debts, and live in some peace and comfort. We do not expect any 
thmg from ,our, g~n,e.ral fund fox some tin:ie, and, unless we get son:ie relief., 
our people. wi\\ be without money to commence in a n~w country. 
~ e therefore once again appeal to our great father the President of the 
!] mte~ States, to extend to our people that relief which their situation so 
1m_penousiy c~lls.for, and for which your pe~i~ioners will ev~r feel the re-
ce1ved ob1Igat10ns they are ur1der to their great father. 
We remain your friends and brothers, 
ISH-TE-HO-TO-PA, (King,) 
ISAAC ALBERSON, . 
GEORGE COLBEJ{T. 
his X mark. 
his X m~rk. 
ATT'OKA, his X mark. 
AH-BAH .. MA-HUBBEE, his X mark·. 
- Headmen GREENWOOD, his -x inark. 
MA-HO-BA-TUBBEE, ' his X mark. . l HIO-CHA-TUBBEE-SEALING, his X mark. 
LA-P A-MUBY, his X mark. 
PIS-TUL-LA-TUBBEE, his X mark. 
SLONE LOVE. 
JAMES WOLF. . 
1 
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C 3. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Office Indian .fljf airs, March 29, 183~ 
Sm: I have ,received your letter of the 22d ttltimo, with the petit 
from the Chickasaw commissioners, and it has been submitted to the ·. 
retary of War. 
This paper appears to have been draw,n up in ignorance of one ciw . 
st_a~ce, and under a 'misapprehension of another-ignorance of the pr; 
v1;non that had been made for subsisting the nation seven months longe. 
and misapprehension in supposing that they would not derive benefit fro_ 
the national fund for some time to come. Of the first, you have been a:1. 
vised. In regard to the second, there will be without doubt a considera-
ble amount. of interest payable to them rie:xt year, in conformity with tt~ 
. 11th article of the treaty; if not, a balance the present year. Having tlm 
provision for immediate relief, and the certainty of an ample fund for the 
ensuing year, it would seem ,that they could not need more than the ir;. 
terest on the money of the incompetent class, amounting to $19,773 s:, 
_and which the Government is willing to pay. It is the wish of the Sec-
retary that you represent these things to , the commissioners, ch~efs, an; 
headmfm, and reiterate and fortify We views heretofore commumcated to 
you, of the impolicy of djsturbing the investments which remain un-
,changed. 
Very, &c. 
T. HAR 'FLEY 'CRAWFORD. 
Captajn WILLIAM ARMSTRONG, Choctaw .llgency. 
D I. 
· Exl'1'act of a letter from Major William .flrmstrong, acting supew-
tendent Western Territory, to the Commissioner of Indian Jlffai 1• 
dated .IJ.ugust 27, 1839. 
The last payment to the Chickasaws was for eighteen months' intere~· 
due the incompetents under the 4th article of the treaty. This payment w~ 
up to 1st .July, 1838, making eighteen months. The reason why it was ex-
tended beyond a year, as I understood from the late Commissioner, was : 
give as large a sum as possible, to relieve, in some measure, the individu" . 
wants of the Chickasaws, as well as to reconcile them to the investment ·: 
t he mon~y. They are very needy, and it would be very desirable to ba~e 
them paid as early as possible. 
E 1. 
. CuocTAW AGENCY WEs-r, September 24, 183 
SIR: The enclosed communication from the Chickasaws was receiv · 
few days since, which, as requested, I have the honor to enclose you. T -
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·object,for which they want ·a delegation to visit Washington is stated in 
the petition; no doubt, however, that it is mainly to effect, with other busi-
.ness, the ' payment of the invested fund belonging to incompetent Chicka~ 
saws, which they have already -twice petitioned to hav:e done. The with-
holding this money has created very great dissatisfaction against the com- · 
missioners by the common Indians. 'I'hey complain that they were prom-
ised payment by Colonel Reynolds and their own commissioners when they 
-should reach their new homes. - Such is the dissatisfaction, that the corn.-
missioners who dec1ared the Indians incompetent feel very uneasy. I have. 
no doubt that they intend, if they cannot get the money paid, to petition 
the Senate. I was not a ware of their· determination to ask for a delega- , 
tion to go on, the propriety of which can be best determined by the depart~ 
ment. I thought it right to inform you 'of what I belieNe their main ob-
j ect, and that they would not rest satisfied until they had used every exer- . 
tion to obtain the incompetent Chickasaw fund. · 
Very respectfully, &c. 
WILLIAM ARMSTRONG, 
.llcting Superintendent Western Territory. 
T. HARTLEY CR4-WFORD, Esq. 
Commissioner of Indian .11.ffairs. 
E 2. 
' CHoc.TAw NATION WEsT, September S, '18_39. 
To our great fatlzer the President of the Unit;d States: .: . 
It has now been several years since the t;eaty . between our great ,father 
and the Chickasaw tribe of Indfans., and riearly all of our lands have been. 
sold, and, agreeably to our treaty, we have moved to the far West. We 
are anx1ous that a delegation of three of our chiefs or headmen, with our 
agent, be permitted to visit our great father at Washington, thii fall 
or early in the winter. We ask this favor of our great father with due 
respect, believing, at the same time, that he will grant it to us. We have 
several reasons for wishing to see' our great father. One is, we have never 
seen him, and of course never taken him by 'the hand, except through his 
agent, who is· now with us, and with whom we are much pleased. An-
other reason is, that we are placed entirely on the frontier, and surrounded 
by various bands of hostile Indians) such as refugee Cherokees, Kickapoos, 
Caddoes, Dela wares, Shawnees, and Camanches ; and we wish to know of 
our great father if he will not have some of his men placed at some suita-
ble situation in our district, to protect our lives and property, both of which 
.are at the mercy of these roving bands. We also wish to talk with our 
great father about-the lands that have been sold in the old. country, and 
particularly about those of onr people who were passed incompetent to 
manage their own affairs in the old nation, where we were surrounded by 
sharpers and whiskey sellers. We also wish to talk with you about those of 
our people who were orphans at the time the treaty was made, and are now 
of age, some of whose lands have been sold -and others not. We ask to 
visit you for the benefit of our nation · that ;hen we return we can say to 
our people that we have seen our great father, and that he hi~elf has 
12 
.told, us all,; about our national affairs. Our expenses on our visit to o 
g:i:eatfatllercannot be muc;h, when there will be only three delegates ; 
4this·.expense will, of course, come out of the funds belonging to the 0. 
asaws. ' Therefore, we confidently calculate that our great father will c 
us this. small ,request. 
11est c HIRAM CARVER. 
ISH-TE-HO-TO-PA, (King,) his X mar 







his X mar· 
his X mark. 
his X mark. 
TOM-SHE-KO, bis X mark. 
PIS-TA-LA-TUBBY, -his X .mark. 
JAMES WOLF, his X mark. 
HI-AN-CHE-TUBBY, his X mark. 
ILA-PAMBY, his X mark. 
JACKSEM KEMP, his X mark. 
STU-I-U~TUBBY, his X mark. 
1-BO-KA-AH, his X mark. 
J,OHN GOING, bis X mark. 
ISH-BE-AH-TUBBY, his X mark. 
OPE-0-AH-TUBBY, his X mark. 
LEMUEL COLBERT, his X mark. 
CHARLES COLBERT, his X mark. 
'CEN-0-SHE-KE, his X mark. 
CHICKASAW-AH-NUBBY, his X mark. 
TA-KEN-LUBBY, his X mark. 
IM-ME-TUBBY, his X mark. 
E-NO-BE-AH, his X mark. 
IN-KE-AH, his X mark. 
CHE-PAW-AH, his X mark. 
JOHN GLOVER, his X mark. 
BAH-KA-TUBBY, his X mar\ 
SHE-WAH-HA, his X mark. 
NEWBERRY, his X mark. 
JAMES GAMBLE, his X math. 
IM-MA-HO-BAH-TUBBY, his X mark. 
ISH-KA-T A-HA, bis x mark. 
AH-MO-SI-IO-TUBBY, his X mark. 
TE-CUMSEH BROWN, his X mark. 
TUTH-LI-ZEE, his X mark. 
TIL-LUK-HI-ZA, his X mar· 
HA .. CUB-BEE, his X mar 
EHI- HA-TUBBY, his X mar 
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Office Indian .11.lfairs, November 9, 1839. 
Sm: I received yesterday your l~tter of 24th ·Septemb~r, ~nc_lo'sing a 
memorial to the President of the Umted States, from, the ,kmg, chiefs, &c,, 
of the Chickasaws, requesting permission to visit' Washington. The ob-
jects appear to be two-fold: 1st, to represen~ the pr?p.rie~y, of ~s~a~lishing 
a military post to protect them from the rovmg Indians m th~ir ~e1ghbor-
hood; 2d, to converse about land sales, and especially those ohncomp.etent 
Indians and orphans. · 
Fort Towson appears to be not v~ry distant from their district, and I 
-Should suppose would afford them all the protection necessary; but that .is 
a subject which the Secr~tary of War ':"il~ dispose of properly .. So fa~·as 
the iucompetent money 1s concerned, 1t 1s deemed most unwise, on the 
part of the Indians, to press its payment. It was left with the Govern-
ment to invest it, because those to whom it1 belongs were incapa.ble of man-
aging it for themselves. The interest it is much to their advantage to re-
ceive yearly. Up to the 1st of Jt1ly last, $51,903 have ·been' received, of 
which $28,946 23 have been paid to them-leaving a balance of $22,946 23 
on hand, which I am now taking measures to have paid them, and which 
shall be done shortly. Tbc whole money invested on this account is 
$369,230 44, in State stocks which were bought in 1836 and 1837, under , 
the treaty of 18£4. How these people, who were believed by the chiefs 
themselves so lately to be incapable of managing their own concerns, can 
be now regarded as capable, or upon what reason a payment to them can 
be urged, 1 am at a loss to perceive. The. principal would be squandered 
directly, if they got it. The department, as · their guardian, will _not con-
sent to pay them more than the interest; it would be great injustice to do 
so ; and their request in this particular cannot be granted. lf otherwise 
disposed to do it, the State stocks in which it stands could not be sold ex-
cept at a sacrifice of a large proportion ther~of, which ought not to be '. 
thought of; but the interest shall be· paid them punctually. 
The orphan fund. amounts to $146,000, invested in ·stocks of the State 
of Arkansas, on which $11,487 19 have been received as interest up to 
1st July last. I am, in regard of this, as of the incompetent interest, now 
arranging to pay those who have married or come of age their shares.of 
the interest, provided a m~jority of tlie seven persons named iri the ·fourth 
article of the treaty of 1834, with the agent, shall certify that in their opin~ 
ion it will be to their intere~t and advantage. These are the terms of .the 
eighth articl~ of the said treaty. If the ~tock could be now ,sold at par; I 
would also direct that each adult· or married orphan should receive his ar 
her share of the principal; but that is impossible in the present money 
difficulties of the country. . 
I have thus stated plainly all that the Indians can wish to :know, or 
could learn if they came here. The journey will therefore be ·useless ; 'for 
they will receive precisely the same answers at the office. Still; if they 
persist jn their wish to come, it will not be objected to, provided 'tlie --num-
be1· is limited to thr~e; and it is distinctly understood that they pily tlieir 
own expenses, for which the Qovernment will not be responsihle. . · 
Respectfully, &c. T. HARTLEY CRAWFORD. 
Captain WILLIAM ARMSTRONG, 
Choctaw .llgency, west of .llrkansas • .. 
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F 1. 
WASHINGTON C1TY, May 20, 184(1 
Sm: I have the honor to lay before you a communication addressed 
Colonel Upshaw, Chickasaw agent, by the council of that tribe. The . 
ment made the incompetent Chickasaws on their invested stock was 
eighteen months, being the only payment made them. If a similar µ. 
ment could be · made .fo~ the same time, it would greatly relieve the· ~ 
after which, the ,payment could be annual. My impression is, that ther: 
two. years' interest due in July. 
You will also perceive that the council wish the interest paid the . 
phans. I informed the Chickasaws that it would be useless for them 
ask to have the principal of this invested money paid, but to give up 
an. idea., and no doubt the department would immediately have the in~.-
est paid. I therefore particularly request that tlw interest for the same; . 
riod as the last payment be made, with so much for the orphans as 
department may judge necessary.-
Respectfully, your most obedient servant, · 
· WILLIAM ARMSTRONG, 
.llcting Superintendent W, T. 
T. HARTLEY C.RAWFoirn, Esq., 
Commissioner of Indian A.ff airs. 
F 2. 
CouNQIL GROUND, 
Near Fort Towson, .llpril 11, 1840. 
FRIEND AND BRo'rHER: It is stipulated in the 11th article of the tret 
of ll834, that the Government of the United States, within six months a ·e: 
any public sale takes plac,,e, shall advise them of the receip~s and expen : 
tures and of balances in their favbr; and also, at regular mter~als of-
montlis after the :first report is made, will afford them information ot t • 
proceeds of all entries and sales, &c. As we do not understand the nam_ 
of the sales and surveys, we request of you to say to our f~t~e_r the Pr~_· 
dent,'' is there no part of the land business completed; and 1f 1t 1s, we WI! 
'the officers of that part dismissed, so as not to iucur any more expe 
·upon us?" and to inform him that we have never, received any acco~ 
upon the following subjects, and wish he would send us the informau : 
to ·' send us a statistical account of our sales, ex pem,es, balances, stocks, &c. . 
and to send us the name of each head of family, and the quantity o~ . 
-each individual received, and the names of the purchasers, distingm. 
those allowed east from those allowed west. If we had a full statemen 
all the lands that have been disposed of at public auction, or otherwi e_ 
posed of, the day and date of such transactions, and the different P 
and all the above reqnired information, it would enable us to find out 
of the frauds tha,t have taken place. 
We have made three attempts to have the funds belonging to inco 
!cnt Chickasaws paid to them, and were unsuccessful at each atte 
Upor mature reflection, we have come to the conclusion hat it i~ bet 
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this time for the principal not to be pai~, but that great benefit may be de-
rived from the annual payment of the mterest. It has been proved to our 
satisfaction that the interest of this fund yields them many benefits, and 
will continue to do so; whereas, if the principal was paid, in a few years · 
they would cease to receive any benefits at all . . 
We therefore request that you will make application to the President to 
order the interest of the incompetent fund to be paid to the proper persons, 
w ho are needy, and much in want of it. ' , 
As the ·orphans have not received any immedia te benefit from the treaty, 
w e request, also, that the interest _of their fund be paid them. 
Respectfully, your friends and brothers, - · 
ISH-TE-HO-TO-PA, his X mark. 
ISH-TIM-O-LUT-KA, his X mark. 
PIST-LA-TUB-BEE, his X mark. 
· ISAAC ALBERSON, his X mark .. 
WILLIAM McGILVERY, his X mark. 
E-HI-O-CHI-TUBBEE., his X mark. 
ILL-A-FAHM-BA, his ' X mark. 
ISH-TI-YOUK-1-TUBBEE, · his X mark. 
E-BAR-MA-TUB-BEE, his X mark. 
JU-KI-YEE, his X mark. 
AH-LA-KIN-TUBBEE, his X mark. 
CHICKASA W-NAU-~UBBEE, his X mark. 
EBAR-KA-TUBBEE, his X mark. 
TOM SHEKE, . his X mark. 
UB-BIT-TIM-YA, his X mark-. 
Colonel A. M. M. DPsHAw, 
C!tickasaw .dgent. 
Witness: GEORGE W. CLARKE. 
PITMAN COLBERT. 
G l. 
WASHINGTO N C1Tv; May 21, 1840. 
Hon. J. R. P oinsett, Secretary of fVci r : 
Your memorialist respectfully showeth : 
That he was regularly appointed, with @the rs, in 1834, by the Chickasaw· 
natio~, one gf a board of comm~ssion~rs to repair. to Washington city and 
negotiate a treaty of sale of theU' territory, and stipulate for their removal 
west of the Mississippi. Upon the accompl~shment of that object, it be-
came necessary to carry its provisions into effect, so as practically to meet 
the views of the United States Government with as little detriment as pos-
,sible to a people naturally improvident and uninformed in business affairs. 
To best secure and harmonize those objei..~ts, it will be perceived that ex-
pedition would have become a leading feature of policy in the transaction. 
Upon the first announcement of the treaty, our country was filled -with 
w~ite adventurers, who were both disposed and encouraged to mi gle freely 
with us. The habits of our people were suddenly changed; their abilitv as . 
individuals increased, and their necessary wants urgent, in this new state 
of affairs. From 1834 to the period of their emigration, (.1838,) little else 
( urn J 16 
was thought ~f but the sale of their lands, and preparati•Jns for their e-
moval. T~e mcompetent were naked and starving b.efore they could . 
move, and 1t was well known would be destitute after their arrival at t 
new homes. Re&"arding the p~ovisions of the treaty applicable to t 
branch of the subject, ,they furmshed both a basis of cre<lit and an ind~-
ment to extend it; which, considered generally, was both rational to r~ 
on, and actually beneficial to the recipient. · 
Your memorialist had peculiar and forcible reasons to prompt him 
yield to their solicitations for assistance. He was acting both for the Ge .. 
ernment and his people, of whom he was one with susceptibility enou 
to properly appreciate that relation. The burdens and responsibilities~c 
his position were so great, indeed, that at one time he intended to resign 
and was only deterred from doing so by the pressing solicitations of om 
,general agent, and a threat by the other commissioners to follow him 
Your memorialist was in easy circumstances, owned many likely negro~ 
a very large and valuable stock, a productive plantation, with a valuab e 
property in his treaty reserve, without indebtedness to any body. He re-
sisted tempting offers; variously made, to engage in the usual speculatio 
of tlilat day. His whole time ( with _what efficiency is best known to th . 
with whom he co-operated) was devoted to the objects before indicated 
and, the better to insure success, he considered it important to stand aloot 
to secure the more certainly the confidence and control of his people. Your 
memorialist would further represent, that, in advances for (hese purposes, 
he holds claims, authenticated in the most deliberate and imposing manner 
known io our usages, to the' amount of near $30,000, chiefly for ca_sh an.d 
for horses, provisions, and clothing. His opportunities for securmg his 
claims were highly favorable. He possessed influence enough ~vith all 
parties to have been preferred creditor at all times; instead of which, the 
more clamorous and uncompromising left him only to assume new respo_-
sibilities, to spare his people the horrors of a jail. He has sold much of b 
property while it would sell-negroes and lands-to relieve himself from 
such liabilities, and provide the necessary support for his family. Much 
it has been sold by execution, and suits jnstituted for much more, wrn 
will shortly mature into judgments. At present prices with us, it is highiy 
probable his whole remaining property will not pay his debts. Had h 
gone west, and taken his property, he ,might have been as inditferen_t a. 
others seem to be, from recent indications, as your memorialist ]earns, gm 
in council there. 
But such a conrse neither accorded with his disposition, nor was-it · 
his power. His nece~sary attention to his official duties and i!iis heavy r 
sponsibilities precluded such relief. . 
, The substance of the facts stated can be abundantly proven, to the sa · 
faction of the department, as, in their very nature, the material on~s w. 
of an open and notorious character, and a-re incapable of serious nnsre 
sentation. ' 
In view of the premises, your memorialist humbly prays that his 
may receive the present attention of the Secretary of War, and that 
mode o~ relief (if he be considered as entitl~d to any) be adopted. a 
spa ~1 remaining property from further sacrifice, and reimburse to 
the frmts of ~t'l ardu_ou~ and hone:;t toil for a lifetime, disposed of accord 
to t c b . t hglits ol his understandino- for the a<l vaucement of a fa o 
ea urc of policy o, the Govcrnment~nd the protection a~d happine 
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his people; guarded, too, as he supposed, by th-~ spirit a~d letter of an 'in~tru-
ment which he had assisted to make, so f~r as 1t 1s _applicable to the charac-
ter of the transactions in which he was engaged. And your me~ori~Iist 
will, as in duty bound, ever pray. · -
• 1 BENJAMIN LOVE. 
The undersigned mingled freely with the. condi_tion of things s~t out in ' 
the above memorial, and takes great pleasure rn saymg that, from his know-
ledge and well-accredited, report, the facts, as stated, accord with his recol-
lection and belief of theill:, 
WILLIAM CARROLL: 
The undersigned lived, at Pontotoc at and during the disposition of the 
lands of the Chickasaw Indians and their emigration west o.f the Missis• 
- sippi river, an~ believ1:s the above statements to be true. In his ,opinion, 
it was through the influence and agency of Colonel Love the treaty was 
carried into effect, and without thP- co-operation of Colonel Love he doubts 
whether the treaty could have been carried out without a resort to force. 
, . '. . · J. THOMPSON. 
To the Hon. Secretary at T¥ar: WASHINGTON CITY, Ma,1) 25, 1840. 
The supplemental statement of yo1;u memorialist, Benjamin Love, re-
·spectfully showeth: , , 
That in expectation of receiving the advances made by him promptly 
on the arrival of the Indians west, he forwarded his evidences of claims to 
his brother, for collection. The amount is about $30,000, evidenced by 
notes executed by them, accounts
1 
acknowledged and paid by me, upQn 
which I received a transfer-provisions so1d by myself to them, clothing, 
horses to remove, and executio1i pressing them to and within the jails, 
(a specimen of which accomp ies the presentation of this paper.) The 
indebtedness is entirely from ·ncompetent Indians, the competent having 
received their money, and P, . id it theinse,l ves. The ameunt of deht due 
by individuals varies from 50 to $2,000. Many of them havy died sin'ce 
the transaction. My rntory serves me in the case of Inticap; h~ owes 
me $2,000. Pahlintubb was declared competent, and has his ·certificate 
to that effect ; by mista~ of the clerk, he was enrolled as incompe,tent. ,r 
,advanced for him near 2,000. His money composes a part of the iiJ'com...-
petent fund; So ,far s claims are held against competent Indians none 
ever relied on any th ·ng but the interest arising from the in ve,stmen t? of the 
general Chickasaw nd, as their ihdi.vidual pr9perty (to wit: the proceeds 
of ~heir_ reservatiol)B) h.ad been receive~d and_used by them. '' rhis gener~l 
fund anses from the ,sale pf the surplus temtory, after satisfyi!,1g reserva-
tions-is commo11 property, and is imperatively required to be invested in 
stocks redeemable in not more than 20 years, by the 11th article of the 
treaty of Washington. The incompetent fund, arising from the sale of 
.reservations, is individual property, the right to which, after thd sale, was 
2 
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always regarded ~y us as perfect in the incompetent as the competent, a 
the payment of 1t made to depend upon an event within their contto 
(~egulated, o~ c?urse, by thei_r _w~nts and necessities,) to wit: the applica-
tion of a maJonty of the chiets m _council, after their arrival. This W:!3 
done, and urgently pressed once or twice since. 
: · ' Your 1'!1emorialist trus·ts to the indulgence of the Hon. Secretary at W.· 
m venturmg further to state that, in an interview with the Commissioner a 
Indian Affairs, he gave it as his decided opinion, that the incompetent fu·. 
was desig~ed by the treaty to constitute a portion of the general Chicka-
saw fu,nd, upon which the interest alone was to be expected. Yourme-
morialist trusts that in a matt€r now so vital to him the grounds of tm. 
opinion may be re-examined. 
It will be observed, that in the 11th article, before referred to, a provisio .. 
for investment is positive. In the 8th article, relating to orphans," if the 
President deem it advisable, they shall be invested" until they marry or 
come of age, when the amount shall be paid, if the chiefs and agent recom-
mend it; while in the 4th article, relating to the incompetent fund, there 
is an entire ab::,ence of provision for investment, but a stipulation for pay-
ment, upon an event which might and was expected to happen immediatet 
As a commissioner, your memorialist would state, that thE\ object of with-
hol4ing it at all after the sale was to prevent their loitering in the country 
and retarding their removal, as well as to cut off, to some extent, induce-
ment to the shrewd to prey upon the improvident. It never was expected 
nor intended by us, that their necessary and proper wants should not look 
to it as a .source of credit. 
By returns to the· depa;tment, it can be plainly seen what each incom~e-
tent Indian is entitled to ; and your memorialist would be pleased to abide 
l}ny rule of adjustment which might be furnished: however rigid, in th. 
authentication of his accounts. The Commissioner mentioned, further, tha~ 
a count~r memorial had been recently received from a council west, re-
questing the payment of the interest only. This he trusts may not affec 
his rights. They did long since request the payment, and repeated t~a· 
request, begging permission to come to Washington and talk about 1t 
since which, one of the chiefs has died, leaving three west, and t~ree ye 
det~ined in the indispensable duties of tbeir office. True, they have mf~rr~-
ally nominated another, which gives theri1, nominally, four there-a maJon-
ty; and, as your memorialist learns, they propose to. receive the interest m 
the late memorial as an alternative, because they can do no better. .-\.. 
any rate, he trusts he may not be sacrificed to the bad faith of those wh 
have left him here to meet the storm, while they are securely to reap th 
fruit of his sacrifices. It is well known, too, that a sinister ir,flnence ma~ 
be easily exercised by traders amongst them, and shape their resolves to ac~ 
mould, that they may secure a better harvest themselves. 
He trusts that an opportunity may be afforded him to make any forth. 
explanations which may be necessary, and to authenticate his statemen' 
by !fiany g~ntlemen of high respectability who now happen fortunately 





WASHINGTON, May 27, 1840. 
Srn: In relation to the application of Benjamin Love; to have the in-
competent fund of the Chickasaw Indians paid· over to them, or to have so 
much paid as will indemnify or reimburse the said Love for money which 
he alleges that he paid for said persons, to release them from arrest or in-
debtedness, in order to move them west of the Mississippi, I 
1
beg leave :to 
make the following statement of facts, which occurred within my know-
ledge: , · 
In 1836 and 1837, whilst the Indians were selling out their reservations, 
' I knew well Colonel Love, the applicant,' and the other chiefs who were ' 
executing the treaty' and removing the.Chickasaws, and know that they had 
:great difficulty in reconciling th~ warriors to receive a small portion of the 
purchase money, and have the residue retained until they went ;west, and 
be considered incompetent. They were only induced to do so by promi-
se~ that, when they got west of the river, they wo-qld be p~id what was 
due them individually upon their several resetves. They were told that 
this was the construction of the treaty, and this was the opinion of the 
agent, and all of the chiefs of the treaty, as well as, the construction giveh 
by the counsel for the nation, General J"-rnes Davis, a letter from whom I 
hereby beg leave to enclose. . 
I purchased lands extensively of the Indians and of those who bought, 
of th~m, and was present during the greater portion of the time the nation 
was selling out and preparing to move, and remember . well that the applj-
cant, Colonel Love, had many c.alls upon him by those Indians, to protect 
them in suits brought against them by citizens, for debts, &c., but have no 
r~collection of particular cases. It was almost an ince~sant appeal upon 
his attention by the more ignorant portion of the· nation, and he had al-
most the whole charge of keeping his people willing td move and to exe-
cut~ the treaty. He was· wealthy and unembarrassed, ai-id by becoming 
the~r security, and taking their debts upon himself, as I am informed and 
believe, he has become embarrassed, and I learn his property will be · sac-
ri ficed to pay the debts of thos~ incompetent persons. 1 
If he can be relieved by any method, I do not hesitate to say it ought to 
be done. 
I am of the opinion that they properly interpreted the provisions of the 
treaty, and that the ·United States was .. bound .oh their going west, and de-
manding their money through their chiefs; that they had a right to it; and 
1 gave this opinion, with others. In fact, I never heard the correctness of 
this position questioned, until by the honoraple Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs a few davs since. 
I.have the honor to be, &c., your obedient servant, 
DAVID HUBBARD . 
.Hon. J. R. Po1NsETT, /. 
Secretary at War. 
I 
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G 4. 
MARSHALL CouNTY, M1ss1ss1PP1, 
Holly Springs, December, 31, 1839. 
I _have been ad ... vi_~ed that the ,Government has refused to pay over 
the mcompe~ent_ Ch1ckasa w Indians the proceeds of their reservations, ai-
. though apphcat10n has been made, in accordance with the 4th article c· 
the treaty of the 24th May, 1834. 
By an act of the Legislature of Mississippi, approved on the 4th day o; 
Feb!uary, 1829, d:(at State extended her jurisdiction throughout her char-
tered limits, whic_h mad~ the Chickasaw Indians competent to contrac: 
debts, ~o ~ue and b~ sued, &c.; and previous to their removal they had 
contracted debts tp a considerable amount, which were unpaid; and many 
of the~ had been rip.~ned into judgments in the courts of Mississippi, and 
executions issu'ed upon some of the judgments, and ca. ca.'s upon others; 
other cred'itors had obtained precepts of variQns kinds against them; and 
when the first emigrating party assembled at the mouth of Tippat and 
Tallahatchy, a swarm of creditors and o_fficers were hovering around them 
which produced so much excitement and dissatisfaction amongst the Jo. 
dians, that they be.came extremely intemperate, rifused to be enrolled by 
the emigrating agents, and to proceed to their new homes. The emigratiog 
agents, supposing it probable that I could exercise some influence with 
them, despatched a messenger, with the request that I would visit the 
camp forthwith, which I accord-ingly did; and immediately upon my at-
. lival at camp, I assembled the Indians, made the,m a talk, and then as-
sembled their creditors and civil officers; urged upon thern not to defea t 
_the important object of the removal of the Chickasaw tribe; called theu 
attention to the 4th article of the treaty; gave it as my opinion, that,sh_ortly 
after the settlement of the Indians in their new homes, the mode pomted 
out in that article to obtain for the incompetent Indians the proceeds of therr 
teservations would be taken; in which event, it would be the duty of th~ 
Gove·rnrnent to pay over the money, and their claims would be paid, ai 
, t.he princip_al _debtors were the incompetent class of Indians; and ~t .. 
considera'ble difficulty I succeeded. The other creditors of the ln?1ans 
~pon le~rning the course adopted by the creditors of the party ~e~t1~ned 
agreed to risk the paymen~ of their money on the west of the M1ss1ss1pp1 . 
and the whole nation was removed without further difficulty. 
I have learned t~at many of the creditors of the Indians now charge 
me ·w:ith having practised a fraud upon them in the course I pursued 
which has induced me to ask' you to present the whole matter to th_e ~r~per 
department, calling their attention to the operation of the laws of M1ss1ss1pp, 
over the Chickasaw Indians, and the great injustice which will be done L 
many of the creditors, particularly such as furnished theµi with the ne~e · 
sary articles for their travel, which they had not the means to pay for, owm? 
to their money having been placed in the hands of the Government; an 
no one can for a moment entertain the opinion that the Government wo d 
aid the Indians in evading a just debt, as it has recognised creditors of a 
tribes, and paid their debts out of their annuities and other means, there . 
countenancing the credit system with them. Until the refusal of the ~o · 
cr~ment to pay over that fund, I had supposed it one of the express sup · 
lations of the treaty that it should do' so when the proper applicat!on 
made, and one which they could not refuse. The incompetent Indians ai, 
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certainly entitled to it, in excl-usi:on -to those determined to be competent, 
and who have received' the proceeds o"f their reservations. They were 
compeftint to take reserves, not for the bene.fit of tqe c~mpetent Indians, 
but.for their own benefit; and the treaty made the eh1efs competent to 
determine when they should receive it. _ · 
·_ Yonr perfect know1edge of the -oper~tions of the laws ··or Mississippi 
over the Indians, and the history of their operation and removal, make it 
unnecessary for me to make suggestions to you, to aid you in presenting 
tht: matter in its true light. 
Very respectfully, 
JAMES DA VIS. 
Hon. DAvID HUBBARD, 
'G 5. 
WAR fiEPART'.MENT, May 28, 1840. 
. THe d~partrnent is p'erstta:ded, from the testini.ony exhibited by M1~. Love·, 
that the incompetent Chick~saw Indians are· largely indebted to him, anc} 
that i~ is proba'ble the peaceable removal of those Indians is in part due · 
!o the advances, ma?~ by him to their credi,tors_; still, as the money belong. 
mg_ to them, and ansrng out of the,:sale of their lands, has been pla~ed in 
the general fund belonging to the nation, and cannot, according to the pro: 
visions of the treaty, be drawn from it until the chiefs in council shall think 
it advis~ble to pay it to the claimants, or to those who may rightfully cla,im 
under th'em, the department can make no payment to Mr. Love without 
obtaining the consent t,hereto of the chiefs, in the rna_nn:er required by treaty. 
It appears that their assent was given at one time, but afterwards with-
drawn, which renders it necessary to renew the application, which the 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs wilr cause to be done with as little delay 
as possible; and he is hereby authorize<l' to pay oveno the said Benjamin 
Love any money now in his hands arising from the interest of this portion 
of the Chickasaw fund. 
J. R. POINSETT. 
_'!'his order, except the part of it relating to the application of the interest 
due,. "'Nill be extended to all ~laims of a similar character. · 
J. R. P. I 
MAY 29, 1840. 
H L 
_ HousE OF REPRESENTATiyEs, May 23, 18.40. 
Srn : Enclosed you will fihd the com:rnunication of Colonel Felix Lewis, 
?f Mississippi, and I wish to call your particular attention to its contents and 
its request. 
l know that the agents of the Government and the chiefs of the Indians 
repeatedly assured the persons interested, that. if they would -not harass the 
Indians in the collection of their debts, but aid in their retnoval, they should 
1 , 
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be paid the uttermost farthing immediately on their arrival at their ne-
homes.. I know, also, that this pror°:ise has not been kept. These ager.: 
and c_hiefs may have had i:10 authority to make such representations at 
promises; but the persons mterested believed the Government would ado 
and carry out their promises to the people. I believe, also, that had th: 
promise not been made, it would have been extremely difficult, if not irri 
practicable, to have removed them at all, without a resort to arms. I hop. 
this subject will receive your early and favorable consideration. 
Yo 111rs, respectfully, 
Hon .. T. HARTLEY CRA wFORD, 
Commissioner, of Indian .lljfairs. 
H 2. 
J. THOMPSON 
HoLLY SPRINGS, Miss., May 4, 1840. 
DEAR Sm : As the representative and friend of those interested, I har: 
thought proper to ask your attention to the question of the application ot 
the incompetent Chickasaw fund. Your res.idence at the place, and famili· 
arity with the circumstances and principles involved, will enable you to 
appreciate the true merits of the question . 
. You know that, according to the provisions of the treaty, the parenta 
care of the Government was so far extended over this people as to p~otect_ 
them, in case of individual inr:ompetency, against the superior saga~1ty ot 
those with whom the new state of circumstances would place them in con-
tact. The competents, who, according to any rational rule on the s~b)eCt: 
would have numbered very small, were, by a most liberal cons~ruction ot 
restraint seriously affecting their rights, very numerous, received the· 
money and disposed of it at their will. The incompetents, on the oth~r 
hand, were, both in disposing power and the receipt of their mone}'.', to lo~ 
to trustees provided ,by' the law, who wotild better manage theu aff~m 
than they were presumed capable of doing. Their wants were as presslDJ 
as their more-favored brothers, and their rights as perfect; bnt, for their 
benefit, it was deemed advisable not to punish them for their n:isfortunes. 
but, the more certainly to secure them the enjoyment of their only de-
pendence, to provide for their removal and furnish them means of com· 
mencing to live in their new pountry. This just and practical view ~f thf' 
case, you know, was entertained and acted upon, preparatory to the~r re-
moval. It was supposed, without doubt, that they would, before emigrat-
ing, receive enough money to furnish them with necessaries preparato1; 
for the emigration. Adopting this opinion, credit was given them, valuable 
goods and other property were purchased, under the supervision of tho 
who were capable of protecting them against imposition, and with th. 
tacit approbation of those representing the interest, and, as was supposec 
the views of the Government. When the arrangements were compl_et~ 
and the money expected and demanded, their chiefs, their legal advisers 
the agent, and especially the immediate representative of the Presi~en· 
(General Carroll,) supposed it would be more agreeable to make adJUS'· 
ments bey~nd the Mississippi river; more time and deliberation, ~ 
equal certainty of justice to a11 parties, would be secured. The claun: 
were regu~ar_ly _m8:de out and produced, with a view to subject them to .. 
laws of Miss1ss1pp1, as other citizens. Much confusion and discontent pre-
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.vailed. Colonel Reynolds, the agent, General Carroll, the approvitJg agent, 
Colonel Upshaw, the emigrating agent, and the chiefs, assembled and ~d-
dressed the citizens-recommended forbearance and postponement, with · 
distinct ·assurances that in ·good faith the debts would in future be paid. 
Such pledges, from such a source, had the effect. After their arrival west, 
t hey were in a destitute condition, a~d ~ould have suffered, if n~t sta-rved, 
(after the Government stopped furmshmg them,) but for th_e assistance af-
forded them by traders. This is not pretended as the motive, but the act 
,~as as certainly a measure of timely relief as if it had been so. Those 
p eople felt it so, and, as an evidence of the fact, their most solemn act in 
council recommending and directing this fund to be paid ~uring last year. 
Information was then received, that the money had been mvested by the 
·Government, and was not available. And 'now, to the t1tter astonishment_ 
of every body, we have recently learned that, through some influence un-
..accountable to us, they have 'lately held another eo(mcil, and reversed their 
,former petition. This act of perfidy would certainly, if sanctioned by the 
Government, be an adroit mode ·of robbing those interested of their just 
and equitable rights. But is it possible, in the actual position of this case, 
that they will be permitted to swfodle citizens of this country out of their 
lawful and just rights? Will our Government, who have the power, and 
whose guardianship is exerted for good, tolerate such a measure? The 
.usual slang of Ind_ian robberies will not apply to cases indiscriminately, 
because at times true. Nnmbers 'of your friends will be ruined by this dis-
.appointment. ' 
Tl:ie treaty is of easy construction, and is the supreme law of. the land. 
An intimation of the kind comes t00 late now upon a community already 
borne down with embarrassl)lents and disappointn1ent. We had hoped 
that this matter would have met a favorable termination ere this. Will 
you have the goodness to apply" to the proper and most authentic sources, 
and tell us speci:ficaJJy what we may depend on? 
Let me hear from you in ten days, if po·ssible; and if political favorites 1 
are to be sustained, at-the expense of law and justice, we want to learn it 
at once. We will then .try other sources of inquiry, and examination, to 
protect onr rights. Congress will <lo us justice in this matter, and we wish 
the matter brought up immediately, unless we have assurances that it can, , 
be settled without. The facts are notorious, and the claims are just be-
yond a doubt. In order that you may be the better apprized of the virtue 
of these claims, I will give you a list of the most of the claimants. Let 
.me hear from you in a few days. . 
Most respectfully, your friend and obedient servant, 
FELIX L~WIS.. . 
.IJ. list of the claimants. 
Jeffries & Bradford1 
Martin English & ·co. 
John Bell. 
Robert Hanells. 
Wat & Persell. 
, David Stark's estat~. 
James A. Blanton's estate. 
Joel Pinson. 
Henry Cook. 
Paul Barringer. . 
E. P. McDowell & Co. 
Turnell & Powell. 
John T. Brooks & Co. 
Weaver & Wiley. ,. 
Joseph Mathews. 
Kenith Clark & Co. 
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. !3esides these, there are several others; all of whom are highly respect.a ~ 
-citizens, and most of them your personal and political friends. Tbe Go • 
ernment ou?ht to pay these claims. Their representatives pledged them-
~elves that it sho_uld _be do?e as soon as the emigration was complete. 
I hope you w~H give this your prompt attention. Yours, 
H 
, F. LEWIS. 
· on. JAco.B 'rHOMPsoN. 
I 1. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Office Indian .11.ifairs, June I, 1840. 
SIR: I received the letter of James Davis, Esq., addressed to you under 
date of.6th ultimo, on the subject of the application of the money invested 
by_ the Government for the incompetent Chic~asaws to the payment of 
debts alleged to ue due by them. 
I't is represented that the . creditors of these people permitted those c. 
them who were declared incompetent to manage their own affairs by the 
Indian commissioners, under the fourth article of the treaty of 1834, tu 
emigrate, ,on the understanding that the money would be paid the Indians 
west, and enable them to discharge the debts they owed. In order that 
the matter may be understood by you, I will state that the above article 
provides, that when' the ·Indians are not, in the opinion of the king and 
six other Chickasaws, capable of conducting their own interests, their res-
ervations might nevertheless be sold on certain conditions; one of whict 
was, that 1t~e consideration paid for them "shall remain as _part of .the 
general Chickasaw fund, in the hands of the Government, until such tune 
as the chiefJ' in council shall think it advisable to pay it to the claimant, 
or to ~hose who rightfully claim under s·uch claimant, and shall so recom-
mend it.'~ The sum realized by these sales was inv~sted by the depat · 
ment in 1836 and 1837. 
. This is said to be without authority. You will observe, the money w~ 
to remain as part of the general Chickasaw fund, which, by the 11th arn-
cle of the treaty of 20th October, 1832, was to be invested in stocks; and. 
if the incompetent fund was to make a part of it, the ,power to invest, and. 
it seems to me, the duty, follow; for the fair presumption was, that people 
incompetent now would, with perhaps a few exceptions, continue so; and, 
on the face of the treaty, the fair conclusion was, that it was intended, ?> 
this very mode of placing the money at interest, to secure them the m-
terest of it, and prevent them from wasting the principal. The fourth ar-
ticle of the treaty of 1834 does not contemplate, whatever may have bee 
the misunderstanding of 'its provision as written, that the incompetent fund 
shall be paid to the Indians on their arrival wrst. It was to be held b. 
the Government until the chiefs in council should think it advisable to pa_ 
it to the claimant, and so recommend it. They did ask for its paymel.it: 
but the department (before and since I was in this office) declined to pa~ 
it, from an apprehension that the principal would be wasted; and latel:: 
the chiefs in council, having changed their views, have expressed the de-
~ermination and wish that the money should remain where it is, and th 
mterest only be paid to the Indians. 
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1n co1:sequei1ce of the reptesentatioiis ~owma1e,·of t~e-i~debtedness 0 ~ ' 
those Indians, the Secretary of Warnas d1recte<l ·anapphc3:t10n ~o be ma?e 
to the chiefs in council for their-assent (w·hich their' late memonal, reqmr-
ing that-"- the interest oniy be paid, h~s made ·necessarr) to the_ parment ~f 
the principal money, or so mm;h of 1t as may b~ 'reqmred to ~tscharge their 
debts. I shallJcause this application· to be macte as soon· as rt can- be doner 
and, if it is successful,: take other measures to· have- the debts? due an1 ow-
i ng, ascertained by· the -superintendent, of the Western Temtory, with a · 
v iew to their payment. ' 
-Very r,espectfully, ;&c. . 
• 
1T/ HA:RTEEY CRAWFORD: 
Hon. THoMAs H: BE,NT<>N, 
United Stalest Sen-ate; 
tSa:me·to the Hon. Jacob 'Thompson;House of'R~presentatives, referring 
t o letter'frorrf Felix· Lewis to li im, under ·date oK4th:'May last:] 
CHJCXAS.A.W ·Ae;E~CY/ '.NEAR _Foivr TowsoN, 
. . .11.ugust 23, 1840. 
SIR: As Captain William Armstrong, acting superintendent Western Ter---
ritory, has not yet returned, I have tho-µght proper to communicate direct 
with you, whicl;l I hope will me.et yom appro,bation. I have the honor to 
enclose herewith a memorial of the chiefs 'a-nd commissioners of the Chick-
asaw tribe of Indians t'o the President :0f the U nit"ea .States: . 
I will .here remark, that the memorial sent on in April last created great 
dissatisfaction in the nation, and really, at _one time, I 'thought would 
c~use considerable difficulty. So far as my-observation extends, those In-
dians who are called incompetent really starid in great need of assistance. 
They have no stock, either of ·hogs or cattle, and are destitute of clothing 
an~ P!ovis~ons. The dictates of hu~anity cotµpel iµe . to inform you of 
their s1tuat'wn. 
I have the honor of being your .obedient 1-servant, 
A. :M. M.. UPSHAW, 
Hon. T. HARTLEY CnA wFoRD, 
Chickasaw ,/igent. 
Commissioner of Indz'an .11.lfairs, JY.ashiTJ,gJon City. 
m2. 
CouNcIL GROUND, NEAR Fo~T To_wsoN, 
.l.lugust 12, .1840. 
To ou1· great father the President of the United .States: • 
We, the chiefs and c mmissioners of the Chickasaw tribe of Indians in 
-council assembled, respectfully show : , Tha,t advances in money, and 
such property valued and agreed npon at a fair rrion~y price, were made 
.to tha t portion 9f our people who were declared incompetent by. the tr~tlty 
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of Washington, (1834,) to a considerable amount; and, at the time of o 
removal, the col_lection of. the same was pressed and urged with such p_ . 
severance and ngor as to imprison many of them, as citizens of Mississi 
pi, and subject to her laws; when various of OUT brethren and othe 
officers of the Government gave such assurances of the faithful executi, 
of the treaty as would soon pay such advances as aforesaid; and tbr-
_different applications having been made for the payment of the incomp€-
tent fund by the Government, as would enable our-people to comply w·· 
the assurances aforesaid, and relieve our friends from the responsibility~ 
sumed, which, in some cases we ,Ieq.rn will be ruinous, and . the payme 
having still been withheld, we did, by our friend and agent, Colonel. 
M. M. Upshaw, in April last, forward a memorial, requesting the pay. 
ment of the interest on said fund. Having now learned that, in cons:-:.. 
eration of the. premises, you would pay the · principal as well as the in-
terest due and accruing for the objects aforesaid, we entreat you by t~ 
memorial to order the payment of the same, under such r~gulations to se-
cure a proper application of it to the debts aforesaid, as in the wisdom~. 
the President shall seem meet and proper. . .. 
We have confidence that our acting superintendent, Captam W1lh. 
Armstrong, will settle justly the ev_idence of our indebtedness, and shall . 
pleased to confide to him the duty of so doing, having learned that be .·s 
conversant of the contemplated arrangement. 
With feelings of high ~egard, we are your friends and brothers. 
Done in council, this 12th day of August, 1840. 
Witness: 
ISH-TE-HO-TO-PA, King and Commissioner, his+ mar·. 
BENJAMIN LOVE, Commissioner. 
JAMES COLBERT, Co~missioner. 
ISH-TIM-0-LAT-KA, Chief, 
ISAAC ALBERSON; Commissioner, 
PIST-TA-LA-TUBBY, Chief, 







CHICKASA W-NAH-NUBBY, Chief, 
UB-BIT-TIM-YA, Chief, 
E-BAR-MA-TUBBY, Chief, 






his + mark. 
his+ mark. 
his+ mark. 






SLONE LovE, United States Interpreter. 
JAMES GAMBLE. 
L 1. 
CHOCTAW AGENCY, January 5, 184 .. 
SIR : I have the honor to lav before you my letter of instructions 
(((((( Colonel Upshaw, Chickasaw agent, based upon yours to me of 2d JG.-: 
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of Washington, (1834,) to a considerable amount; and, at the time of our 
removal, the collection of the same was pressed and urged with such per-
severance and rigor as to imprison many of them, as citizens of Mississip-
pi, and subject to her laws; when various of our brethren and other 
officers of the Government gave such assurances of the faithful execution 
of the treaty as would soon pay such advances as aforesaid; and three 
different applications having been made for the payment of the incompe-
tent fund by the Government, as would enable our-people to comply with 
the assurances aforesaid, and relieve our friends from the responsibility as-
sumed, which, in some cases we learn will be ruinous, and , the payment 
having still been withheld, we did, by our friend and agent, Colonel A. 
M. M. Upshaw, in April last, forward a memorial, requesting the pay-
ment of the interest on said fund. Having now learned that, in consid-
eration of the premises, you would pay the principal as well as the in-
terest du.e and accruing for the objects aforesaid, we entreat you by this 
memorial to order the payment of the same, under such regulations to se-
cure a proper application of it to the debts aforesaid, as in the wisdom of 
the President shall seem meet and proper. 
We have confidence that our acting superintendent, Captain William 
Armstrong, will settle justly the evidence of our indebtedness, and shall be 
pleased to confide to him the duty of so doing, having learned that he is 
conversant of the contemplated arrangement. 
With feelings of high regard, we are your friends and brothers. 
Done in council, this 12th day of August, 1840. 
ISH-TE-HO-TO-PA, King and Commissioner, his + mark. 
BENJAMIN LOVE, Commissioner. 
Witness: 
JAMES COLBERT, Commissioner. 
ISH-TIM-0-LAT-KA, Chief, 
ISAAC ALBERSON, Commissioner, 
PIST-TA-LA-TUBBY, Chief, 




























CnocTAw AGENCY, January 5, 1841 
Sm : I have the honor to lay before you my letter of instructions 
Colonel Upshaw, Chickasaw agent, based upon yours to me of 2d Jue:. 
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1840, directing· an investigation of. t~E! . ~ccounts of Be~jamin Love, and 
citizens of the United States, agamst mcompetent Ch_1ckas~ws. !3efore 
addressing Colonel Upshaw upon_ the subject, I ~ad an mterv1~w _with the 
Chickasaw commissioners in relat10n to the claims. I explamed fully to 
them the object of the department in ordering the investi~ati?n, ~nd pressed 
upon them the necessity of a strict and thorough exammat10n mto the ac-
counts that were presented. The investigation was very tedious, and, from 
the report of the agent, Colo~el Upsha~, I _have every reason. to b~li~ve 
that full and ample satisfact10n of the JUSt1ce of the debts was exh1b1ted 
before the accoiints were allowed. The debts of the incompetent Chicka-
saws are earnestly desired to be paid by the nation, especially the commi~-
sioners. They believe that the treaty gave them some control over tlns 
description of debts; and the general expectation has been, that the whole 
amount would be paid. It is, indeed, under this impression that the de·bts 
to this particular class were made, and most gene.rally with the knowledge 
of the commissioners. The class of Chickasaws declared incompetent have 
had no means to live on, and liave really been compelled to go in debt, 
from time to time, to enable them to live. They removed from Mississippi 
to their present homes, and have been greatly pressed for money. There 
is also some uneasiness felt by the nation, for fear these debts should be 
brought against the nation, if they are not liquidated by the incompetent 
Chickasaws who created them. They say that ·this fund belongs to indi-
viduals who have gone in debt on the strength of this fund; that the nation 
h ave already a large national investment, and therefore they would prefer 
the whole amount due the incompetents paid. 
I would remark, that the Chickasaw commissioners are intelligent men, 
a nd understand fully the ·natur~ of the accounts on which they acted. The 
individuals o~ing the debts were also desirous that the accounts allowed 
should be paid from the funds invested'for their hene:fit, provided the claim-
a?~s would tak~ stock. I ther~fore submit the whole papers, for your de-
c1s10n. _You will see, from the notice which 1- caused ,to be placed through 
the _country, that ample time has been given: to bring all the claims; and, 
w hile t~e ~ommissioners and chiefs requested the debts to be ·liquidated, 
ther wish lt understood that hereafter nothing will be done in aid of col-
~ectrng debts in any way; that they i~ . most instances were instrumental 
m getting e~edit from traders, to enable these people to. subsist; that they -
were settled on Blue and Boggy, &c., and ' beyond where Indians · had for-
merly'Jived; and unless the traders had furnished them with provisions, &c., 
they must have suffered severely·. They therefore feel under peculiar obli-
gat10ns to see these debts paid. 
Very respectfully, yaur obedient servant, 
WILLIAM ARMSTRONG, 
.llcting Superintendent Western Territory. 
T. HARTLEY CRAWFORD, 
Commissioner of Indian .1:J.ffairs, ff ... as/dngton City. 
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L 2. 
:Extract from letter o} William .!lrmstrong, acting superintendent of t 
Western Territory, to .fl. M M. Upshaw, dated October 6, 1840. 
You will also receive copies of certain letters from the department,in 
lation to paying Benjamin Love, from the interest now to be paid the 
competent Chickasaws, as far as the several amounts wm go, and for 
transfer of stoc}{s owned by incompetent Chickasaws, to pay Colonel 
and citiz;ens of the United States. The letter of the department is so 
and explicit that it is cons.idered only necessary to give you a copy to 
out the instruction::;. I would remark, however, that in examining acco 
you will satisfy .yourself fully of their being correct, and have the chief 
as many of them present as you can get. Report fully upon the wh 
S\lbject, as required by the department. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, -
WILLIAM ARMSTRONG, 
.llcting Superintendent Western TerrilOf'Y· 
Colonel A. M. M. U PSHA w, 
Chickasaw ·.flgent. 
· L 3. 
_. All persons having'claims against incompetent Ch~c~asaws will prese • 
them, properly authenticated, to the agent and co:tnmiss10ners, that thesa 
may be examined, and, if found correct, submitted to the office of b-
dian Affairs, for further action, according to instruction~ dated May 2 
18.40. I 1 
WILLIAM ARMSTRONG, 
.flcting Superinterident Western Territory. 
· This advertisement w~s put up at the agency at Doakville and at 
Boggy .depot. 
L 4. 
CHICKASAW AGENCY, Decembe1· 29, 18-10. 
Sm : According to your orders, I, with the assistance ?f t~e chiefs 
commissioners of the Chickasaws, commenced the exammation of_ cla 
of citizens of the United States, and some of the Chickasaws, agam 
incompetent Chickasaws, on the 20th of November ultimo, and 
ished our investigations this day. In examining the claims, the grea· 
attention was paid. The indebtedness was geuerally acknowledge 
proven by witnesses, to the entire satisfaction of the commissioners: 
from the time it took to examine the notes and accounts, beiug six w 
it appears that g:eat caution was taken by the commissioners. I h~re 
send you the claims, for your investigatiou. Benjamin Love's clann~ 
from schedule No. 1 to No. 9, inclusive, containing one hundred ar d 
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,notes and accounts, amounting in all to eighteen thousand four hµndred 
.and thirty-one dollars and seventy-one cents, ($18,431 .71.) Daniel S~f-
farans and Felix Lewis's claims against incompetent Oh~lqisaws, Ill 
schedules No. 10 to No. 17, inclusive, containing one huni;lred.and five 
-notes and accounts, amounting to twenty-two thousand fiv~ .huijdred and 
twenty-three dollars and eighty-seven tents, ($22,523 87.) 
. Pe11n & Lewis's claims against incompetent Chickasaws are,.schedules 
No. 18 to No. 48, inclusive, containing three hundred aQd seventy-one 
.notes and accounts, and amounting to thirty-two thousand four hundred 
and forty-three dollars and sixty-nine cents, ($32,443 69.) DanietSaffaran 
& Co.'s claims ag~inst incompetent Chickasaws are schedules No. 49 to No. 
63, inclusive, containing one hundred and thirty-two notes and accounts, 
and amounting to twenty thousand one hundred and seventy-six dollars 
and ninety-three cents, ($20,176 93.) Daniel Saffarans, James Colbert, 
Thomas Colbert, Charles Colbert, Isaac- Alberson, and Slone Love's claims 
against incompeteRt Chickasaws are schedules No. 64 to No. 102, inclusive, 
containing four hundred and thirty-eight notes and accounts, amounting to 
-sixty-eight thousand four hundred and nine dollars and forty-eight cents, 
($68,409 48.) The cqmmissioners and ~hiefs wish the above-named claims 
paid; but say, as notice had been given, that, as they have been in session so 
long, and no other claims were presented that they believed just, that, should 
any be presented hereafter, they will not act on them, and that the holder 
must wait' until the individual gets his money and is willing to pay. Any 
persons hereafter crediting the Chickasaws must run the hazard of getting the 
,money without the assistance of the chiefs or commissioners. It is the 
wish of all the Chickasaws, so expressed in council, that the remainder of 
the incompetent money should be paid to the Indians claiming it, at the 
·same time that the general interest will be paid: in 1841. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Major WILLIAM 'ARMSTRONG, 
A. M. M. UPSHAW, .llgen(.: 
.fl.cling Superintendent, ~c. 
M 1. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, . 
Officeindian .II.flairs, March 22, 1841. 
Srn :. As the best evidence of the intention and wishes of the department , 
respectmg the payment of debts aneged to be due by incompetent Chicka~ 
saws to Benjamin Love, and citizens of the United States, I have the honor 
to submit copies of the following order of the Secretary of War of May 
2S, 1840, and of the letter of instructions founded thereon, from this office 
to the acting superintendent of the Western Territory; of June 2, 1840 : ' 
"WAR DEPARTMENT, May 28, 1840. · 
"The depar~ment is persua_ded, from t!ie testimony exhibited by Mr. 
Love, that the mcompetent Chickasaw Indians are laroely indebted to hini 
and that it is probable the peaceable removal of tho~e Indians is in part 
due to _the advances mad~ . by him to their creditors. Still, as the money ' 
belonging to them, and ansmg out of the sale of their lands, has been·placed 
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in th~ .general fund belonging to the nation, and cannot, according to ~ 
prov1srons of the treaty, be drawn from it until the-chiefs in council s 
think it ~dvisable to pay it to the claimants, or to those who may rig • 
:fu~ly claim u~d.er them, ~he department can make no payment to :Mr. Lo 
without obtammg the consent thereto of the chiefs, in the manner requ~ 
by treaty. 
"'It appears that their assent was given at one time, but afterwa1·ds wr. 
draw~, which rende'rs it necessary to renew the application, which 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs will cause to be done with as little de 
as possible ; and he is hereby authorized to pay over to the said Ben • 
min Love any money now in his hands arising from the interest of · 
portion of the Chickasaw fund. 
"J. R. POINSETT. ' 
"WAR DEPARTMENT, 
" Office Indian .fljf airs, June 2, 1840, 
66 Sm: By the 4th article of the treaty of 24th May, 1834, with t 
Chickasaws, an Indian committee was appointed, consisting of the ki w 
and six other individuals, whose duty it was to ascertain and certify w 
of the Indfans holding reservations were capable of transacting their o 
affairs, and qualified to dispose of their property. The lands of such as 
are incapable might be sold on their recommendation, on certain condition · 
of which one :was, but the consideration 'shall remain as part of the ge -
eral Chickasaw fund, in the hands of ,the Government, until such time as 
the chiefs in council shall think it advisable to pay it to the claimant, or 
those' who may rightfully claim under such cl~imant, and shall so recom-
mend it.' The 1 Ith article of the treaty of the 20th October, 1832, pr 
vided for the investment of the general fund ' in safe and valuable stock 
which will bring them in an annual interest or dividend, to be used for 
national purposes, leaving the principal untouched, intending to use t .e 
interest alone.' The same provision is made in substance in the 2d cl~u-
of the 11th article of the treaty of May, 1834. If the national fund 1st 
be invested, as it must be, and the incompetent fund was to remain as pa 
thereof, there wonld seem to be not only power, but that it was a da Y 
to invest the latter as well as the former. 
"The chiefs in council would have a right, under the 4th article, to a 
and recommend that it be paid to the daimants. They have done so, (a· 
• well since as before I was Commi~sioner of Indian Affairs.) The depa .. · 
ment declined complying with their wishes, becanse it was believed, if the 
were properly decl'ared incompetent before the sale of their propertr, t?e-
remained so, with few exceptions; and that to pay them the pnuc~ 
would be to give it to waste and destruction, whereas the interest m1~ 
be to them a source of perpetual comfort. Lately, the chiefs in cou_ 
have arriv.ed at the same conclusion, and have asked the Government 1 
mef\lorial to retain the principal, and pay them the interest only. . 
"But it is now alleged that these incompetent Indians are legallf · 
debted, and that the understanding was, and by that understandiug tb.; 
are. allowed to_ emigrate by their creditors, that the principal snm due • 
t~e1r reservat10ns old should be paid them west. It is a misappreh 
s,ou to sup1 1o~e tha.t the treaty as written contemplates the payment of l . 
money on their a rival west, whatever may have been the idea entert 
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ed by the creditors of the Indians. It 'Yas to be paid only when the .chiefs 
in council asked for and recommended it. Upon the face of the treaty, the 
inference is, that it was meant to remain in the hands of the Government,_ for 
the use of incompetent persons, unless when, in particular cases, the chiefs 
should think they could take care of the~r o~n affairs. . . . 
,, The Secretary of War has directed, m heu of the -claims of BcnJamin 
Lov~ and citizens ot th~ United _States against the incompetents, th~t you 
will apply to the chiefs m council,_ under -that cl?-use of the 4th arVcl~ of 
the treatv of 24th May, 1834, which says the rncompetent funds raised 
, shall remain as part of the general Chickasaw fund, in the hands of the 
Government, until such time as the chiefs ·in council shall think it advisa-
ble to pay it to the claimant, or to those who may rightfuHy clain:i under 
such claimant, and shall so recommend it. You will therefore make this 
application with as little delay as possible, and report the result of it to this 
office. If it be shccessful, steps will be immediately taken by you ,to as-
certain what these Indians are really indebted to Benjamin ,Love and the 
citizens of the United States 'who shall, upon full· public notice by you, 
prefer claims against them. 1 · • · 
"It is impossible ~o say precisely what course will be best calculated to 
elicit truth. Your own experience of Indian temper, of Indian wants, and 
their mode of dealing, will enable you to do justice. It is important and 
indispensable that your 'inquiries should be of the most rigid character; for 
these Indians, who \'Vere declared incompetent at the time their lands were 
sold, cannot now be supposed very capable ,to resist unjust claims. Such 
evidence of their indebtedness should .be required as will satisfy your . con-
science; acknowledgments by such persons are of little if any value, es-
pecially while east, when' they were under actual or anticipated constraint~ 
Books and accounts should be produced, or evidence of equivalent force ; 
notes or bonds or agreements to pay being regarded as easy 0£ procurement 
from all uncultivated Indians, particularly from those whose capacity is so 
limited. Public notice should be given, and the presence of the alleged 
creditors, ~s well as that of the debtors, be had. 
· "So far as you may ascertain debts to be due to Benjamin Love, the or-
der of the Secretary of War directs the application of the interest, which 
will be furnishecl you, to their liquidation. In paying them, you will ob-
serve that it is not intended to pay the same, or any portion of it; in gross, 
but that each Indian must be individually liable for his own debts; and, of 
course, only so mt1ch interest as may be due to the debtor can be applied to 
his own debt. · 
"When you have concluded the investigation as to all the debts you 
will report, that measures may be resorted to for meeting them. I :hink 
th~ creditors ought to take stock for their sever~.l de?t_s at par. This you-
w ill please procure,~nd~n agreement from them,rn wntrng, to receipt iia pay-
ment, and forward 1t with you: re\Jort. Upon an}' 0th.er plan, great pelay 
and loss will both o_ccur. BenJamm Love agreed to this form of payment. 
.'' I accomp~ny this by a ~opy of the order of the Secretary ·of Wal', which 
will put you m full possess10n of his views. 
"Very respectfully, your obedient servant, · 
"' WILLIA~ ARMSTlWNG, 
"T. HARTLEY CRAWFORD .. 
".llcting Superintendent Western Territory, 
"now at Washington, D. C." 
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· In consequence of these directions, the superintendent, under date of · 
'0ctQber, 18.40, instru~ted, the a~ent of the Chickasaws to carry out thevie-
expressed. Full notice .was _given; and on , th~.29th December, 1840, t 
-~gent reported tQ the supenntendent, that "I, with the .assistance of 
,chiefs and commissiotters of the- Chickasaws, commenced. the examinat' ~ 
of. claims of citizens of the United States and some of the Chickasaws 0 
the .2_Oth of November tiltimo,_and fiuished our investigations this ~-
The ,mdebtedness was generally acknowledged, or proven by :witn~ 
to the entire satjsfacti-on -of the commissioners; and the time it took -
e~amine the notes and accounts (b(;ing six weeks) .. shows great cauho 
was taken. by the commissioners. I herewith send you the claims, for yo 
investigation." The- agent recites the aggi;egate of the demands, and !:· 
ports, further, that" the .commissioners an,d chiefs wish the above-namp · 
-claims paid; b1Jt say (as notice has been g'iven)•tb.at as they have been 
·-session so long, and no other claims were presented that they believed• 
be just, that, should any be presented hereafter, they will act on them,an - 1 
that the holder must wait·until the individual gets his money, andiswilhn: 
to pay. Any person hereafter crediting the Chickasaws must runthe haz. 
ard of getting the money without th~ assistance of the chiefs or· comllllS 
csioners. It 'is the wish of all the Chickasaws, so expressed in council, th · 
the. remainder of the incompetent money should be , paid to the Indian 
,claiming it at the .same tiq:ie that the annual interest will be paid, in \841.'· 
The superintendent, in communicatiug to this office the acts of the ager:t 
a,nd commissionexs, states that, before he committed the matter to the agen: 
'' I had an interview with the Chickasaw commissioners, in relation to th~ 
-<:laims. I explained fully to them the object of the department in ordering 
,the investigation, and ,pressed upon them the necessity of a short and 
-thorough, examination into the accounts that were presented." He repre-
sents that, the ChicJrnsaws, and panicularly their commissioners, are rer 
anxious for the payment of the debts of the incompetents; that tlie g~netal 
1 
1 impressioµ was, the whole amount would be paid, and that with thts ~x-
pectatiort the debts were made, and , generally with the knowledge of t· 
-commissiopm'.s; that these Indians h~ve had no means of living at the· 
·Command, and have therefore become indebted, for the payment of which 
the,, Chickasaw nation is apprehensive their general (und may be looked to 
if not now fixed as proposed, and they desire the incompetent money paid 
,entire. 
The. cornmissi0ners, the superintendent observes, "are intelligen~ men 
and understand fully the accounts on which they acted." The desir~ ex-
pressed for the liqt{idation of the debts reported, w:hich is concurred m by 
the debtors, is, -however, on the condition that the stock held for them be 
taken by the creditors; und the chiefs and commissioners "wish it distinct 
~ndersto~d, that, hereafter, nothing will be done in aid of collecting ~eb· 
m a~y way." The various papers connected with the debts and their 
tabllshment were also submitted. I annex lists showing the several cr~d. · 
ors and debtors, and the amounts due, as returned. This, I believe, g1" • 
a full idea of all that has been done. · 
The trea~y of 1834 (fourth article) provides a Chickasaw comrnissi 
whose cert1ficate of the capacity of the reservee whose land may be so. 
~hall be ne_cessary to the validity of the sale; but" where such certifi'?l-
18 not obtained upon the recommendation of a majority of the delegat10 
and the approval of the agent, at the discretion of the President of t 
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United States, the same may be sold; but the consideration thereof shall 
remain as part of the general Chickasaw fund, i n the hands of the Govern: 
. ment, until such times as the chiefs in council shall think it advisable to pay 
it to the claimant, or to those wbo rightfully claim under said claimant, aQd 
shall so recommend it." Under this power of investment, and paying 
,-Over on the authority of the commissioners' recommendation, the late Sec-
retary issued the order r(')cited, and the instructions copied 'into ,this report 
were given. The amount of debts certified by the commissioners and-the 
agent of the Chickasaws to be just and due is contained in separate certifi-
·Cates, of which I have caused lists to be ·made, and ) now submit them 
.herewith. The words of the treaty are,, "until such time as the chiefs in 
· eouncil shall think it advisable to pay it," &c. The certificates are signed 
by a majority of the commissioners as such; but the report of the agent to 
the superintendent says, "with the assistance of the chiefa and commis~ 
sioners of the Chickasaws, he commenced the examination of claims," &c. 
And again: " It is the wish of all the Chickasaws, so expressed in council, 
·t hat the remainder of the incompetent money should be paid to' the In-
-dians claiming it." The report ,of the superintendent to this office says: 
"The debts of the incompetent Chickasaws are earnestly desired t.o be 
paid by the nation." And ag~in : " While the commissioners and chiefs 
requested the debts to be ljquidated, they wish it understood that hereafter 
-nothing will be done in the way of collecting debts." The commission-
ers themselves ~re chiefs, and make a majorit~· of the chiefs_ of the nation; 
and the investigations are conducted in open ceuncil, and on a public occasion, 
when the incompetents are receiving interest on invested money, as I learn 
from the acting superintendent, Major Armstrong, who believes the inves-
tigations to have been thorough., The provision of the treaty has there-
fore been complied with, and the gentlernen ngw claiming to receive the 
money on the certificates are claimants under those incompetents. They 
are willing to take stock at par, after the interest' due those indebted shall 
be applied to the liquidation of the debts. The interest was applied in 
the case of Benjamin Love's claims by the express direction of the· Secre-
tary of War last year ; and I can see no good reason why the same course 
should not be taken' now as to the c\aims under consideration. It is due to 
the claimants, whose debts have been ascertained as before recited, as 
they take stock at par, ,which it is known will ~not command any such 
price in the market, that they should receive whatever cash is due to their 
debtors in the shape of interest-and it will retain for the Indians so much 
stock, for which they will receive interest. 
The amount of the debts,-as was ascertained, is $166,181 w3-and the 
interest now due and applicable is $15,537 80, which will !,eave of stock 
belonging to the Indians indebted $142,990 61, to be applied, to the dis-
charge of the debts ascertained, and a balance of indebtedness amounting 
to $7,653 22 which there were no fonds to meet. .Most of the Indians 
will still have large sums due them, but in some cases the whole of the / 
stock and interest will be absorbed~ and they will be still in debt. · 
It seems to b6l the desire of the Indians that these debts should he paid; 
the Government, through the War Department, directed that they should 
be ascertained, wVh a view to their liquidation; and I have the honor to 
.recommend that the interest severally due the respective debtors should be 
first ~pplied, and that afterwards the ~tocks standing to the' use of Chicka-
saw mcompetents generally should, in the proportion to which each of thpse s . 
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11f-ndians proved indebted are entitled by the records of the department, be 
:transferred by you to the creditors, according to the amounts due them,. 
·respectiv_ely. The papers annexed, together with the recitals in this com-
munication and the treaty, explain the whole fully. 
Very respectfully,, your obedient servant, 
'Hon. JonN B ,ELL, 
Secretary of War. . 




WASHINGTON, Jviarclz -, 1841. 
Sm: Under the fourth article of the treaty ·of Washington, between the 
United States and tbe Chickasaw nation of Indians, certain reservations 
were authorized to be, sold without the usual certificate of competency 
having been given by ,tne commissiouers, as required by said treaty. When 
a reservation was thus sold, it was provided and required," that the con-
sideration thereof shall remain as part of the general Chickasaw fund, in 
the hands of the Government, until such time as the chiefs in council shall 
think it advisable to pay it to the claimant, or to those who may'rightfu1ly 
claim under said claimant, and shall so recommend it." The Chickasaw 
commissioners who negotiated that treaty are intelligent, and most of them 
well educated' men, and they cle~rly foresaw the necessity of providing a. 
fund out of which the careless and prodigal of their people might b~ sup-
ported, and furnished anew with the means of riving after their arrival 1_n 
the west. 11 he Chickasaws were about to . abandol.'i their homes, their 
stock, their implements of husbandry, and all their little conveniences 
· were to be lef,t behind them. They had selected and were about to occupy 
a cotlntry far in the west, beyond any other tribe of Indians, and :vhere~ 
in the state of destitution in which thev would ar-rive, it would be impos-
sible for them to obtain supplies without money. To provide for this exi·-
gency, doubtless, this pfovision was incorporated in the treat)~· It_ would 
seem, too, to have been the expectation of its framers, that, while tl11s fund 
remained in the hands of the Government, it would be a foundation upon 
which the reservees, eventually entitled to receive it, might bottom a credit, 
and thereby furnish themselves with sr1ch things as were necessary for 
their comfort and subsistence. That this was their design seems fnnher 
apparent from the fact, tbat while all the funds ari'sing from the general 
sale of the Chicka,Saw lands and those arising from the sale of the orphan 
reservations, were to be inve~ted by the Government in some "safe stocks," 
this was "to remain in the hands of the Government," to be al ways rea?Y 
o meet the exigencies of the claimants. This forethought of the comm1s-
sioners, it must be apparent to you, sir, has been productive of incalculable 
good to the Indians. The Chickasaws were emigrated in 1837, and no 
general annuity has yet been paid to them. They were in great wa.nt; 
and when the commissioners called on the Government for the money 
, ri ing ,ro111 the s~ lcs of lands belongiug to incompetent Indians} and 
h1c. ti • ha a nght at any time to do, it was ascertained that, from 
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some oversight or misconstruction of' the treaty, this fund had been iri vested 
with 'the general Chickasaw fund in ~tate_ stocks, and tha't it was perfectly 
uaavailable for the purpose~ for which 1t was required. Under the cir- · 
cnmstances, sir, the statements of the Chickasaw ~gent, confi,-m1ed 9y the 
reports of the chiefs and commissio1iers, and of , the. general sup~rintendef.At 
west, all .go to estab]jsh the fact, beyond controversy, that but for . ~he .cr,ed~t 
which this fund gave to t_he Indjans, manr of_ them must hav:e, perished qf 
exposure and want. Lymg around the 1ssmng depots while they were 
fed by the Government; and taking no thought 0£ the _ mo:rrow, ,~h~lLtbe 
issues of provisions ceased many of _them ·We:te foq.nd ~itpout . ~r1y pr[tp-
aration or means for support, and-many _of them,, must have,,di~d, had,not 
the undersigned com.r ,forward and furnished them with blan~~s, ,cl,othi.ng) 
pro'visions, &c., .relying on this fund for, eventual pa:yme.p.t. This was dpne 
. by us at the ,r.eq1ae~t of the_ commissioners; a,1id.at their reqQest:, al.so_; .w,e 
furnished many of ,the Indians with cattle, hogs, and other -n~c~ssaries, · 
under a pledge from them that we slrnuld be reimbursed out-of this ,fun~. 
This ple,dge, so far as· the commi~sioners are ~concerned, h~s ,been faith-
fully redeerr.ed~ 'l:hey have audited our accounts,--and giv,en-ns the ce-rtifi .. . 
1 cates necessa-ry to authorize the Government to pay us our demands. Thjs 
has been done, and a portion of these stocks, equal t,o the aI;IJount of our 
claims, has been trausferred to us. This has left in the hands of the Gov. 
· efnment a considerable sum,belongrng.to _the incompetent fund, and which 
· the commissioners have. petitioned the departm~mt to pay over to the several 
claimants at the annuity this year--the sums due ·to the several clai,mants 
v arying very mnch in amount, some being entitled to their whole deposite; 
while others are entitled to a very small sum; but each and all of them are 
_pressing for its payment, and the necessarrcerti.ficates have been given by 
· tbe commissioners to authoriz-e them to receive it. The money', however, 
is invested in stocks, and (hese stocks would be valueless in the hands of 
the Indians, and ,the Goverm1:1ent cannot now disp.ose of them but at a ru-
inous sacrifice. The Indian claim.ants want it, to buy cattle, hogs, and other 
necessaries, and delay .would be , fatal to maqy of them. \Ve respectfully 
ask,.then, whether, if the commissi'oners authorized it, and the several claim• 
ants interested in this fund , wish us to fnrnish them with stock aHd such 
other articles as they may need, and under the same restrictions that have 
heretofore beeu placed upon us, the department will sanction and pay such 
of our claims as may be properly certi~ed by the commissioners1 pro;vi.ded 
we will take a transfer of stock at par in payment. By adopting this 
course, we am satisfied that the department will be saved from the. impor-
. tunities oL the India.ns, and the Indians themselves from great distress and 
suffering. , . 
With_ great respect, we have the honor to be
1
your obedient servants, 
DANIEL SAFFARANS. 
Hon, JQHN ~ELL:-Secretary of War. 
FELIX LEW IS. . 
The preceding letter was received at tQe Indian Office from the War 
Department, with an endorsement &s follows: "No answer necessary." 
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CHoc'rAw AGENCY, .llugusl 26, 1841. 
· Sm: The aqcompanying papers will inform you that Messrs. Saffarans 
& Lewis have continued the purchase of stocks and interest with the in-
competent Chickasaws. This has been done at the earnest solicitation of 
the Indians themstlves, who represent to the commissioners or chiefs their 
needy and destitute situation, and urge their 'consent to their trading their 
stock; and the chiefs have agreed to the request of the Indians, and, as I 
· 1mderstand, examine the accounts~ and, when satisfied of the correctness of 
-the same, r«!lcommend payment. I have seen that Messrs. Saffarans & 
Lewis have brought to the Indian country a ,very ~large and extensive as-
sortment of goods, amounting as is said to some forty or fifty thousand 
dollars; they also have furnished a number of stock anjrnals in payment to 
· t these Indians: The original design, as the chiefs say, was · that this fund 
· should be retained for the wants of these Indians after their removal. The 
treaty provides for the payment of this fund, under the direction or recom-
. · mendation of the'chiefs; and as this meets thetr approbation, and the itt-
: competent Indians themselves have urged the payment so strongly, guarded 
· as it is by tne examination of the chiefs or commissioners, who are men of 
judgment and discrimination, I can see no reas()n for objections. 
The Chickasaws as a nation are.wealthy, with their national investment; 
from this as yet they have received nothin'g, but may expect to do so another 
· year. In the mean time, this fund of the incompetent Chickasaws will enable 
them to procure goods, groceries, stock, &c. 
Very respectfully, yflur most obedient servant, 
WILLIAM ARMSTRONG, 
.fl.cling Superintendent W. 1'. 
T. HARTLEY CnA \YFORD, Esq., -
Commissioner of Indian .11.ff airs. 
I 
0 2. 
CHICKASAW AGENCY, .llugust 20, 1841. 
Sm: At a council of the Chickasaw ~hiefs and commissioners, held at 
the depot on Boggy, they decided that it was their wish that the incompe-
tent Chickasaws should purchase, at a fair price, such goods and stock of 
horses, cattle, and hogs, as they might need, and tt-iose persons whom they 
· traded with should receive their stock that was in the hands of the Govern-
ment in payment. The commissioners are of opinion that these funds will 
be of much more bene&t to them, traded out in this way, than to receive 
the interest on it every eight,een months, as they have heretofore done. 
They have examined the accounts· of Saffarans & Lewis strictly, and 
recommend the payment thereof. 
I have examined the accounts myself, and find them to be correct, and 
reeommend to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to pay them in stock, as 
it is in accordance with the treaty of 24th May, 1834, which is the only 
treaty the Chickasaws are governed by. ' 
With high regard , I have the honor to be your most obedient servant, 
A. M. M. UPSHAW, 0 . .11. 
T. H ARTLE Y CR_<\ wFonn, Esq., 
Commissioner of Indian .11.lf airs. 
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BoGGY ,DEPOT, July 15, 1841. 
To ottr great father the President of the United States: , 
We, ·the undersigned chiefs or commissioners of the Qhickasaw tribe of, 
Indians, feeling for the destitute situation o~· our people that were declared 
by the treaty of 1834 incompetent to manage ari~ dispose qf their lands~ do , 
now that they are removed, give onr free consent, and recommend that 
such amounts of investments, and interest on the same, as will pay the 
debts contracted by said incompetent Chickasaws with Messrs. Saffarans 
& Lewis, s_ince the 1st day of March, 1841, be transferred, so that said stock, 
with interest, shall bring the ihcompetent'Chickasaws the amount for which 
the face of each investment calls for. We make this recommendatlon be-
cause \ve are S!1,tisfied that it is but carrying out the 4th article ·of the trea-
ty, the object of ,which ,vas, that the amount of money (for we never thought 
of an investment) should be , held by the Government -until our removal, 
when cattle, hogs, horses, farming implements, and such necessaries as our 
people wanted, should be 'furnished. This is now doing by Messrs. Saffa-
rans & Lewis,- who have already had a transfer of a portion of said stock. 
There is no time ·at which this inv~stment could do our people so much 
good. Commencing in a new country, each one wishes to dispose of the, 
investment made .for their benefit. As ·a nation, we have a large national, 
fund, which under no circumstances do w.e wish disturbed, except the ,in-
terest; but this is an individua) deposite in your hands, and will relieve the~ 
needy, and spare us muc11 'trouble and vexation when the same shall be_ 
expended. They are all acquainted with their rights relating to the 4th 
article of the treaty; they were much dissatisfied at their being passed in-i 
competent, and having been deprived of the· use of their money in the old. 
nation; and the only thing we could say t0 them was, that, as soon as, 
they came west to their new homes, the treaty would be carrieq. out1 
in good fait~1, and they then should receive th,eir money. They understand 
this iqell, and are no,v pressing us to carry out the pledges we made to 
_ them. We have talked numerous times with our incompetent brethren on, 
this subject, and they are all anxious fo have this matter carried 'out as it 
has been commenced; and we agree with them, as it furnishes them with 
the necessary means of living. We have always been humble and obedi-
ent to our great father the President, and have ever been ready and wil-
ling to carry out his views in all things, both in peace and war. · We have 
a fair opportunity of examining the accounts that are rnade and are mak-
ing, and, a·s we are satisfied of their correctness, we have recommended 
their payment, and hope that the same will meet the ~pprobation , of the 
honorable Secretary of War, and that he will sanction the same: A refer-_ 
ence to the treaty will show that the most of us are the same chiefs or com -
missioners named in the treaty. We remember well the object we had in 
view by inserting the clause in the treaty giving authority t'o th e commis-
sioners named to pay the consideration to the claimants, or those who ,may 
rightfully claim under said claimants, and shall so recommend. \Ve are 
no w beyond the reach of the Jaws of Mississippi; the debts cont:act~d 
the!e ha~e been p~id . . Ample notice was given· to claimants to br~ng m 
their claims, under mstructions fro m the War Department. A portion of 
the stock has been traµsferred to pay those- debts, which w e a re well 
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pleased with; and we hope that all of those old debts have been satisfied, 
and that they may now have the benefit and privilege of selling and dis-
posing of their balances, or any part thereof, as we may recommend. When-
ever an opportunity is given us to examine and see that justice is done 
them, we will then give our certificates, and recommend payment. Con-
sidering ourselves in part the guardians of our people, we deem it our duty 
to submit our views to the honorable Secretary of War. 
ISH~TE-HO-TO-PA, King, his+ mark. 
JAMES COLBERT. 
SLONE LOVE. , 
ISAAC ALBERSON, his + mark. 
JAMES WOLF: 
,A. M. M. UPSHAW, C. A . 
p 1. 
Cm)CTAW .Ac ADEMY,J{v., Ootuber 25, 1841. 
Sm : I enclose Jo you three letters which I have received from my peo-
p1e, and also an extract ofa letterfrom my brother, Thbrnas J. ~itchlynn, in 
which you will see the manner in which the funds belongtng to that class 
of Chickasaws who were considered incompetent to manage the. avails of 
the lands granted them by their late treaty with the United States have 
been bought up by your licensed traders. We 1ave suffered much· from 
speculators ; but if your licensed traders are permitted to defraud and swin-
dle us in this manner, and they not arrested in- their graspings' at the little 
we have, the time will come, and tlfat shortly, when we shall be a peeled 
people indeed. But I have full faith in the purity of the intentions of your 
Government towards my people, and that you will protect us from wrongs 
whenever they are made known to you. The Chickasaws are my people. 
I am allied to them by blood and by many personal and warm friend s, 
whom I have been attached to from the days of my boyhood; ,therefore, 
permit me to call your attention to their wrongs, if there be any, and see 
that justice is done them. 
I am your friend and brother, , 
P. P. PITOHLYNN. 
T_he foregoing letter was referred to the Secretary of War, with the fo l-
lowing endorsement: · 
." Colo?el P .. P. Pitchlynn encloses papers charging extravagant a1'1d un .. 
fall' d~a]mg with the Chickasaws by certain traders in the nation. It is 
submitted for the consideration of the Secretary of War whether the sub-
ject of trade should not be referred to the superintenden~, for examination 




E 1ao. J 
Extract of a letter from Jos·eph D-u!ces, dated September 4, 1841, t<J Col-: 
~ · onel'P._. P. PitchlynlJ,'· 
1 
I ani truly sorry to sa,y; tJmt Saffarans a;,nd his pompany are now activ,ely 
engaged in b11ying _up th~ -in.~ompetent Chickas.a w funds, -or rather ;ro4b.tng 1 
of them. If you w;ere here, and saw how they carry it on, you woqlq ,);le 
perfectly shocked. , The goods which the Indians receive for. their.,ip,~ney, 
a.re really high; thent ca_n be no Jess than 3QO or 40.0 per cent. _. pQt:upp.n 
the original -cost. T-ha't ,\Y-a_s ,done in mi prnsence,, and- I a,rn. · an ~Y,e:witr:" 
ness. to .that fact Tbe follow;i,n,g is generf!lly t\le _priee they: ._ sell at, _ altltqqglt 
varying acoordirig as. the ,.circ~H11sti;tnc_es,. as .. yop know ,1;111 unprincip,le_d,,m.~ 
trade ·! . · - · ". · '· , , 1 _ 
Brown shirting, pe.r .yard,. 3f. ~_o, 4s~ ;_·~a.licoes, cqmm1:m-, per yard, . 3s, 1~0 , 
$1 ; bleached,. ( white.,) common, pe,t. yard, 3.s-. and 4s . . ; BlaJ1k~t,, single, 
$to; sadale, plain,.$4O; .other, a~tide$ jn proportipn. . . 
It is· said by a number of -,perspns,_ thati \,Sa,ffa.rans sold a cquple of one<-y~a~, 
-old shoats at. $50 each. In_gian ,_ponies wh.icl1 , h~. had _:bpugot for ,$.SQ, ani:l 
$40, he would pa$s off, for fr0m· 11,00 to $~00 ;' bra~s ::s,p:u,,i:s,..,$!,l0 ; shawls,, 
from $30 to '$35. MaRy oth~r, snc~ shocking tales, to which I GcW1.1hardly, 
give cred_it; but a gentlernan, direct from Blue~ \old me he belieN"ed them' 
to be a matter of fact, and can be proven, that s't'ich unexamp1ed extortion 
is used upon the poor Chickasaws. NowJ you will see, when they have made 
a full swee·p of the incompetent Indian fund, t~eir next aim will be .the 
orpqans, and_, perhaps, even grasp a_t the general annuity. I do really · 
hope that· our Legi$1ature;.in their next meeti.0g, will ex.~rnine intp the~~ 
matters, and have. these ,w/hite ·merchants_ removed out of the nation. I 
believe the Chickasa ,y treaty is' so stipulated, that the commissioners, with -
their agents, h1;1,ve the whole' of the fund.~ in their control,; and r by their ' 
order the money can be paid·to or ~withheld from any person~ they c,Hoo~~.; 
and if they can get on the right side of these feHows, w:hat is there tha,i 
they could not d0. , The ·only ,va y, in my 0p1nio,n, to ,prevent these e,vU~, 
is to have them removed forthwith. -I h~d we\l nigh f9rgott,en one.tniog, 
which I wanted you to _know, 'though I cannot sa_y ,it was true, but n:io,re;, 
than-probable 'it-is a fact. You prob;ably heard-that R. Jones ,vrote. a. m,~;, 
morial·, signed ,by several of the citizens, remonstrating against the pro~~ed1 
ings qL the speculators, setting forth , their true character, and praying fox: 
theii' removal, ancJ forwarded it t.o Washington. But the memorial.did -not 
reach there till these fellows were there, · and s,nrmounted every obstiicle., 
{there being n0 one 'to advocate the memorial,) an<,l· came ojf trim:nphan.t. 
And, lately_, I understand that R,. Jones set abo,ut again with double e~o(!-
tions, and got all the influential nie~r lie: could get ,to sign it, and sent i.ti 
down to [Colonel ])~"'Folsom;~] but, unhappily for the memorial, the .. old 
[Colonel*] was as deep in the pie- as ·any of them; instead of getting, ,si:g-, 
natures, presented it to bne of the compapy, and arrangements were forth..-
with made for. R. J. to have a share in the speculation. This is Wihat: I 
have heard said; and every thing seems to indica!e o( its tm~h. 
• Obliterated' i11 the Qriginal by pen and ink. 
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.Extract of a letter from a. Robinson to Colonel P. P. Pitchlynn, dated 
Eagletown, .fl.1~kansas, September 27, 1841. · 
· They are now buying up the incompetent Chickasaw tickets, or claims, 
on the United States, and paying them in goods and property at full' two 
prices. Calico which D. Folsom and Berthelet sell at three bits per yard, 
they sell to the Chickasaws at six bits; and other things in the same pro-
portion. I have nothing against our white merchants who are doing a just 
and honest business for a fair_ profit; but speculating and fraudulent men 
should never be permitted to trade in the country. I doubt whether the sun 
ever shone on an honest land speculato'r, who rpade it his business for a 
livelihood. I have no idea how things ,will go in council. The Leflore 
party will be stronger than it was last year; and how they will feel re-
specting, the above subjects -I cannot say\ but I think the Arkansas and 
Pushmataha district will go with us; and from what I heard, I think R. 
Jones will go against the Chickasaw speculators strong. I have also heard 
that Colonel Isaac Folsom intends to try and put Saffarans out of the na-
tion. When council is over, and I hear the result, I will write and let 
you know. 
p 4. 
Extract of a letter'from R. Wilson to Peter P. Pitchlynn, dated Sep-. 
/ember 17, 1841,post m~rked Eagletown, .l:lrkansas. 
We find that Sa:ffarans & Lewis have one hundred and fifty thou-
sand dollars of the Chickasaw incompetent money, conveyed to them by 
the Government when they were at the city last spring. Since that 
time, they made a rush, and have the balance bought up. They have yet 
not got the chiefs to recommend the sale of the State bonds. They man• 
aged to make them believe that the State bonds were worth but one-
half of their value ; the other half they paid off in goods at an enormous 
price. It is said that brass spurs, which cost 37½ cents, sell for $10; hand-
kerchiefs, that cost $2 50, for $35 to $50; a small pig sold for $50; ponies, 
worth $25 to $30, se11 for $200 to $250, and so on. They have no agent 
nor friend to go to for advice. It is said that they keep whiskey; and 
James Colbert_, half drunk, to 1nterpret to them. Old Isaac Alberson told 
me that they had commenced buying the orphan claim of money. So the 
doors are open to the Chickasaw money, and they will pull out the whole 
amount, general funds and all, if not put a stop to. There is considerable 
excitement created among the Cqocta ws about it, and an attempt will be 
made to pµt them out of the nation at the meeting of the Legislature, as they 
will charge them with swindling. I will try to be there myself, and wish 
that yon could be there with us. If I could be with you, I could tell you 
a l_on_g !ale_ abont t~e matter. Pitman Colbert has 11ot yet got home from 
Miss1ss1pp1, and will make some noise abou t it when he returns. Doak & 
Tims are also concerned. 
41 
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EAGLETOWN, CHQC,TAW NATION, t 
,_ _ ~eptember 21, 1841. 
DEAR BROTHER: I have been fold that Sa:tfarans & Lewis have -pur-_ 
chased two hundred thousand dollars of the incompetent Chickasaw claim. 
They have left the nation. All the merchants in DoaksyiJle are purchas-
ing them. I think they are a day after the feast. 0, how it galls me to, 
th ink what poor fools the C~ickasa,vs are to allow such conduct to go on,, 
and not inform ,th_e .Governtnent of it! J think that every white man who 
is living in-,the -nation without a C~octa w family ought to_ be _ ordered out 
of i(forthwith. They are sucking, as it were, our very veins for ' the last_ 
dtop, C -
I T80MAS J. PITC.ijLYNN. 
J , 
- ~ ' 
p 6. 
DEPARTMENT oF 'WAR, October 30, 1841. ' 
Sm:. I h,ave carefully coi1Sidered the claims 9f · Messrs. Saffaran·s & , 
Lewis against certain, ," incompetent Chickasaws," for stock, provisions, 
&c., furnished to the Indians by them, ·, amounting to $S4,545 32. These · 
Indians have reqiie~ted 'that th,e ~l~ims may be ,paid by the transfer to. 
Messrs. Saff,arans & . Lewis of an equal atnotmt of ,the )State stocks held . 
by the United States in trust for them, and the commission~rs have sane-, 
tioned the request. · • 
Sufficient evidence has been adduced · to show that the Indians have 
freely acknowledged their inde,bted.ness to the _ ~hole arµount claimed; but, 
as these people ~ust be :regarded as wards of the Govelnment, it-is neces-: 
sary to show not only th<!t they have willingly contracted debts, but aJso_ 
that the ~rticles f11rnished_ tbemi were n_eeded by · them, a,nd wer·e charged0 
at reasonab\~' rates. -No doubt is entertained as to the general fairness and_ 
goo{! faith with which this trade ,has been conducted; but, as the decision 
of the claim may be regarded as ~ precedent for ,others, it is necessary to 
require specific evidence a;s to t]:le price an,d delivery of the articles charged! 
It is desirable that the . cl,aimants shquld present . an a"bstract of all the. 
merchandise sold tu the Indians, stating the number of horses, cows: oxen,'. 
wagons, ploughs,-&c., with the ·average price of each; but where the ;nti~,.; 
cles of merchandise were of a miscellan~qus character, most of the sepa ... 
rate items beiug of small amount, the aggregate_ may be statecl with proper 
explanatio,ns. . This ab!}tract should. bear the certificate of the chiefs o:r 
commissioners, t.h_at they have examined the items of the accD'lint of each 
Indian ; that the abstracts ar~ correct ; and that they are satisfied df the 
delivery of the articles to the Indian_~, and the reasonableness of the prices 
charged. The certificate should also state- that the articles were d~li vered 
in the presence of one or niore- of the commissioners, or of_ 'some person 
known to them lo be ·of good character, 11pori whose representations they 
are s:atisfied of the fact. · . - ' 
V E:iry respectfully, your obedient servant, 
· J. C. SPENCER. 
D. KfrnTZ, Esq., - · ' -
.Octing Commissioner of Indian .!lff airs. 
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WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Office Indian .11.ifa.irs, November 5, 1841. 
Sui: Mesifr~. Saffarans & Lewis have presented their claims here 
agaiD_st the incom.petent Chickasaws, which have been acted on and paid 
in part to Mr. Safl'~rans; the balance is retained until some additional 
evidence ,required by the department is produced. 
A few clays since, a letter was received from Colonel P: P. Pitchlynn, 
enclosing four communications, addressed to him, complaining.,of the man-
ner in which · Messrs. Saffarans & Lew.is and others have transacted 
their business with the Chickasaws, and representing that frauds, to an 
enormous -extent,-haye been practised, in charging exorbitant prices for all 
.articles sold. 
The follo~ing are some of the statements contained in the letters re-
ferred to: 
Joseph Dukes says that "Saffarans and his company are now actively 
engaged in buying tip the incompet,ent Chickasaw funds, or rather robbing 
them." "There can be no less than three or four hundred per cent. put 
lJpon the original cost." The following is the general price fhey sell at: 
Brown shirting, per yard, 3s. to .4s.; calicoes, common, per yard, 8s. 
-to $1; blanketing, $10; ~addle, plain, $40. 
~' It is said ,by a nu~ber of persons that Sa}farans solq a couple of one 
year- ol.d shoats ~t $50 each. Indian ponies, which he had bought for $30 
and $40, he would pass off for ,$100 .to $200; brass spurs,$10; shawls: 
from $30 to $35." 
.Thomas J. Pitchlynn is another who makes representations equally 
.strong. 
R. Wilson says Saffarans & Lewis have represented that "the bonds 
were worth but one-half of their value, and the other half they paid off 
in toods at an enormous price. It is said that brass spurs which cost 3H 
-cents sell for $1 O; handkerchiefs, cost $2 50, sell for $35 to $50; a small 
pjg sold for $50; ponies, worth $25 to $30, sell for $200 to $250." 
The representations of A. Robinson are also very strong in relation to 
traders generally. . , 
'rhese are grave charges; and the Secretary of War has directed that 
they be investigated by you, and that you report to this office all the facts 
in the case, in order that justice may be done, as well to the Indians as to 
Messrs. Saffarans & Lewis. 
Very respectfully, &c. 
D. KURTZ, 
.llcting Commissioner. 
Major WILLIAM ARMSTRONG, 
Cho_ctaw .IJ.gency, west of .llrkansas. 
P. S. The Secretary of War directs that you withhold your certificate 
from any of the claims of Messrs. Saffarans & Lewis, until these charges 
are disposed of. 
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DEPART ME NT OF w AR, 
fi . 1601. J 
, OIIJ,ce .Indian, .llj/'a~rs; November 13, 184!. 
GENTLEMEN: I enclose herewith the copy of·a l~tter fro~ the Secretary 
,of War to this office, by , which you w,ill pei:c~i ve what additional testi-
mony is required, to e,nable the ~epartment to act up91,1 the balance of yoar 
daim against ,the ·Chickasaw, Indians. · 
Very respectfully, yoiu obed.ieilt servant, , . . 
T.' HARTLE~ CRAWF0,8.J). 
P, _9. ' 
Extract of a ·teller from D. Sajfa1;_~n~, E's-q., to ,-.fl. M. L .ea, Esq,; dated' 
. ~ _, B ,altimore, November 19;' 1°841. . ; · 
Si.nee I returned frorq New York, my b11siness has tak~n some ,..,little. 
,change in its nature. ,, There have b~en S(Weral letters received from ·the.I~-
·dian country, charging Messrs: Saffarans & ,Le~.is with ·selling, theil'l goods 
and stock of al! kinds at e'rrnrmbl'ls high prioes: , ~his hews, l ·ani. satisfied1 
has not come from the Chickasaws; for I am acquainted· with all of the 
principal men i11 the' nation, and they have all been eyewitnesses to morn or 
less of our operations in their country. I have been furt1ish~d by the, de-
partment \vith extracts from tho~~ letJe'{s, ,but not-giviug riie either. names 
or dates. I 'understand ,_that this,bi.1Siness has been all referr~d over to Cap-
tain Armstrong,,.and the letters 'o-r copies have been furnished, 'hirii . . Yon 
know that the other matter,(to·wit: your letter of. instructions to hir~1) was 
sent to him about the time I left 'for New York. I am now very ,much at 
a loss what to be abotlt. · 1J have no fears about -t-he result of this e:x,ami-
nation; but l am fearful that Captain Armstrong may think this exami-
nation will do just as well in the spring as at this time ; and if he should 
take this course, it will ruin us; , for we have much business of our own 
before the War J?epartment, not connected with the incompetent claim at 
all. One p~rt of it is ,the orphan claim, which I consulted Mr. ~ell and 
Mr. Cra ,vford upon , when I was here last spring, and tried to get some 
few claims through at-that' time, but did· Qot have the ·papers in ,the proper 
:shape. I have my pa'pers ,now in the rigfrt shape, but do ,n'ot feel aut:hor- , 
ized to introduce , them, 'under · the "present . circumstances ' of matters and, 
things, without some advice · from , some friend ,; and I have considerable· 
'business to , do for my friends in Mississippi; and soJI}e of the most in-
;fi:uential in North Mississippi, and also ' of the right stripe: Those eKtracts 
that have been furnished ' m'e by the depa-rt,ment sa,tisfy me what sou~ce , 
those charges came from. With a letter I rece-ivf:!d ·fro1n our:,chief elerk at . 
.Boggy, he mentjons two white Choctaws that have ,been round to the 
chiefs and headmen of the Chickasaws with a memorial to get them to 
sign; to expel all white traders froru their nation. - In this they did not meet 
with any suec'ess, as they g9t no signers 'to ,it fro·in th,e "Chici{asaws. This 
whole ll1'atter is a , scheme laid to (lefeat Saffarans & . Lewis, and to _t,~y: 
and get ·t:hem out of th& Ind.~an _com~try, not ,because we, don't ,do those 
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we trade with as much justice as any other traders, but it is because we 
have more information and do more business than any of the other traders; 
this is the whole truth about this matter. We are Chickasaw traders, and 
have never medtlled with the Choctaws, except in some few cases where 
we have credited them . . We have credited the Pitchlynn fa,mily some 
five or six hundred dollars, and much of it four or five years since; and 
"3/'e tried· last year to collect. it, and made the whole family very hostile 
with us and some few other Choctaw families. This ,memorial that my 
clerk speaks of was in the hands of A. Roburtus Wilson, who is a brother-
in-law of Peter Pitchlynn. Peter Pitchlynn, Tom Pitchlynn, and their 
· mother, are the debtors to us, and are very dissatisfied because we have 
insisted on getting our pay. You will see, in reading those extracts, that 
they, have· all been written by one person. I am very anxious to see you, 
and advise with you -on the whole of this matter. I do 
I 
not wish to do 
any thing in this matter that will hurt any · person's feelings; and I am 
anxious that it should be done soon; and, I am afraid to·mention any thing 
to any person, or even to do any thing in any of my o'ther business, with-
out consulting of you, as I have no Tennessee friends here at this time. 
I will suspend doing any thing until I see you; for I have much to say to 
you, and want your advice. If you will say to me when I can see you 
in Baltimore or any other place, I will come, on your giving me notice of 
time and place. I don't intend to do any thing wrong if I know it. Please 
write to me on the receipt of this; and much oblige your friend, truly, 
DANIEL SAFF ARANS. 
Major A. M. Lu .. 
I 
N. B. These are the first charges brought against me in this life, and I 
have traded very extensively in all middle and west Tennessee for the 
last twenty years; and in that. range of country and north Mississippi I 




BALTIMORE, November 26,, 1841. 
Srn: The enclosed letter, from Mr. Saffarans, has just been received; 
and although it is evidently'designed for my own eye alone, I deem it d_ue 
to myself to lay it before you, in view of the connexion which I had with 
the partial allowance of the claim of Saffarans & Lewis, lately presented 
to the department. And as it contains so frank and candid a statement 
made to a friend, and showing the writer in a light so correct, I do not 
th~n~ that I can serve him better than by asking you to read it, and trans-
mit it to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
From the high character of Mr. Sa.ffarans, as given by Messrs. Foster 
and Peyton in the enclosed Jetters, by General Cheatham verbally last spring, 
and by all who know him, I am satiidied that he is as much to be relied 
upon as any other man whatever. His very mistakes show the simple 
honesty of his character. The representations made to me by Peter Pitch-
lynn, re~ently at Washington, tend to confirm the explanations of Mr. S. 
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-as to the hostility of the Pitchlynn family-as he urged upon me, among 
-other things, the expulsion of all white traders from the Indian country, 
and he also press~d the subject upon the attention ,of the President. , . 1 
Very respectfully, your.obedient servant, 
. ' · ALBERT .M. LEA. 
Hon. J. C. SPENCER; 
SeC'retary of War. 
Pll. 
NASHVILLE, September 30, 1841. 
DEAR Sm: My fri_end Mr. Saffarans, the bearer of !hese lines, has some . 
important business with the department_.over which you are now presiding. 
I introduced him last ·spring to the l~te Secret'ary in the most unqualified 
· terms. Permit me, if you please, to renew my testimo,ny in his favor. 
Mr. Saffarans is a gentlem~n universa:liy esteemed ' by his acquaintances, 
as possessing a most upright and irreproachable cliaracter. I commerid 
. him in an especial way to your kindest confid~nce, and remain your friend, 
EPHRAIM H . FOSTER. 
Hon. ALBE"RT M. LEA, . 
.l:lcting Secretary of War. 
P 12. 
GALLATIN, October 7, 1841. 
· DEAR Sm: Permit 111e to introduce to your .acquaintance Mr. Daniel 
' Saffarans, of this place, a particular friend of mine, and a most 'exceUent 
and honorable man, who has business of great moment to himself with 
your office. · · 
Mr. S. seems to dread nothing but a postponement of his claims; delay 
to him is death almost, in his present situation. All he asks or expects-is 
justice; but to be effectual,in his situcl,tion, it must be speedy. Now, sir, I 
am sure, if you knew Daniel Saffarans and his family, his manly, noble, 
generous nature, as well as I do, and saw as plainly as I see the vast im-
portance to him and to them of speedy justice, you would do any thing 
in your power to administer it. · • 
I am, with great respect, 
- - BALIE PEYTON .. 
A. M. LEA, Esq., 
.ll.cti11g Secre'tury of War. 
P 13. 
BoGGY DEPOT, January 9, 1842. 
Sm: In compliance with yoiir insir·uctions, I visited what is called Bog-
gy Depot, the place where Saffarans & Lewis, arid Berthelet, Heald, & Co., 
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· .have--goods. I bave made as careful an examination as I could of the books: 
of S.affaran.s,& Lewis. They have . been kept in a p,-oper manner by their 
clerk, Mr. Sheldon, a gentleman of good character and standing. 
Colonel Lewis at the store freely showed e:very thing in e,onnexion with 
their bus,iness. 'l'be Chickasaw commissioners were also present, and gene-
rally some three to five hundred .Indians. I made inqu.,iry as to whether 
they were satisfied; and it is but sheer justice to Saffarans -& Lewis to state 
that they have given entire satisfaction to those interested, and I have seen 
myself that the goods were well adapted to the wants of the Indians. 
Blankets, domestic calicoes, with various other dry goods, sugar, coffee, 
axes, hoes, chains, augers: and such tools as were necess-ary, were all well 
selected, and to be found in their store. The goods al·e hauled·from Van 
Buren, Arkans.as, a .distance of one hundred and sixty miles, at a heavy 
expense in addition to other _expenses from New York, and have there-
fore ·.to be sold at corresponding prices. You will ho,vever find, accompa-
nying this cormnunicatio.n, a .statement of the co.st 0f the leading articles, 
with the average prices sold at. This statement is taken from the books 
exhibited, and may therefore be considered generally correct. It was im-
possible to examine into the small articles, ,which I presume would be found 
· to correspond in prices with the others. 1 
I was was somewhat astonished to know what a Chickasaw would do 
with so large an amount of good:s purchased so near the same time. On in-
quiry, I find, indeed I have see11 many orders from - these Indians on lhe 
merchants for gopds given in exchange for cattle, hogs, 'horses, &c., to the 
Choctaws. In many cases, an Iudian takes his goods home, and then ex-
changes them himself for stock, &c., that he may stand in want of; debts 
between individuals have been settled and adjusted. In this way the 
Chickasaws have paid off their debts, and provided themselves with such 
things as they wanted. I discover they are generally well clothed; and 
on my way from the agency, 130 miles, I passed by the residence of many 
Chickasaws; they had large stocks of hogs and cattle aroubd them; t!rns~, 
to a great extent, ,were furnished by the merchants. Saffarans & Lewis 
have furnished about one thousand head of cattle, some seven or eight 
hundred head of hogs, and a number of horses. Other traders have also 
supplied a large quantity of stoek. I have e~amined particularly about 
the charges made by Wilson and Robinson (bpth white men) with Choc-
taw families, and Dukes and Pitrhlynn, who are Choctaws. I found no such 
extravagant prices paid for articles as they represent, and have no doubt 
that they have been wrongly informed or made misrepresentations. They 
all reside in 4iie lower part of the Choctaw nadon, near the Arkausas line, 
some hundred and twenty miles from him, in the same 11eighborl10id. I 
find the Chickasaws are much incens·ed at wha. they conceive an interfer-
eNce by these men. You will find a letter addressed to me, from the com-
mi~doners or chiefs, accompanying this communication, which shows their 
feelings. In ·conclusion, I beg leave to state that, when it is consider~d 
the many expenses incurred in getting goods to such a remote point as this, 
they must sell at high prices, to cover cost and charges. Had the Indian 
been paid his money at the time the land was sold, he would have been 
,vit_hout any thing; and but for the sale of stock belonging to incompetent 
~ h1_ckas~ws, th~ nation would l1ave been in a very destitute situation by 
• 1~1r ~emg paid. The whole nation has participated in the benefit by 
au ustmg old debts, and the Choctaws have been benefited beyond what 
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,r hatl any ".id-ea/by, se Hing cattle ,"hogs, :&.c.; to the Ghtekasa ws. , T.he' mer-
chants of the nation have all ,participated, with ·one ,exc~ption.,: i-n1 the ,trade. 
I consider them, men of-good charncte:r and st4nding ; none-othe't neeq-~p--
-•ply to:me for-a ~icense. _ . . 
, Very respectfully,, your obed1en_t .. se:rvant, 
WlLLIAM ARMSTRONG, 
. .._ .J1cting Superintendent Western Ter,-itory • 
. T. ·H-ABTLEY CRAWFORD, 
Commissioner of Inilian· .f!jfairs. 1 -
p 14 • 
. , . " , BoGG-Y DEPOT, Jan·uary 4; 1'842. 
Sm: The undersigned, com1i1issi~ners and chiefs of the Chickasaws, have 
seen the letter addressed to you from Washington, chargiqg frauds upon 
Saffarans & Lewis and others,' wY10 have traded with the incompetent 
Chickasaws for stock investe'd fqr. their benefit ·by the United States. We 
have looked carefully at th·e charges, and do not hesitate to say positively · 
that they ,are false. dm.-people me not so ignor.ant as to gi,ve sucl1 prices 
for goods; they ~mderstand generally how to ~rade. In most ca-ses1 with 
S~ffarans & Lewis, .ohe or more of the ,commissim1ers have generally been 
present, and a:lin-ost invariably on~ ·o:r: two o'f -their <;lerks, and our owa 
educated young 'Chickasaws, in w}:lom. we confide. _'We have also inquired 
(reely
0 
amongst our people, and find them ,vell pleased. You have bee'n 
here for the 'last week, and ha:ve seen !or yoiirself that the goods deLiven;id 
-were of the 15est quality, and e:very ,vay suited' for our peopl~. 
1 
Joseph 
Dukes and Thomas J. Pitqhlyrm, who make the charges, are Choctaws, liv-
ing over a hundred n1iles from this place; , they have no doubt been in-
duced-to make those r-e-p-r-esentation_s by others> As tq Wilson, ah-ho-Qgh 
he is a wh1te. man residir1g here, and married tq Pi.tchlynn's s~sier, he is en-
titled to but 'little credit. R0biuson we do i10t know ; hejs a -,vhite .rnan, 
w e understand, with a Choctaw wife. As ·thes~ people all live iu ~the 
neighborhood of P. P .. Pitchlynn, \Ve _' are not at a loss to tell who put the 
whole in operation. We protest, however, against such interferences from 
Choctaws; and above .all from white men) whose greatest regret is, that 
they had not the ability to engage in this trade themselves. · 
, The tre=:aty- gave the commissioners po'fer to declare such of .our pe~pte 
incompetent as they believed unable to.,dispos~ of their own l_ands, and re~ 
ceive the 'proceeds. W.e did so in good faith, as we believed, and a(ter 
paying such amounts .to each individual as would enable them to: pay 
debts and to, emigrate._ , We expected the balance' ·to be paid, -as -provided 
by treaty, upon our recommendation, aft~r th~ .emigratio,n. As this -mon:ey 
had been invested in stock_for each individu~J, ,we, at their re(½uest, apd-: to 
enable them.to buy-cattle, hogs, farming utensils, and; such th~n.gsias:t~ey 
wanted, approved the sale; many debts were tnade to be ,raid out ofi this, 
fund; orders, have been. given on merchants; our peo-ple :are gene1rally, well 
clothed-have cattle, hogs, and horses, and can n'ow live. -,,,We ha;v;e re-· 
ceived no' am1uity from onr, national fond, and,.but for .the ,sa.le ,of'tibe ·-~stqck 
referred to, _our people must h<1ve suffered. We a're :t1~1.<w i-lMn$,lor "censure 
to be thrown upon us when we-feel c.onscious we-h·a,v:~ _done ,our dµty; 
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and hope that the Government will not sanction interference by such de-
. signing men as Messrs. Pitchlynn and Wilson and others. It would be time 
to listen to these complaints when our own people, who are alone in-
,terested, complain. We therefore hope you will set this subject right be-
fore the War -Department at Washington. · 
We remain your friends and brothers, 
I$H-TE-HO-TO-Pf\, King, his+ mark. 
ISAAC ALBERSON,~ his+ mark. 
JAMES WOLF . 
Witness: 
vv rLLIAM BARNETT~ 
CHARLES JOHNSON. 
. SLONE LOVE. 
Major \V1LLIAM ARMSTRONG, 
.flcting Snpe1·~ntendent Western Territory. 
P 15. 
In obedience to instructions from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 
-dated November 5th, 1841, I certify that I have examined the books of 
- Saffarans & Lewis, as kept at their trading establishment at Boggy Depot, 
for the sale of goods to incompetent Chickasaws, and subjoin the following 
statement, which shows the cost of the leading articles sold, the transporta-
tiou and expenses thereon, with the prices sold at, as exhibited from the 
books of Saffarans & Lewis. I also certify that said examination was 
made in the presence of the commissioners, or a portion of them, with any 
other persons who chose to be present. 
Articles sold to incompetent Chickasaws by Saffarans & Lewis. 
Mixed satinets, average cost per yard 
Merrimack blue prints - -
Dark fancy do 
Piute ,, do 
Fancy chintz 
4-4 cotton strip~s 
4-4 bleached domestic 
Osnaburgs 
3-4 ticking 
3-4 brown shirting 
4-4 do do 
5-4 do sheetings 
Kip brogans 
Russet brogans -
Seal pegged brogans 
Mackinaw blankets 
Average cost of Average price 
gootls, includ- at which sold 



































J • t ( • 
· . ., ' · Average co~t of Average pric~ 
Articles ~old to incpmpeten~ :cµicKasaws by S~arans,&' Lewis. ?oods, includ- at which sold 
, ' · · ' mg expenses. to.tlielil.dians. 
Scarlet stro.ud 
Blue .strond 
Scarlet Mack~nac b,Jankets . -1. . 
Sugar, cost in New Orleans, 7 cts.; expem;es;·7 cts. 
Coff~e, rs Ct$.; expens~s, '! ots. ,- / :·.' ~ " 
Flour,. per ~~m4, $6 '- tW ;· _exp~ns~s,'fl,t ?o . r. ·- . , 
Bacon, cost m Ne)V Orleans, $7:per ~11mdred; e·x- , 
penses, $7 · - " -~ · · 
Horses -
Cows and calv,es, $15 to $17 ' -
Yoke of work oxen · 
Wagon · .. 
Beef cattle . 
Hogs,, per pound -· r •• • • 
Cori;i, per bush.~l'- . · J,, ·1'. 
Spurs · p~ir ·, , - · f _, 








· $80 to 30 
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,- . ' '·, ' ' . . · . BooGr DE:ro1., Januat.1/'a, '18,4i. 
We, 1sh-te~ho-to-pa,. Isaac Alberson, Sl~ne Lo~e;' and J~m~s Wolf; c&ril-
missioners und~r the Chickasaw . treaty of th~ ~4th May, .1834, do hereby 
certify ,that we, or a majority of us, were present during the examinadt>'n, 
by Major William Armstrong, of the books and accounts of ,Messrs. Saf-
farans· & Lewis, and that the prices named in the annexed statement are in 
accordance :with the entries on the books of the ·said Safrarari·s &.Lewis; 
and we further certify,. that we believe the -prices ch~rged fo be. reasonable 
and fai~, and riot higher than the prices · charged by ot~er me.rchants and 
traders in the Indian country ; · arid that · the goods furnished. tb the inc6m-
petent Chickasaws were needed by them, and composed of such articles as 
were most useful and adapted to their '\\;ants. , 
ISH-TE-HO-TO-PA, his+ mark. 
ISAAC ALBERSON, hi~ + mark. 
SLONE LOVE. 
JAMES WOLF. 
Witness: WILLIAM BARNETT. 
CHARLES JOHNSON. 
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Q 1. 
W AsHINGTON C1TY, October 29, 1841. 
SIR : A few days since, I presented to the acting Commissioner of Indian 
· Affairs accounts against certain incompetent Chickasaws,~' to ~he amount 
of $84,545 32, for stock, farming utensils, and other merchan,dise., furnished 
to them in their country west. These accounts are supported ~y the notes 
or acknowledgments of the Indians themselves, and are approved by the 
chiefs or commissioners! as provided under the 4th article of the treaty of 
.24th May, 1834. · In payment of these accounts, these Indians have sever-
ally requested, with the approbation of the commissioners, that the Gov-
ernment of the ·United States will transfer a like amount of stock, now held 
by the United States in trust, for their benefit. The agent for the Chicka-
saws Jaas certifi~d to the approval of the comm1ssionets, au~ the acting su-
perintendent has also testified 'to the general fairness of the ttansactions 
with these Indians, a_nd has recommended the payment of the accounts, as 
requested by them. . · , -
It is understood, however, that the department is not entirely satisfied as 
to the propriety of the articles furnished to the Indians, and as 'to the prices 
charged ther,efor ; and that further evidence or ~xplanation is desired on 
these points. Not knowing what· kind of evidence would be most satis-
factory to the department, I procured such a~ was deemed requisite by the 
agents of the Government in. the country, and endeavored to pre~ent such 
comprehensive statements and certificates as would obviate the necessity 
of exhibiting bills of all the items furni~hed to the Indians. These, how-
ever, can and will be procured; but it will require several months to obtain 
t hem from that distant ,region. .In the mean time, in the confident expecta-
tion that the payments would be promptly made, as desired by the Indians, 
I have made acceptances to the amount of fifty to sixty thousand dollars, 
which will fall due, in the Eastern cities, during the months of November 
and December, .an,d which I have made no other provision to meet. 
Under these circumstances, I submit it to the department, whether a part 
of the accOUJ?tS presented may not pow be paid, leaving the balance_ unset-
tled until further eviqertce can be procured; and I respectfully request that 
you will .authorize a transfer of stocks of the State of Maryland, with the 
intere~t that may have accrued thereon, to the amount of si~ty thousand 
dollars, in partial liquidation of these claims. 
Very respectfully, your obedient· servant, 
Hon. J. G, 8PENCElt, 
Secretary of War. 
DANIEL SAFF ARANS, 
For Sa.ff arans ~ Lewii. 
Mr. Kurtz will transfer stocks to the amount of $60,000, as above 
mentioned. 
J. C. SPENCER. · 
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. WASHINGTON. Ma'rch 24, 1842. . . . .. ,, 
Srn ~ Herewith we' hahd you a list .,__of noies .against the incompetent 
Chickasaws; ,which we wish to ha-ve in~estigated and _reported upon at as 
early a period as is practicable.- · , 
· Very respeotfully, yours, 
, ,. ' BERTHELET, HEAL~, & CO. 
T: HARTLEY CRA WFQRD,, r 
1 
Comm_issione~ of.Indian. .!ljfµirs, Washing!on City. 
, C-~OCTAW NAT;~N, December l~, 1841. 
Sm: You will discover 'that the traders in this I1ijJion have generally en"' 
gaged in 'trading with the ineompetent Chickasaws for the stock invested 
for their benefit b'y the Governme~t. ' Messrs. Berthelet, Heald, & Jones1 
merchants in the nation, have, with others, engaged iri this business ; they 
are gentlemen of'the first stand~ng. · General J ories is a Choctaw.. I have 
known him since ,he removed to this nation · in 1832, and have always 
found him honest and correct. The other two ary 'gentlemen of high char-
acter. I am preparing to visit Boggy, to examine into the accounts of 
Messrs. Saffarans\ ~ . Lewis, ·an4 will report to you fully upon the subject .. 
I have also informed all who have engaged in th~ trade, that they must 
produce a bill of the items furnished each Indian; this I consider necessary · 
to a final settlement of the accounts. 
Very respectfully, your obedienf servant, · 
: , WILLIAM ARMSTRONG, 
, · . ·.llcting &tperintendent · Western Territory. 
T. HAnTLEY CRAwF0Rn, Esq.,, , . . . . ·.. , . ,· ·,_ , . 
. Commissioner of Indian .lljfairs; ,Washington City. 
The claims pr'esented by Berthelet, 'Heald, & Co~ amounted 'to ,about 
$80,000; o~, which an advance was made OR the, followirig'order; viz: 
"The Commissioner of Indian,AJfairs will advance fifty thousand dollars 
on this account, and prepare the papers accordingly for applying the stock 
invest~d for ,tbe incompetent Chickasaws to the purpose. ' 
"J. C. SPENCER .. 
"APRIL 30, 1842." 
t ~ " . . " 
·, · GmcxAs.Aw AoENcY', .llugi,st 20, 1842 . .. 
S:m: I heard, ~ome short time· since; th~f some letters bacl ti·een received at 
your o.tfi_ce,. writtep. by some -two w,hite, men and ' two or three· half.breed 
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Choctaws, respecting the incompetent fund of the Chickasaws, charging 
the merchants with defrauding those India·ns otit of their money. I have 
been constantly in the country since the merchants have been trading for 
the stock of the incompetent Chickasaws; have visited the stores of all the 
' merchants very frequently. I have talked freely. with· the incompetent 
Chickasaws, also with the commissioners, chiefs, a11d headmen, and I do 
assure you that I have never heard one single word of complaint from a 
single Chickasaw (and they are not backward in complaining) concerning 
the selling qf their' stock. I can account for the complaint of these persons, 
living near the Arkansas line, and one in the State of Arkansas,_ only on 
the ground of envy; for, really, they do not know a:ny thing of the manner 
in which the business has been transacted. I know that , the merchants 
have furnished those Indians wit_h the most substantial goods; they have 
also furnished therri with· an immense qu.antity' of horses, ca.ttle,. and hogs. 
I write this lette'r to you without the request of a single trader in the na-
tion; and I do assure you, sir., that had the.merchants deceived or defrauded 
the Indians in any way or manner, you should have heai:d of it through 
the proper source, and their storehouses would' have been clos.ed, and not 
reopened until an order from your offic~ directing them to be opened. 
Very respectfu~ly, ym}l"obedient servant, . 
, . 
1
' . A. M. M. UPSHAW, a'lg~nt. 
, Hon. T. HARTLEY CRA wFoRn, 
Commissioner of Indian Alf airs. 
I ' J / 
WASHINGTON C1Tt, October 21, 1842. 
DEAR Srn: Please find enclosed several reports of the Chickasaw agent, 
commi~sioners, and the commanding officers at Fort, Towson and Fott 
Washita, to wit: one account in favor of Saffarans & Lewis, $6,220 93 ; 
one recommendation in favor of the payment of Doak & ,Tims's account ; 
one ditto in favor of Berthelet, Heald, & Co.; and Captain Armstrong's, 
in favor of D. & S. Folsom. Please examine the within accounts, and 
have them adjusted as soon as convenient, and oblige your friend and 
humble servant, 
DANIEL SAFF ARANS. 
Hon. T. H. CRAwFo:a», 
Oommission~r of Indian .Off airs. 
r 
In compliance with a request from Major WilliamArmstrong,acting super-
intendent Western Territory, we do hereby certify, that we have examined 
the books and accounts of Saffarans & Lewis, as kept by them at their trad-
ing establishment at the Chickasaw depot on Boggy, for the sale of goods to 
incompetent Chickasaws, since the 1st.day of January, 1842, and subjoin 
the result of said examination in the annexed tabular statement,. which 
shows the average cost of the prominent articles sold by them, i12cludi&Jg 
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\ 
the expense~ 'of transportation, &c., and the ·,price's at which the articles 
were·s.o1dto the Indians. In doing·tllis, we have adopted the rule of aver-
aging the prices, taking the various entries on the books of any article, and, 
by the rule p_f division, ascerta~ning .th~ ihe~n pri~e of such article; then, 
without extending this report to a· st~tement of'the account of each Indian, 
we show the ,avetage p~ice at which the articles sold, and ,the profit made 
by Saffarans & Lewis. ·We also certify that the said examination was 
made in the pres~nce . of the cotnmissioner~, or a majority of theµi, and any 
other persons 'Ybo chose, to b~ present . . ,_ 
'1 
Articles sold to inco11,1petent Chickasaws by ,S¢farans. & 
· · Lewis. . , ' . , , ', 
Blue Merrimack prints 
Fancy prints • 
Plate '1>rints - · · 
English ginghams 
3-4 brown shirting 
4-4 brown shirting -
Brown drpling ·. , 
3-4 bleached sheetipg-
4-4 bleaclied sheeting 
Kip brogans , ( 







Sugar, cost in · New. 
penses, 7 cts. 
Coffee, cost in New ·o~le~hs, 13 cts,.; ,ex-
penses, 7 cts. 
Flour, per lfarrel, in ;New Orleans, $6 50; 
exp'enses, $11 50 
Horses, a verag~ - ,. 
Cows and calves 
'Beef e~ttl~, per pound ' ;, ·,· ' 
Hogs, per pound . - . 
Bacon, cost fn Ne,w Orleans, 7 cts.;- ex-
penses, 7 cts. ' 
Average rost of; Average price st 
goods, includ- which sold to 
~g expens~~- the Indians. 
\So 22 




















$40 to 80 























$80 to 160 




On examination of Messrs. Saffarans · &·Lewis's' boqks, we fl.pd the 
above list 0£ artic,les agrees with the entries on said boqks ; some of the 
entries we find lower on their books than 'in the' above list. 
. , A. M. M. U.PSHA w; C. A. · 
GEORGE A. H. BL.AKE, Gaitain U. S:.fi.. 
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"yVe, Ish-te-ho-to-pa, Isaac Alberson, Slone Love, and James Wolf, com-
missioners under the Chickasaw treaty of the 24th May, 1834, do hereby 
certify that we, or a majority of us, were present during the examination, 
by Colonel A. M. M. Upshaw ai:ffi Captain George A. H. _Blake, of the 
books and accounts of Messrs. Saffar'ans & Lewis, and that the prices named 
in the annexed statement are in strict accordance with the entries on the 
books of the said Saffarans &: Lewis; and we further certify, that we be-
lieve the prices charged to be reasonable and fair, and not higher than the 
prices charged by other mercµants and traders in the 'fodiari countr,y; and 
that the goods furnished to the incompetent Chickasaws w:ere needed by 
them, and composed of such articles as were most useful, and in quantities 
to meet their. wants, and no more. . 
. . ISH-TE-HO-TO-PA, King, his + mark. 




In compliance with a request from Major William Armstrong, acting 
superintendent Western Territory, we do hereby certif,y that . we have 
examined the books and accounts of Doak & Tims, as· kept by them at 
their trading establishment a,t Doaksville, for the sale of goods, &c., to the 
incompetent Chickasaws, and subjoin the result of said examination in the 
annexed tabular statement, which shows the average cost of the prominent 
articles sold by them, including the exp~nses of transportation, . &c., a~d 
the prices at which the articles were sold to the fodians. In doing this, 
we have adopted the rule of averaging the prices, taking the various en-
tries on the books of any ·article, and · by the rule @f division ascertaining 
th~ main price of each article. Then, without extending this report to a 
statement of the account of each Indian, we show the average price at 
which the articles sold, and the profit made by Doak & Tims.- We al~o 
certify that the said examination was made in the presence of the comm1s .. 
sioners, or a majority of them, and any other persons who chose to be 
present. 
Articles sold to incompetent Chickasaws by Doak & 'rims. 







3-4 brown shirting 
4-4 brown shirting 
3-4 bleached shirting 
Average cost of Average price 
goods, includ- at which _sold 
ing expenses. to the Indians. 
$0 22 $0 50 
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.Articles sold to incompetent C~ickas11ws by Doak & Tims. 
A yerage cost of Average price 
goods, includ- at which sold 
ing expenses. · to the Indians. 
4-4 bleached shirting 
Fm:niture check -
Kip brogans, men's 
Kip brogans, boys'. 
Calf brogans, : boys' 
Seal brog~ns, men's ·· 







Satlnet - . 
Wagons - . 
-$0 15 $0 37½ 
13 371 
l 20 2, 25 
1 12! 2 00 
l 55 3 00 
1 00 -~ 00 
·1 12½ 2 00 
I' 
4 00 8 00 
1 ,62~ 3 50 
1 80 1- 00 
14 ()0 25 00 
18 00 35 00 
2 25 5 00 
. 70- 1 50 
II" 
125 QO 180 00 
Sugar~.cost ~n New: Orle~ns,? cts.; expen·ses, p! 
Coffee, , . do · ,13 cts.; expenses, 5½ 
Flour, per bbl.,- do · $6 50; expenses, $4 50 
1-2! 20 
18½ ' 33½ 
' 11 00 · 16 00 
$40 to 75 $SO to 150 . 
$15 to 18 $25 to 30 
Horses, average -
Cows and calves· 
Beef cattle, per pound 7 
Hogs, per pound 
OS½ 06 
04 08 
On exarhination of the books of Messts. Doak & TiJns, w¢,find ·the above 
list of articlr,s agrees with the entries on said books. ', , ' I ' 
A. M. M. UPSHAW, U.S. C . .1:1. · 
T. T. ~AUNTLEROY,,·Maj. 2d Div. 
: -~. A. OGD~~' Capt. and .1:1. Q. M. 
We, Ish-te-ho-to-pa, Isaac Alberson, Slone Love, and James Wolf, 
commissioners under' the Chic~asaw ~reaty of the 24th May, 1834, do here-
by certify, that we, or c!- majority of us,' were present duriHg, the examina-
tion; by Colonel' A. M. M. Qpshaw, T. T. Fauntleroy, ·and E. A. Ogden; · 
-of the books and accounts of Me'ssrs. Doak & Tims, and. that the- prices 
named in the foregoing statement are in strict accordance, with the entries 
~n the books of the said Doak & Tims ; and we further c'ertify, that we be-
he_ve the prices charged to be reasonabl.e and fair, and not higher than the 
prices charged by other merchants and traders in the Indian country ; and 
that the goods furni~hed to the incompetent Chickasaws . were 'needed by 
them, and co_mpo~ed of such articles as were most useful, and in quantities 
,to meet their •wants, and no more. · 
ISH-T~-HO-TO-P A, ·King, h~s + mark. 
ISAAC· A!LBERSON, . his + mark. 
SLONE LOVE. 
JAMES WOLF. 
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T4. 
In compliance with a request of Major William Armstrong, acting su-
perintendent .Western Territory, we do hereby c~rtify, that we have ex-
amined the books and accounts of Berthe let, Heald, & Co., as kept by them 
at their trading establishment at the Chickasaw depot on Boggy, for the 
sale of goods to· incompetent C.hickasa ws, and subjoin the result of said ex-
amination in the annexed tabula r statement, which shows the average cost 
of the prominent articles s·old by them, including the expehses of transport-
ation, &c., and the prices at w hich the articles, were. sold to the· Indians: In 
.doing this, we have adopted the rule of averaging the prices, taking the 
various entries on the books of any article, and by ,the rule· of division as-
certaining the mean prtce of such article; then, without e?'tending this re--
port to a statement of the account of each Indian, we show the .average 
price ·at which the articles sold, and the profit made by· B'erthel~t, Heald, 
& po."' We1also certify, that the said examination was 'made ih the pres-
ence of the ·commissioners, or a majority of them, and any other persons 
who ~p.ose to be present. ;' ' 
Articles sold to incompetent Chickasaws, by Berthelet, 
Heald, & Co. , 
Blue Merrimack prints 
Fa_ncy French chintz 
Plate prints 




3-4 brown shirting -
4-4 brown shirting - . 
1 
3-4 bleached shirting 
4-4 bleached shirting 
Kip brogans· 
Kip brogans, boys' - -
English Mackinac blankets 
. Scarlet stroud 
Blue stroud 
Satinet 
Sugar, cost in New Orleans, 7½; expenses, 7 
Coffee, cost in New.Orleans, 14; expenses, 7 
Flour, per barrel, $6 75; expenses, $11 
Horses, average -
Cows and calves . 
Beef cattle, per pound 
Hogs, per pound -
Average cost of Average price at 
the goods, in- which sold to 
eluding e:xpen~ , the Indians. 
, ses. 
$0 25 $0 50 
33 75 






. 18 . 37 
12½ 2S 
18¾ 37! 
1 25 3 00 
I 00 2 50 
7 50 15 00 
/' · 2 00 4 00 
1 75 4 00 
1 00 2 00 
14! 25 
21 33¾ 
17 75 25 00 
$50 to 90 $90 to 170 
$15 to 16 $25 to 30 
04 06 
05 09 
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I , , 
' I 
On examination c;>f M:essrs. Berthf).Jet, :a:e~ld -~ Co.'~ books, w~ finq the 
above list of articles agrees with' the entries on said books. Some of.the, 
entrie~ we .find lower on .the .books 1hap in .th,e ~howe lis,t. , . · , 
~ ' - A.I M. M. ,;UfSHA w, Chickasaw ..ige,:it. ; , 
1 
' f G}W,RGE At-H. BENKE, , Captain. "I!· ( & .!L , , ·. 
. . ' ' .....,... ,,, 
'f ' I ,. ' I ~ ' i, ' ' f 
We, Ish~te-ho-to-pa, 1s~ao Alberson/Slone Love, and Jame,s Wolf, COJU.- . 
·missioµers 'un~er the Chicka.saw· treaty ~f the 24tnMay,' I834, do hereby 
c~rtify t,hat we, or a majQr~ty, of ns,. we.(e,_present 'durihg the exami~atipn, 
,by Colonel A. M.· M. U pshalW,; ru1d C.aptc!rn Geor,ge A. H. 13lake, of the 
books a·na ac<,:ounts of Mf;~sr·s. ~erth~let, Heald,~· qo . ., and1that tne prices. 
named in :the· an,nexed ~tat~men~are in: strip!.,acco~d-ft~Ce· with the entties 
on the books 1of. the sa1df Berthelet,. l,Jeald, &, Co. ·; and we further cei:,t1fy, 
tha,t :we, beli~vfe the,;prfoes ~barged t'o be·reasohable and fait, ~nd not 1).jg~~r ' 
than· ,the ,p,nc~~ eh,arged . y otl)er m~rc,h,ants and traders m . the Iqd1at;t 
COUiltff; and "that tlie goods,1fu.rri1shed to "the incompetent Chiclras;:i~s,,wete, 
~eed~d byi_ the~, aJ.Id ~b~posed _of such article~ as w~re , most . useful, Rlld . 
lll q~ant,~ties t,o meet the1:~ wa~t~, • , ,I ' 
IS!l-TE-HO;.TQ-P A, his .f mark. 
'JSrAAC ALBERSON,his '+ mark. ' 
SI:..ONE-:LOVE·. , ,i-
.JA.MES WOLF. 
;( ... .. 1 '\ .... 
In ,ol;>edi.e~ce , t~ instru~ti~n~, :fr~iµ ',.tbe Cp~n;iis~,io.nef of In.di.an· .A:~ai~s,, 
date~ Novemb~.ri 5, 1841•, I, cert~fiy ' that I have-.e~m,nined·Jhe 1 books of D. 
& S._ Folsom, as. kep~ atr t~eir ' establishment at Dpaksville;for the sale of 
goods . to incopipeten! Chickasaws, ' ,and s·ubjoin .,, th'e following sta.te,ment, I 
wl*h shows. the.· cost .of ~the Je,ading a~ticl~s fs<;>ld, the t~a:n~portation 'and 
expe11ses th~reqn, .with th~ prices sold at, as ·e:x:hibited from the boo).{s ·of:Q. 
& -S. Fol$om. I also cer\ify: tqa·t :;;~id e;s:ami,na,tion .wa'.s made in, the pres-
ence of _such 'p,ersons as· chose t9 be vresent. . 
• ~ ' \. ,_, \" • ,1. .11: ' ~ ' /' l . ' 
Articles sold to incompetent Ohick.asaws bY, D. & s: Folsom. Average cost of 
Blanliet's , 
Strbuding, red arid b1u'.e · 
Linseys ' · 
Ticking -
Plaid cotton, domestic 
Fancy calico 
















Average price at 














Articles 13old to1 incompetent Chickasaws by D. & S. Folsom. · Average cost of A ver'age price at 
goods, includ- -which sold to 
ing expenses. Indians. 
Rifle guhs ... 
Kip brogans -
\ .~ l $20 00 
. 9s' 
Sugar, cost, 7 cents; expense, 5~, cents "' 









$40 to 100 
$20 to 25 
$20 to 30 
Saddles., average 
Bridles ·· · 
Horses 
Cows and __ calve~ I 
. Beef cattle , 
13 00 
, 1- ,SQ·· 
$35 to 80 
'. $16 to 2,0 
· $15 to 20 
WILLIAM ' ARMSTRONG, 
..i.c;ting Sup~ri~tendent · West~rn Territory. 
' ' f ' 
We, Ish-te-~o-to-pa, Jsaac Alberson, Slone Love, and James Wolf, com· 
missioners under the Chickasaw trei;tty of the 24th May, 1834, do hereby 
certify that we, or a majority of ·us, were present during the sale of many 
of the · goods of Messrs. -D. & S. Folsom, and that the prices named in the 
annexed statement are in accordance with the entries on the books of the 
said D. & S. Folsom; and we further· certify, that we believe · the prices 
charged to be reasonable and fair, and :not higher than the prices charged 
by other merchants and traders in the Indian country ; and th~t the goods 
furnished to the incompetent Chickasaws were needed by them, and com-
posed of sucb articles as were most useful, and adapted to their ,wants. 
ISH-TE-HO-TO-PA, his + mark. 
ISAAC ALBERSON, his + mark. 
SLONE LOVE. , 
JAMES WOLF. 
f.• I . 
In examining the books of Colonel David Folsom, a Choctaw, I find 
they ~re kept each Indian's account separate, without day book or journal. 
. This 1s usual. ~very article appeared charged, and I have no doubt of the 
correctness of the same. - · 
WILLIAM ARMSTRONG, 
.11.cting Superintender1t Western Territory. 
T 6. 
NOTICE. 
We, the un~ersigned, b~ing the only men engaged in the purchase. of in-
ompetent Chickasaw claims, request that persons holding any due bills on 
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us for such claims will pleask 'bri~g the1~ forw:ard foi· paym~'~t ~s so~n as 
possible. · It is the wish of the Hon. Secretary qf'War that those _due biHs 
should all be p;1'id off, and we are re~dy and anxious to pay them as ·soon 
as they are brought in. ,. · ·· · ... ' 
, _ , ·. , ,, , . . _ P~o~:iT!Aw·AGENcY,·~pril ·9, 1'842. 
n'EAR ~Ii: Lh~re serrq . YQ~1 th~ ; baianc~ .o( om: paper~.·' Mr.' Tims·.in-
formed me some ,time ag-q you :would attend to-t~eJH fo;r. .'qs. ' Tso'sEa;Is the 
last w~ excpect to. have any 'it1ing (o· do .with, and I, am_ desircnis.'to have 
the m~tter clq~ed as soon as possible. , !'have not heard of ,Tims for some 
time; from t~~ last ~ccou_nts, I -~m. ~~9king ·for _hin)._~n a, few :d~ys~ . I have 
no new~-would be glad to he~r frortl you. , ._, ,. , . , , . 1 • 
, , Yours, .respectfully, '. .. ·_. . · 
, , · ~ • ,th; • . , ~ JOSIAH S.~~DOAKt, 
Colonel D. S~FFAR.A*s~ ,',,,, 
1-1 ' ' ~ 
. ,U-1. · , 1 : -
, , , ··w .ASH~NGTON .C1;y,-1Vov6mber'.7, 1842. I' 
. 81~: )Yith ref(;!rence -tp certain claim~ in,, o_ffice of Indian A~airs against 
the incomp~tent Chickasaws, I sul;>mit the following statement': I ' ' ),, ' 
I have been trading with the · Chickas·aw tribe of Indians ever since the 
year 183·5._ -At the time of the removal of those Indians west of ihe' Mis~ 
sissippi, ~here'·.were many".of th~m ~hat qad unsettled accounts with me· for 
goods purchased, 1\.nd the ·_credit predicated op their d,eposite in t~e Treasury, 
and now known as the incorpp_etent _fond;'. _ These debts/it '\Vas e.xpec.t~d, 
w_ould be_ paid soo_n ~.fter their arrival at their new h?mes, pras _~oon as-the 
application· for ,the fr money should be made by the· agent and Chickasaw 
?ommissione~s, i'h:accordance w~t,fl t~e 'tr~aty. After their arrival west,'~nd 
m 1838,' application was made through the proper officer, (as .pape~s on file 
in the Indian office ·will show,) 'for tl;ie moQey due those iniwmpetehts;·to __ be 
sent out, for distribu,tiqn .; but -the answer to the application was, that their 
money had been inv.este<;l' in State siq_cJrs, ~nd' that this stock' could pot be 
sold at par; and that the d~partment,could not -sell it.at a loss, but thanhe_ 
interest would be p,aid them as it shou\d·be receiv'ed .. The chiefs 'and peo-
ple were not s:atisfie!l; applied again- for the' money, ,b~t without success; 
and even a third time·did 'they ask, for _it, if iny m~mory serves me. .In the 
mean time, these I~dians had to live. ,' 'fhey went to their new homes in 
the west with but' little if any money~ arid were dependept on their friends 
that h_ad been passed ~s compe_tent, who ,1~ane4 thef?e incom_~etents some 
of their -money, under the e:xpecta,tion that 'it w·o·uld be repaid soon after 
I 
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they arriv~d w,est, out of. their funds in the hands of the Government. Iu 
this they were disappointed, after repeated applications for it. Things 
went on in this way until the summer of 1840, I think, when an appeal 
was made to the Secretary of War, (Hon. J. R. Poinsett,) who made an or-
der that all the debts that this class of Indians were owing should be paid; 
provided ·the creditors (the traders) would take such pay as was in the 
hands of th~ .Government-stocks, and interest thereon. Under that order,. 
a settle1n'ent was made ,in the winter of 1840-'41, that embraced all the 
debts that they were owing, both east and west of the Mississippi, and ab· 
sorbed something like one-half of this fund. Up to · ihat time, there never 
had been any thing like a due bill issued by me to any Indian. I returned. 
-to their country in the spring of 1841, and ' during that ~ummer and fi~ll I 
was personally attending to my business. There was constantly some one-
of the co_mmissioners at the store~ and it happened s9metip:ies that old and· 
infirm incompetents'_would come some 50 to 100 miles io get articles neces-
sary for the subsistence of themselves · and family~ We kept on. hand at 
all times a large supply of p'rovisions, suGh as bacon,. fl.our, corn, and also 
dry goods of all kinds and groceries, suitable for the Indian trade ; and, as 
l rema:rked above, ,it \vould · sometim,es happen that these old incomp~tent 
Chickasaws would have to come from 50 to 100 miles after these articles. 
Irwas thensuggysted by the Chickasaw commissibne~s, whether ther.e could 
not be some way devised by which much labor and troub1e 1could be saved 
to th~se .poor old .I.ndi~ns, arid proposed ,to me to give them a credit on our 
books, so that they could send and get such things as they might want. I 
then proposed to give them my due bill for any amount 'of their d;;tim that 
they might wish to sell, and did so. At this time they had been there over 
four years, and they had never received any annuity on their general funds, 
and their subsistence"by the Gov~rnment had long ceased, and they had 
nothing to rely upon but this incompetent fund, to support the whole na-
tion; and .in,fact it has sustained-them up to this time. In other inst~nce~, 
due bills were given to the Indian creditor of the incompetents, and m this 
way many de.bts were arranged and settled. One incompetent Indian 
would owe in some instances a half a dozen of his neighbors for money 
borrowed of them, to be repaid out of their deposite. These creditors, see-
ing no prospec.t of getting their money~ were desirous of having their clai~s 
settled in some other ,way. 'l'he incompetent Indian WC?ulg bring up h~ 
creditors, .and get me to give them due bills for what was owing them,and 
have charged to his account. In cases where they did not wish to take 
the whole debt .at the time the transfer was made, the creditor would take 
·my due bill for the balance, and looked to me for the pay. It was at the 
earnest request of the Chickasaws that this course 'has been submitted to 
by me, and for their convenience and accommodation. Old and infirm 
people who lived off at a distance, and held one of these due bills, could 
send it by one of their friends to the store, and get what articles they 
wished, and ha.ve the due bills credited and returned to . them; that cla$S 
of old people are as cautious and as economical as white people, and as 
close in their dealings. When the knowledge of the issue of those d~e 
.b~lls to incompetent Chickasaws first came to your knowledge, I was in this 
city. You told me at once that you disapprobated the course, aud that they 
must be all taken in as soon as possible. I immediately went west, and 
stopped the issuing of those due bills, with instructions not to issue any 
more, and to take in all that we had out as soon as possibly they could be 
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got in, and report '"to me' by mail the daily progress of getting them in. I 
had in .circulation when I left. that .co{Jntry. ah0ut twenty thoµsi;tnd dollars 
of due bills; and a letter rec~tved. from my chief clerk shows that in twerity-
:qne days after I left he had, take,;i in about one-half of tpe whole account. I 
have a heavy stock of all kinds 0£ merchandise and provision now on hand 
at my store on Boggy·Chickasaw Depot. · I tmst,.the~e~ore, th_at all di~~ulty 
on the score of those , due bills has been remov.ed; and I her~by bind and. 
pledge mysel(to you, sir, that, withip. the n~xt nine,ty days, I will'fnrnish . 
'to the Commissiotier of.-lndian ' Affairs satisfactory e,vid'ence· that every due 
bilJ issned by Satfararis·& ,Lewis; and the three . other po uses above desig-
nated, have been taken in:·by them ·and pa'.id • . Under-tbes.e •ci-rcumstances 
and these assura~ces; 1-tr.ust,._sir, that you will :not hesitate to give your 
consent ~o the claims her~with presented, _and to order their settlement. 
At ·the request of Be:rthelet, lleald, & Co., DpaJt -& Tims, and D. & S. 
Folsom-those gentlemeri aH having incompetent Chickasaw accounts' to 
:settle before the War Depar_tmept,- and know mg the , difµcultf t.hat . existed 
in.getting their claims fully .~e.W.ed, and knbwing th~t .my l:jusiness to th,e 
Chickasaw nation 'Yas ~o remove this objection, my claims b,eing of the 
same chara'.·cter and nature .. of th~irs-they a:11 called upon me to examine 
their busin·ess at th~ir st9r~s irr. the Indian country, which ·f. did. ·. AJl three 
of these ,establishments d,id issue. du.e bills .in .the winters uf 1840 ~nd l~4.21 
in the same way.that Satfarans ·& Lewis.did; that l went to that co~ntry in 
the spring·, of 1s4.2·, and .l~ft there last of August., 1842.,.and that.J ,was much · 
among the Chickasaws d~ring this time; and, from. the examination' l ,made 
.of those gentlemen's books, they. show that tbey have no du~ bi'lls oyt-that 
·they have. all been taken i~ · and paid ,; and I hereby c~rtify: that I di,d not' 
see or hear ·of one ·of those' gentlemen's due bills .now in circulation durjng 
my ,:vhble stay in that country;, and. I further certify, that those thre.e met .. 
-cantile ho.uses aboye nienticmed h3:ve .beep ext~n,sj~ely ·engaged' in selling 
goods · in t hat country for the last ten ye,ars; and ~hat their credit and 
.ability stand as high in -,New Orlea.:ns ~nd New York at. this time as any · 
merchants'in the.Southwest, arichhat their 'credit has nev·er bee'n·otne·rwise. 
V,ery respectfully, your obedient servant; · 
Hon. JoHN C. SPENC~R, · 
, DANIEL SAFF ARANS . ., 
- ·' Secreta~y of War· . 
[Copy of endorsement on t};fe foregoing iett¢r.J 
I am satisfied by the within~ explanation, believing Colone~ Saifarans, 
from the representatio,ns of rnembers of Congress from Tennessee ,and of' 
t he Hon. Balie J?eyton, to be an Honest and ~ honorable man. The Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs wilf therefore 'proceed to, settle the claims with· 
i n refered to. ' · · 
NoyEMBER 8, 1842. 
V 1. ,. 
a'tat~ment showing,~ the names of all persons who have, since the 1st -of jan:uary; 1840,-- recei"!ed any-stock of the · United 
States, or of any State, or any scrip1 -money_, c_ertijicate, or se_curity," helanging to .the incompetent Ch'ickasawfund, 
and the amounts paid. ' - · - · 
Date of j To whom paid. Amount of 1·- Aggregate. 
1 
· each pay-; 
payment. · 
1841. 
Mar. 26 Wm. Armstrong, super-
intendent Ind. affairs. 
Mnr. 26 Wm. Armstrong, super-
intendent Ind. affairs. 
Mar. 26 Wm. Armstrong, super-
intendent Ind. affairs. 
Mar. 26 Wm. Armstrong, super-
intendent Ind. affairs. 
Mar. 26 Wm.Armstrong, super-
intendent Ind. affairs. 
ment. 
By New York 5 per cent. bonds, paid to said Wm . . $30,0~0 00 ·i 
Armstl'ong. . , - , ~ 
By Indiana 5 per cent. bonds, paid to said w_ m. Arm- 58,000 00 
· strong. · 
By Maryland 6 per cent. bonds, paid to said Wm. 28,000 00 
Armstrong. 
By Kentucky 5 per cent. bonds, paid to said Wm. _27,000 00 
Arpistrong. 
By D. Kurtz's checks, paid to said W. Armstrong~ -
Oct. 80 I Daniel Saffarans 
Oct. 30 \ Daniel Saffarans 
1842. 
- 1 By Maryland 6 per cent. bond~, paid to.this claimant I 58,000 oo· 
By Daniel Kurtz's check, paid to this claimant _ -1 2,000 00 
Feb. 17 Daniel Saffarans 
Feb. 17 Daniel Sa.trarans 
- , By Kentucky 5 per cent, bonds, paid to Saffarans - 3'0,000 00 




This amount ($16_9,418 41) paid to Wm. 
. Atmstr,_ong-to '"'be by him used in the 
payme~t "of the claims presented ·by Ben-
jamin Love, of $18,43C 71; -Saffararis & 
Lewis, 'Of $22,5i3 .'87; Penn & Lewis,' of 
$32,443- 69; Daniel SaffaJ"anS & Co . ., 
of- $2'0,176 93; D. n:-Saffarans, James 
Colbert,__ -Thomas Colbert, Charles Col-
- bert, Isaac Albersqo, · and Slone Love, of 
$68,409 4s~a11 making an aggregate of 
$161 1986 68. Transfers made by order 
of Hon. John Bell, Secretary of War. 
,This amount transferred - and paid by order 
of Hon. J-. C. Spencer, Secretary of War • 
This amount transferred and paid by order 







Feb. 19 Doak & Tims - i By Kentucky 5 per cent. bonds, paid to V. B. Tims 12,000 00 
Feb. 19 Doak & Tims - By Maryland 6 per cent. bonds, paid to V. B. Tims-: 4,000 00 
Feb. 19 Doak & Tims - By D. Kurtz's check in favor .of Doak & Tims - 770 14 16, 770 f4 I This amount transferred and paid by order 
-" 
By Kentucky 5 per cent. b~nds, paid to ~.S. ,Folsom ~~, Feb. 19 D. & S. Folsom - ·-Of Hon. J. C. Spencer, Secretary of War· 
Feb. 19 D. & S. Folsom By Maryland 6 per cent. bonds, paid to D.S. Folsom· 2,000 00 
Feb. 19 D. & S. Fol.mm - By- Daniel Kurtz's check in favor of Doak & Tims - . ·182 29 _ · 6, 182 291 This amount transferred and paid by order 
By M~yland 5 per cent. bonds, paid to D. Saffarans, 3,{)~o 00 I Mar. 19 Daniel Saffarans - of Hon. J. C. Spencer, Secr_etary of War. 
claimant. . , 
Mar. 19 Daniel Saffarans - By Kentucky 5 per cent, bonds, Paid to D . ..Saflarans, 15,000 00 
claimant. . 
Mar. 19 Daniel Saffarans - ·_By Daniel Kurtz's check, paid to D:Saffarans, claimant -1,13116 
19,131 16 l;This amount. transferred and paid by order 
April 30 Berthelet, Heald, & Co. _ By-Kentucky' 5 per cen!-. · b~nds, paid to Berthelet, 32,0000ol . , oflfon. J. C. __ Spencer, Secretary. of War. 
April 30 Bertl1elet, Heald, & Co, 
Heald, & Co. ,,. . · · · 
_15,000 00 By:._ Maryland _6 pet cent. honds, ]iaid_ toBerthelet, 
April 30 Berthelet, Heald, & Co. 
l:Ieald, & Co. - · . , -~ - ~'.~1 5.0,000 00 j·;hi. ..:oullt-transfemd .,,.d paid by orde, Ey Daniel Kurtz's check, paid to Berthelit, -Heald, 
Nov. 12 D. & S. Folsom _ 
- & Co. ~ · CJ) 
By Maryland-6 per ~nt. bonds, paid to D_. Saffarans, 1,000 00 · of Hon,. J. C. Spencer, Secretary of War . c-,.J 
- for D. & S. Folsom, , - .. ·• ' --
N·ov. 12 · D.- & S. Folsom By Kentucky o per' cen~- bonds, paid to D. -Saffarans, 2,000_00 
Nov .. 12 D. & S. FQlsom : 
for D. & S. Folsom, . · . 
· J3y part of :requisition on the Tr~asury, paid to D. 75 00 
...Saffarans, for D. & .S. Folsom. - ·: 
-j,ooo oo I 
3,075 00 I This a~ount transferred and paid _by order 
Nov. 12 D~a~· & Tups~ _ 13y Mary land 6 per · cent. bonds, paid Doak & Tims, , .. of Hon. J,. _O. ~pencer, Secretary of War; 
Nov. 12· Doak & Tims _ per D. Saffarans, . ·, · . · _ By Kentucky 5 per cent. bonds, paid Doak & Tims, 6,000· 00 
Nov. 12 Doak & Tims _ 
per D. Saffarans. ~ . 
By United States 6 per ~en~. Treasury loan of 1841, ., 1,800 00 
• Nov. 12 Doak &-Tims _ 
paid Doak & Tims, per D. Saffarans. _ 
_By part of requisition ·on the 'l'rea§iury, paid Doak. 91 25 
·.,&'Tims, per D. Saffarans. . -, - . 
_, -
11;s91 2!> · '.Fhis amount transferred and paid by order 
Nov. 12 Saffarans & Lewis -By Maryland 6 -per cent, bonJs, paid to Saffarans & . 4,500 00 _of Hon. J. C. Spencer, Secretary of War. r, 
Lewis. . · '.,.. _,.. 
. Nov. 12 Saffarans & Lewis - By K~ntucky 5 per cent. bonds, paid to §!affarans & 6,080 00 ..... 
Lewis. - . ,_..,_ ......... ---. _.,.. .--;._':" ..... ... - ,-.._ ,..,.. .... -'- ... _ ~~ ~ 
Nov .. 12 Saffarans & Lewis - By United States 6 per cent, loan of 184-1, paid to 3,000 00 <::> 







To whom paid. How paid. Am't of eachj Aggregate. 
payment. 
Remarks. 
N ov. 12 I Saffarans & Lewis - , By requisition on the Treasury, paid Saffarans. & I $1,040 13 
$14,540 13 1 This amount transferred and paid by o,rde,::-Lewis. 
N ov. 12 j Berthelet,Heald,&Co. 
N ov. 12 Berthelet, Heald, & Co. 
Nov. 12 Berthelet, Heald, & Co. 
:N°ov. 12 Berthelet, Heald, & Co. 
1843. 
By' Maryland 6 per cent. bonds 
By Kentucky f> per cent. bonds -
By United States 6 per cent. loan of 1841 
By requisition on the Treasury 
July 13 I Daniel Saffarans 
July 13 l Daniel Saffarans 
July 13 I Daniel Saffarans 
1845. 
Jan. 7 I DJniel Saffarans 
- , By Maryland 6 per cent. bonds, paid to D. Saffarans 
By United States 6 per cent. loan of 1841, paid to D. 
Saffanms. 
- , By requisition on the Treasury of the United St.ates, 
paid to D. Sa.ffarans. 
-1 By requisition on tqe Treasury of the United States, 
paid to Joseph Bryan, attorney for D. Sa'ffarans. 
~~ ..,. ,,f'_.;;J"'o ,.. _. l .;;_.n.;,.. J _.:,._ - • _ ___ ... _ • 






29,946 99 1 This amount transferred and paid by order 
. of Hon. J ._ C . Spencer, Secretary of War. 
612 22 I 
1-,642 66 . This amount transferred and paid by .ord~r 
of Hon. J . .M. Porter, Secretary of War. 
401 64 'fhis amount transferred and paid by order 
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Aa I. 
CaocTAW AGENCY WEsT, March 27, 1839. 
Srn: I have the honor to enclose you~ petition from the Chickasaw 
commissioners, requesting that 9yrus Harri3, who drew land as an orphan 
under · the Chickasaw treaty, be pai_d the· amount of the proceeds o,f his 
land. 'I am well acquainted with Cyrus . Harris ; he ~has a family, and is 
one of the most inteJligent and . respectable .young Chickasaws belonging 
to the tribe. · 
Very respectfully, your most obeqi~nt servant, · . 
, . WILLIAM ARMSTRONG, 
.licting S1.tper-intendent Western Ten·itory. 
T, .HARTLEY CRAWFORD, , · · · , r ~ . 
Commissioner of IIJ'ldian .lljfairs, Wash.ington City. 
Aa 2 • 
. . FORT TowsoN, January 28, 1839. 
We, the under~igned, com1pissioners umler · the treaty of 1834 between 
the United States and the Chicka.s·a w Indians, do h~reby certify that Cyrus 
Harris, a half-breed Chickasaw, is one of the orphqns embraced in .the 
eighth article of said treaty .; that he .drew land under sa,id article ; that' the 
land has been sold; and the money is now in the possession of the Gov-
ernment. We also certify, that we consider the said Harris now fully 
competent to manage his own affairs; and that it will be to his interest 
and advantage to have the money paid to .him, as he is now over twenty-
one years of age, and has a wife and children. We therefore respectfully 
recommend' that his money should be paid to him as soon as practi~ 
cable. , · -
ISH-TE-HO-TO-PA, King, his·+ mark, 1 
ISAAC ALBERSON, ' his + mark, · . .. , 
GEORGE COLBERT, .his + mark, CommisSioners. 
JAMES COLBERT, ' J 
)fY ULIAM ARMS'l'RONG. 
. Aa 3~ 
DEPARTMENT OF WAR, 
· Office Indian .l:ljfafrs, May .4, 1839. 
S1R: Your letter of the 27th of .March iast, .requesting · that the amount 
invested for Cyrus ,Harris, a Chicka:Sa w ~rphan, may .be p~id over to him . 
he having arrived at age, and capable of managing his own concerns, ha~ 
been received. 
When the subject to which this letter refers shall have been considered 
th€ :result will be communicated, for your .information and gq;vermnent. ' 
Very respectfully, your obedient, servant, 
Oaptairi WILLIAM ARMST.RO~G, . , .-. 
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Bb I. 
\VASHINGTON C1TY, March 10, 1S41. 
Srn: I have the honor to lay before you letter and rolls of Chicka~aw-
orphans, received from Colo eel Upshaw. So far as I can ascertain, it is 
the wish of the Chickasaw chiefs and the orphans who have arrived at the 
age of twenty-one years, to give them the privilege of selling their un-
sold lands, under the same .l_'estrictions as other Chickasaws were; and> in 
cases where the lands have been sold and the money invested, to give them 
the money or stock, when the agent and commissioners shall certify that 
the Indian arriving at age is capable of managing his own business. This 
they believe to be the treaty, and would meet the wishes ~nd expectations 
of the tribe. 
Very respectfully, your most obedient, 
I WILLIAM ARMSTRONG, 
.llcting Superintendent Western Ter1·itory. 
T. HARTLEY CnA WFORD, 
Commissioner of Indian .11.lf airs. 
Bb 2. 
DEPOT oN Booo.Y, Novemher_2·5, 18110. 
The chiefs, commissioners, and headmen, of the Chickasaw· nation of 
Indians, in council assembled, to their great father, the President of the 
United States, most respectfully ask and solicit, in behalf of that ·portion {)f 
their people who were passed as orphans, the amount of money ~omi.ng to 
them agreeably to the 8th article of the treaty of the 24th of May, 1534, 
concluded between the United States and the Chickasaw na:tion. Our 
treaty so reads, and it was our intention, that so soon as one of the 
orphans became of age, or married, and a majority of the commissioners 
shdllld recommend the paying of the money over, with the sanction of the 
agent, that the money. should be paid to the claimant; and, under this arti-
cle of the treaty, we now send on to you a list of all those who have ar-
rived of age and married, all of whom we believe to be competent to 
manage their own business in this country, and are at this time in great 
want of money, to enable them to make a start in the way of farming, 
raising stock, &c.; and it is with · great satisfaction we can state to you 
that our people are improving very much in agricultural pursuits. We 
have also sent on a list of those who WP,re passed as orphans, that have 
married and are now of age, whose· land has not been sold, and -they are 
competent._ A great many of them have some education, and bid fair to 
b~ of servic~ to their nation. It is our ,vlsh, and we hope the President 
will agree with us, that they be permitted to sell their lands as other com-
petent C~1ickasaws d~d •. It is _our wish that our people should aH be put on 
an eyual1ty. We wish and recommend to our great father, that all the 
interest that has accrued on the orphans' fund should be sent to the claim· 
ants as soon as possible, for they have been fed and clothed by other per-
. ons eve1· since the treaty, and we had anxiously hoped that the interest 
would ha v_e ?een sent out at least a year ago ; but, to our great sm:pnse, 
the Comm1ss10ner of Indian Affairs informed as that he had· taken 'Stock 
• • : • • J 
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with the inte,rest he had on hand, instead of sending it to those who were 
entitled ~o it. · It. certainly is reason!lble to supp,ose that people .must be 
clothed ·a:nd fed. It is with ,feelings of deep -regret and mortification tha~ 
we have to petition qur great father so often upon the same subject. Nearly 
two years, since we sent a petition on for Cyrus Harris, who was ~n orphan 
that has become of age and married; and ·an the answer we got \Ya:s; that 
it would be considered. We petition for nothing,in which our, treaty does 
not bear us out; but it appears that we are al ways the last that are at-
tended to. · · 
;when the time came (agre~a_bJy to ~ur;treaty) to move from Missi~sippi, 
we moved without the (}overnmellt having to send her army to drive us 
off, like the Cherokees. We made our treaty, and w~ intended to stand _to 
.and. abide ·-oy.it. We have aJways been the frie~d of our gteat'father 
the President of the United States,. and .we always will be; and we ask 
not4i~g more tha1La c~~pliance of., 01;1r ~r_~aty. . ' 




,- ' JAMFjS COLBE.RT. 








his + mark. 
hi~ .+ mark. 
his+ mark~ 
his+ mark~ 
h,is + ll)~ik. 
, his_ +marlc:. 
OK~-LA.H-NOR-NUBBA, his+ ma~k~ 
JOHN GLOVER, · . his+ iµar~. 
SHOP-POW-MI, his :+,;mark 
{SH~TA:KJ-YU-KA-TUBBY, ~is:+'.m~:f~~ 
WlN-IN-A-P A, . his~+ piark. 
S~PNE LovE,_ " . ) ,, .. . , . 
p-nited· Statt.s Interpreter a11d Commissioner elect. 
Cc 1. 
( WASHINGTON C1TY, October 2~ 1·848·. , 
StR: I have at this time a settlement in your department ~ccounts ag~inst 
certain Chickasaws, under the 8th article of the Chfolfasa:w treaty- of'the 
24th of May, 1834. There was. a rule established on the 17th day of Feb-
ruary last, in a settlement:with me; of 6ertain Chickasaw claims under said · 
tre~ty, when you and .. ~pe .. ~~~r~tar,y of .\Va-r compell~4 ,r:ne ,to talfe ~aid 
stocks ~t what they cost the Governm~nt . .Qn ref~ren~~ to this settlement~ 
you _will fin~ that you charged m~- with all the premiums paid on said 
stoc~. I now ask you to do by me what you would have me do unto you~ 
to ~1t: let me have stocks at what they cost you; to wit: the Penn~ylvania, . 
which I no': have reference to, cost less th~n p,at. L~t me ha_ve it at wha~ 
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:it cost, as you made me pay the premium on that that cost over par, and1 
over. 
P lease to have those settlements corrected, and oblige your friend and• 
obedient servant, 
Hon. T. HARTLEY CRAWFORD, 
Com.mission~r of Indian .lljf afrs. 
Cc 2 • 
DANIEL SAFFARANS.-
. Endorsement by the Commissioner on letter fr01n Daniel Saffaranfl 
dated Washington, October 2d, 184-3. 
OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS, Octobe'i· 3, 1843. 
With reference to the within request of Mr. Saffarans, I have to state 
that, in accordance with treaty stipulations, investm~nts were made for the 
:incompetent Chickasaws and for Chickasaw orphans in State stocks, on some 
of which a premium was paid, while others were bought 1at a discount. 
Mr. Saffarans had claims on th@ incompetent fund, and in their liquidation 
he was required · to take the stock at . its cost, without any regard to its 
value in the mo11ey market at the time of the transfer to him. 
An investment of $14,705 produced $17,000 in Pennsylvan'ia stock, or 
$86 50 in money produced $100 stock. This money belonged to Chicka-
saws who were orphans at the date of the treaty of V334, but who, upon 
arriving at age, or marrying, were entitled to draw their money from the 
Government. Mr. Satfarans, as the attorney in fact of these Indians, pro-
duces their orders for the proceeds of the sale of their land, with the inter-
est received upon them. Arkansas stock represents the money arising from 
the sale· of the land, anc] Pennsylvania stock represents the interest which 
accrued from the investment in Arkansas stock; $100 of the Pennsylva-
nia cost $86 50; but, in paying it out to these Indiaps, they have been 
charged with the face of the stock. Mr. Saffarans claims,'and rightly I 
think, that the Indians are entitled to receive what their money produced ;: 
that, as the money due to them has ,...been put into stock, they ought to, 
get it in the same ratio; and that he, as their agent, having orders for in-
terest to the amount of the cost of the PennsylV'ania stock, should receive 
the $17,000 for what it cost. . 
. My opinion is, that he is right in his demand, and that his request ought 
to be granted. . 
Hon. J. M. PoRTER, 
Secretary of War. 
'f. HARTLEY CRAWFORD. 
WAR DEPARTMEN'r, October 5, 1843. 
The views taken of this matter by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs 
seem to be equitable, and are a'pproved. 




DEPARTMENT OF WAR, , 
Office Indian Jlffairs, December 24~ 1841. 
·Sm.: The accompanyi'ng deeds for two reservations, located under the 
(-eighth article of the Chickasaw treaty of 1834, were present~d to this office 
:by Daniel Saffarans, Esq., with the request that they might be laid before 
'.-the President_for approval. . 
The .. eighth article is in th'e wordsfollowing : " Males aµd females below 
-the age of twenty-one years, whose father being dead, the mother again 
has married, or who have neither father nor ·mother, shall' each be entitled 
'to half a section of land, but · shall .not be computed as parts of familie~ 
under the fifth ar.tiele-the same to be located under the· direction of' the 
~gent, and underthe supervision of the Secretary· of War, so as not to 
·interfere with any ,settlement rig~t. These lands may be sold upon a 
recommendation of a majority of the seven persons heretofore named in this 
~greement, setting forth that it will prove advantageous to the parties in-: 
'terested, s_ubJect, however to the approval of the President, or such other 
_person as he shall designate. If sold, the funds arising shall be reJained 
·in tpe possession of the Government;_ or, if the President deems it advisa-
·.ble, th~y shall ~e' invested in stocks for the benefit of the. parties interested, 
·if ihere be a suffic~eµt. sum to b~ invested, (and it can be ~one,) until' ~uch 
·persons marry or c9me of age, w.he.~ the amount shall be paid ~ver to 
-those .who ~re ~entitled to rec,eive-it, provided a majority of the seven per-
sons, with the agent, shall certify that, in their opinion, it will be their 
:interest ,and'advantage. Then, an,d in that case, the proceeds shall be paid 
-over to the' party or parties entitled to reseive 'them. 
In the 4th article it is _agreed, '' ·that the reservations hereinafter admitted 
shall not be permitted to be sold, leased, or d~sposed of, unless it appear, 
by at least two ·of 'the seven persons named in said, article,' that ·the party 
owning or claiming the s~me is capaple to manage and to take care of 
his or her affairs; which fact~ to the best of hi~ khowl~dge and informa-
tion, shall be certified by-the agent ;_and, furthermore, that a fair consider-
ation has been paid ; and' therefore the deed of ,conveyance shall be valid, 
provi,ded the President ,of the United States, or such other person as h~ 
may designate, shall approve the same and endorse it on the deed." 
It would seem from the preceding quotation that the investments to be 
1made were to be on account of those reservees whose lands should be 
:sold before they married or come of age. As to those cases where sales 
were not made until the parties married or were oCage, and'were deemed 
-competent to mariage and to take care of his or her affairs, doubts are en-
tertained whether they are .eh,ibraced by the stipulations of the fourth arti -
cle, authorizing the passage of deeds on the certificate of only one or two 
of the commissioners. This office is rather inclined to the opinion, that 
. ·the certificate of at least a majority of those commissioner~ required by 
· the eigt1th article is necessary, which has been obtained in the case now 
presented. The views of . the Chickasaw chiefs upon this subject ha_ve 
,be~n. expressed to this department tnrough their super,intendent, MaJor 
W ilham Armstrong, who states, in a letter to this office of the 10th March 
1ast, that, "so far as he can ascertain, it is the wish of tlie Chickasaw chiefs 
a nd the :reservees who have arrived at the age of t wenty-one years to 
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give them the privilege of selling their unsold lands, upder the same re-
strictions as other Chickasaws, when the agent .and commissioners shall 
certify that the Indian arriving at age is capable of managing his own 
business. This they believe to be the treaty, and would meet the wishes 
and expectations of the tribe." 
The following is an extract from a communication of the chiefs, com-
missioners, and headmen, of the Chickasaw nation of Indians. in council 
assembled, to their great father the President of the ·United States, dated 
25th November, 1840: ' 
" We have also sent on a ·list of those who were passed a_s orphans; that 
some married, and are now of age, whose la,nd-has not' .been sold,. and they 
a re coll}petent. A great many of them have ,some 'education, and bid fair 
to be of service to their nation. It is our wish, and We hope the Presi-
dent will agree with us, th'at they be permitted' to' se"ll their lands as other-
competent Chickasaws did. It is our wrsh that our. people should all be 
put on an equality." , 
One of the deeds is executed by Puck-sha-nubby for east half of sec~ 
tion 34, township 4, range 3 west, the tract of land selected for him under 
eighth article aforesaid; consideration, $400. • .,., -
The commissioners certified that he has become of age, and is well known 
to them as competent to manage his own affairs, a,nd recommend t~e con-
firmation of the contract. The Chickasaw agent's certificate indicates that 
the statement of the commissioners is co,rrect and accurate ; and; further-
more, that a fair consideration has been paid. ' · · 
The other deed is executed by Stick-ah-tubby, brother and only heir of 
Kin-nish-sha, deceased, and convey~ east half of section 13, township IO, 
range 4 west, for $40. The certificates to this deed ate of same · import 
as those to the preceding paper, \v ith this exception-the reference as to 
pei:sons is different, on account of the death of the reservee. The grantor 
claims the land as heir, and is referred to as such by -the commissioners. 
P ~rceiving no objection to a compliance with the mutual request of the 
parties, I recommend that the deeds be presented to the President for 
approval. 
, Very, &c. 
Hon. JOHN C. SrENCE.R, 
Secretary of Wnr. 
T. HA~TLEY CRAWFORD. 
Ee I. 
Statem ent slwwing -" the names of all persons who have, since the Vd Jan11,ary) 1840, received.· any stock of the United 
States, -or of any ~tale, or an!! §C~ip, mq_ney, ·c_e:rtifi,cate, or securit~," helo_nging Ip 11!-_e Chi~k_asaw orphan fund ; and 
~he amounts p-a~d, -~tn~er powe~s i>f a-t-lor_1J,eY~/-r?~ the seve,:al (!,fphan 0·1;1ners, ex_e~ufed; with _certificates ,of a _ major· 




To whom paid . 
Feb. ' 8 / Saffarans & Lewis 
1:,eb. 8 · Saffa.rans & Lewis_ 
April 30 Saffo.rans & Lewis 
April 30/. ·Sa:ffarans & Lewis 
Apl'il '30 Saffarans & Lewis, 
April 30 Saffarans & Lewis . 
No~. _1s 1· Saffarans & Lewis 
Nov. IS -~affarans & Lewis 
Nov. 18 .. Saffarans & Lewis 
.N_-ov. 1'8 I Saffayans & Lewis 
- 1·843. . ~ , 
'.tan. · 23 l~Daniel Saffarans 
:Jan .. 23 Daniel Saf'farans 
Jan. 23 Daniel Saffarans 
J~~ri. - 23 . Daniel, Saffi,ir;1JJ,s 
How paid. Am't Qf eachj Aggregate. 
payment. 
·By-A._ r~ims~s 5 per ~ent. :bonds,_ Paid to -~affa.r~s-& Lew.\s . · · -1$ 13,000 00. 
By :Umted States J; per cent .Tre_as~y Joan of 1841, paig to Saf!'a- ' . 
rans & Lewis- - - - - ·- - - - 3, oo_o 00 I ) , 
--.-~--'' $-16,ooo ·oo 
25,000 00 - , By Ark!lns~ 5 i::er c~1~t b~nd~, paid to Saff.-ira}J.s & Lewis _ 
By United Sta1:es 6-.per cent. I'reas.ury fo_an of 1841, paid. to Saffa-
rans -& -Lewis - - · - - - - · ~ 





'I'his anio:nnt transferred by 
oraer of the Hon. Johii C. 
8pencer,_, Secre~ry: of 'Yar; 
B_y interest on United States loan of. 1841, paid to Saffarans & 
Lewis 
By Arkansas 5 ~er cent. bonds, paid to ·Saffarans & Lewis . ' 
By Pennsylvania 5 .per •cent. bonds, P,aid to Saffaraf!S & ' Lewis 
By -United States 6 per cent loan -~f 1841, paid tQ Saffarans & 
~ 89 00 --~ 




30,623 50 . ThiF; a1n'o:u~t :t.ransferred :a_n1 _ 
, paicJ_ -l;>y . order of, the 0~Hon. 
Lewis - :. ::_ - ·- , - . 
By requisition on the .Treasury, paid to-S.l!ffarans & Lewis 
By _Arkansas 5 per cent. bonds, paid t~ 1:>aniel Saffarans -
By Pennsylvania 5 per cent. bon-ds,. paid to Daniel Saffarans 
- :/ By Unit_e~ _States 6 per cent. of 18~1, paid t_o ·Daniel Sa~arans 
- By requ1s1tion on the Treasuty:, pt31d .to Da111el Saffarro'is -
;&. I • 
2,300 00 




. 401 6.5 __ , ____ .._ 
56,014 23 
50,601 ~5 
Iohri C. Sperr~r, Sec.ret~ry 
ofW,ar. . 
This amount t~ansferred .and 
paid by order of the Ho~. 
\John- C. Spencer/ Secretary 
of War. 
'fhis amount trpnsferred ahd 
paid by_ order of the Hon. 
































ST A TEMENT-Continued. 
How paid. 
-I By Arkansas 5 per cent. bonds, paid to Daniel Saffarans -
- By requisition on the Treasury, paid to Daniel Saffarans -
-1 By Arkansas 5 pe~ cent. bonds, paid to Daniel Saffarans -
- By Pennsylvania 5 per cent. bonds, paid to Daniel Saffarans 
- By requisition on f.he Treasury, paid to Daniel Saffarnns -
- , By requisition on the Treusury of the United States, paid to Dan-
iel Saffarans 
- , By requisition on the Treasury of the United States, paid ta Dan-
iel Saffarans -
By Arkansas 5 per cent. bonds, paid to Daniel Saffarans -
- , By Arkansas 5 per cent. bond, paid to Joseph Bryan, att&rney for 
Saffarans -
- , By requisition on the United States 'l'reasury, paid to Joseph Bry-
an, attorney for Satfarans 





















This amount transferred and 
paid by ordtt: of the Hon. 
John C. Spencer, Secretary 
of War. 
This amount transferred and 
paid by orde:r,: of the Hon. 
J. M. Porter, Secretary of 
War. 
This amount transferred and 
paid by order of the Hon. 
J. M. Porter, Secretary of 
War. 
This amount transferred and 
paid by order of the Hon. 
J. M. Porter, Secretary of 
War. 
This amount transferred and 
paid by order of the Hon. 
J. M. Porter, Secreta'ry of 
War. 
~OTE,-ln addition to the abon, Chickasaw orphans, with the approbation of the majority of th; Ghi_ckasaw commissioners and the ?hickasaw agent, as re-
quired by treaty, have themselves 11old the whole or parts of their respective reservations. Of the sales so made, ninety-nine quarter sections were sold to Saffa-









· J A~TIARY 6, 1845. 
DEAR Sm: You will find ei1elosed a ·letfer fto1n Mr. Rogers, upon-the 
subject of.certain Indian claims. ' _ · ~ ._. : . • . . · 
The fact stated by Mr. Rogers, of some of _the cfa1ms ,berng w1thm_ the 
bounds of settlers, would, in my Ndgment, milita!,e 'a,gairist the applicatio11,. 
l would, however, prefer yol!.r vi,ews upon it. · · · 
) \ y otus, truly; 
Hon. WILLIAM W1L·KI~s, 
Secretm·y of War. .. 
I I );'t .. ' 
J J. ,TYLER. 
( Orcf er of Secretary of War. ] 
., . ' ' 
Mr. Crawford wilf report to me, . . 
WILLIAM· WILKINS. , 
' Ff,· 2 . . 
· .' WA,SH,NGTON C1Tv, iuty 6, 1814 . 
.Sm: You will find herewith a ··corresponden·ce between :Major William 
Armstrong, agent of the Choctaw Indians, and myself, on the 5th and 7th 
ultimo, from which you will aiscover MY object and the wishes of the Choc1-
ta ws; also, the importance of h&ving th:e subject attended to Without delay. 
The communicafton referred ,to by. Major Armstrong can be procured 
from the Commissioner of Indian Aff~ifs. I f I , - • 
It is my wish to return immedi;:1t,ely to the Choctaw_ nation, 'if you ap-
prove the arrangement proposed. , You have· precedent. . (See reference 
Jetter; part Major Armstrong~s letter to me.) . . . 
Very respectfully, your mosf obedient and hum~le servant, 
. . JOHN A. ROGER& 
His Exceliency JOHN TYL:firn, ' 
# ,President of the UnitedrStates, Washin$t'on City ,- D. c : 
-· ' .._, ---
) f ORT SM1T·H, ARKANSAS, June 5, 1844!-• . 
DEAR S1il: Fr0:m the long acquaintance and social intercourse of our 
youth, his proper I s,honl~ fully explain to you, the object ofmy mission at 
t his time to this part of the coqntry; which'may prevent, now or hereafter , 
any censure or distrust against you or myself; and that yoti, as the legal 
agent and guardian of .the Choctaw tribe of' Jrrdians, act advisedly .in the , 
matter, and _prev~nt any act which , may have the semblance of fraud or 
peculation with your trust. ' . ' - ' . ' . - ' ' 
You, I doubt not, are fully apprized that prov~sions were_ made in the 
t reaty with the Choctaw tribe of Indians, concluded'at Dai;ici'ng 'Rabbit creek 
jn 1830, that each o~phan _within the na:tidn should be entitled to o.ne -quarter 
sect.ion of laq?, to be selected and set apart f~H that purpose, within the ceded 
territory; which was done. It also provided tha.t the lands so selected_could 
be sold o-r disposed of under the approval ofthePre,sident of the. United States; 
, I 
a large portion of which, under the direction of the Executive of the 
United State.s, }las b,een offered at public sale on a credit, the payment for 
which' has'become due some time since, an9- suit brough.t against a part of 
_ the purchasers for the amount of purchase money. The d~foridants demur 
to the decl!lrations, and plead that the Pr,esz'den't had· no right or authority 
to se'H the land; that it was a vested right iri -the orphans; and so the dis-
trict comt of the United States decided, and stat~d no one could transfer 
that right but the original claimants, or their legal repres~ntatives, with 
the cop.&enJ and approval of the President of the United States. 
Those orphan claimants hold jointly; no oistribu-tion or partition can 
be · in any way legal only t~rough a coutt of cliancery in· the State of 
Mississippi, which will be attended with much trouble and labor. 
- I have some friends who no:w have in p9s~essioq a part of those lands 
lying within their plantations, and a_!'e desiroms that the business be ad-
justed at an early day; and have proposed that Samuel F. Butterworth, 
Esq., a gentleman of talents, and eminently qualified to attend to the ad-
1 justment of the claims; an<l myself, should purchase of the several joint 
claimants their several interests, .which we propose to do on the following 
terms, to wit : we will pay to each claimant the sum of on~ dollar ~nd 
t wenty-five cents per acre, or two hundred dollars for each quarter section, 
(being ,the, ndni_muin price of .the public lands of tne United States,) to be 
paid to yQu or the legal agent of the Choctaw nation so soon as pat~nts 
may be· issu~d 'to us by the authority of the President of the United States, 
· with .the approval of sales, and will execute to you a deed of trust for all 
the lands which may be decreed to us by the court, to _secure_the payment 
to such orphans as are divested of such rights; and we will pay a.ll c.o~ts 
of procuring title and decree, and release the Indians fi:om any _hab1l1ty 
w_hatever; and also give the personal guaranty of J11rnius Amlss & Co.,. 
commi~ion merchants of New Orleans. , 
.If you prefer the consent of the President of the United States bef~re 
you permit further steps to be 'taken, I will endeavor to procure it. I wis~ 
to do no.att that would not meet the approbation of the President or public 
opinion. ' 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant: 
, JOHN A. ROGERS. 
Major WILLIAM ARMS1'RONG, 
.fl.gent of the Choctaws, Choctaw Agency west of .11.rkansas. 
Ff 4. 1 
CHOCTAW AGENCY, June 7, 1844. 
S1R: Your communication upon the subject of the Choctaw orphans' 
claims has been received. 
In answer, I beg leave to sav, that the chiefs of the nation have united 
in a petition to the President of the United States, for the proceeds of such 
lands as are sold on authority, to sell such lands as may be unsold. 
. No answ~r to the cot~1mnnication has as yet been receiv_ed. I concur 
m the propnety of making a speedy settlement of the question-first, be-
cause the orphans living are all of age. At least ha]f have djed. To pro-
era tinate will only produce difficulty in identifying the proper heirs and 
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withhold those entitled.to the l?enefits ofthe provisions of the, treaty, who., 
,re as ~pable as they ever will be to m.anage and re~eive the lands .or ·the-
p~oceeds. · 
Ttie letter of the chiefs was forward~d t~ro:ugh the lnµia)l d~p~rtme:n~ 
a short time since. . . 
. Two ~f the claimants have sqld through their guardian, Major Pitch-
lynn; which sate was approved .by,President Jack,sop, if-I ~µi ll<>t ~i~lalqm,. 
Very respectfully, 0 -
WILLIAM ARM~TRONG, 
Colonel JOHN A. RoGERs, 
.11cting Superintendent .W. T. 
l .Jj'ort Smitk 
. . 
.WAR J?;EPA-RT:MEN,, 
Office_ Indian .lljfairs, January 14, 1845. 
Sm: The letter' of John A. Rogers,- Esq., tQ._the President, of the United. 
States, 4ated . 6th July last, has oeen ref erred, wi~h its enclqs-ures, to this. 
office, by you, for a rep~rti , · · , , · 
The object of the above communication is set. forth in one of the enclo-
sures, viz: a l~tfor from Mr. Rogers ~to Major WilUam Armstroµg, ,d,ated ( 
5t~ June last; in which, after ,saying that the sales heretofore made, under: 
the order of the _President of the United States, of the Choctaw orp}:lan's' 
lands reserved in the treaty of 1830, have been decided by the district 
court of the United States for t,he district of 'Mi,ssissippi to be invalid, he-
adds: "Those· orphan c;laimants' holq joiptly; no d~striblltion or parti.tion 
can be in any ,way legal only lhrough a court of chancery in the State of 
Mississippi, which, will be attenqed witli much trouble and labor. · 
"I }:lave some fr,iends who ,now have in 11ossession a part of tµo~e lands-
lying :vit~in their p)<\D;tati~ns, and ate d,esirot'ls that th~ business be adjust-: 
ed at ~n early day ; ~n~.have proposed thflt Sarµuel F. Butterw~rth, Esq.,, 
a gentleril~n of ta)ents, and. eminently qualine<;l to ~tt~nd to the adjtJ~tm(l~t 
of the claims, and myself, sl}.ouhl purcha~e of the several joint claimf1nts 
their several interests ; which we propose to do on. the (ollowing terms, to 
wit: we _will I?ay to · each. cl~irrn;mt !he su!'n of one dollar ~nd twe~ty-five 
cen~s per acre, or t'o/o . hundred dollar_s for e8:c.h q{Jart~r sect10n, ( berng th~ 
minimum price of the public lands of the United States,) to be paid to you 
or the leg~l agent o( the Ch9Gta w n~tiqn so ,sqon as patents n;ia.y. be is~me<;I 
to us by tne .authority of th~ President of the Unit~~ State~, w,itli the ap-
proval of sale, a,nd will _execute to you a deed of trust for· all the lands which 
may be deoraed to us by the court, to 'secure the payment to ~uch orp\18:n~ 
as are divested of such rights; and we will pay an cpst of procuriqg title 
a?d decree, and release. the Indians from ~ny Fabjlity whatever; and also 
·give the p~rsonal guaranty 9f Ji.loins .f\.mis,s & Co., commission m~rch~nts 
of New Orleans. · ' · 
"If you· prefer the consent of the l!resid~nt 
1
of the United States before 
you permit further ~teps -to be tak~n, I will end.eavor to prpcure·.it. I ~ish 
to do no act th&t would not meet the approbation· of the President or pqb-
lic op,inipn," . · 1 • -- . , ' 
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To.this letter Major Armstrong replied, under date of the 7th of June : 
·'' I beg leav·e ',to say that the chiefs of .the nation have united in ·a petition 
to the Pre.sident of the United States for the proceeds of such lands as are 
sold, or authority to sell such lands as may be unsold. 
"No answer to the communication has as yet been received. I concur 
in t:he, propriety of making a speedy settle~uent of the question, first, be-
c ause ,the orphans living are,all of age. At least half have died. To procras-
tinate will only produce d-iffic_ulty in identifying the· proper heirs, and with-
hold those entitled to the . benefits of the- provisions of the treaty, who are 
.as capable as ever ' they ,will. be to 'manage and i receive the lands or the 
d 
, I > 
, procee s. · . 
'' The letter of the chiefs was forwarded through the Indian department 
~ short time since. 
"Two of the claimants have soJd, through their guardian,Major Pitchlynn, 
which sale has been approved by President Jackson, if I am not· mistaken." 
I do not know that I ca:Q. better report on . this ·matter than by sending 
· copies of a statenieht of the facts connected wit& these orphan lands; of a 
report of mine affirming th~_t the sales referred to were l~gal and valid, on 
a r~presentation to the President of the United States that. they were sup-
~posed not to be so; and of an opinion by the Att.orney General of the Unit-
,ed States, to whom the question was submitted, supporttng the opinion I 
had previously expressed. r . ' 
It has been said that the district court ·has decided that there was no au-
thority in the tr~aty for th·e sales of the Choctaw orphan· lands, but I have 
110 official advice, even now, of such decision, nor has such advice been re-
ceived at t.be office 'of the Solicitor of the Treasury,, who is charged with the 
.superintendence of shits on the part of the Government. I thought it, there-
fore, proper to confer with this officer· on the subject, whose opinion in 
favor of the sales is concurrent with those already mentioned. 
These views being entertained, I addressed, on 26~th December last, a 
letter to the Solicitor, sending him copies of my report and the opinion of 
.the Attorney General,, and stating the reported decision. of the district co~rt 
'Of Mississippi, with the under.standing that 'he would write to the dist:1ct 
attorney for official information as to the decision; on the ,receipt of which, 
if there was no misapprehension, a writ of error should be sued out to the 
Supreme Court of the United States, to correct what was deemed to be a 
mistake. 
The two cases in which their quarters of a section of land were sold by 
the two Pitchlynn boys are put by an order of President Jackson upon an 
entirely different footing from the others. Long before the general sales, 
{ viz: on 26th January, 1837,) Hon. A. V. Brown, who.had been appointed 
to sell the Choctaw orphan lands, was informed that :, the south half of sec-
tion 22, in township 19, of range_ 17 east, has )Jeen located for Ebenez~ 
and Alexander Pitchlynn ; and improvements having been made upon !t 
by their grandfather, Major Pitchlynn, the President has directed that It 
shall be reserved from the general sale.'' This order appears to have beec 
~ade on a letter addressed to the Preside·nt on 29th February, 1836, stat-
m~ that the widow of Major John Pitchlynn earnestly requests that" you 
will be pleased to order that the land in question be reserved out of t~e 
general sale, and that a tjtle in fee be confirmed to her grandchildren, 1. 
order that they,,may contmue to live on it, and enjoy the benefits g~antec._ 
Y the treaty. They afterwards, (to wit, on 10th May, 1837,) berng o. 
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age, app1ie4 for permission to sell it, a~~ ?n the ~9th of the same month 
1hey were informed they ~ad such -perm1ss10n. Deeds exec~ted by them,, 
respectively, and dated 10th May, 1836, and 25th November, 1837, were 
approved. ' Thes.e tw:o allotments of land for the t\~o Pitchlyrins were-. the 
only separate or individual assignments of land made to orphans under this 
treaty, and they were understaod to be·so made because the grandfather of 
the minors had been on the half sectio~ of Ian?, and improved it. They 
were so allotted by the P.resi_dent's order. All the .others (132 in .n1Jmbe1·) 
were set ap~rt generally for the orphans 'Yho had,an undivided interest in the 
whole, ai1d no right to an,r particular quarter section. , The general sale 
was afterwards made by order of the President, (viz: in May and June, 
1838.) There is -therefore no resemblance between the Pitchlynn cases an~ 
ilie~hfil& · · 
Mr. Rog~rs speaks ~f paying $1 _25- per acre ,vhen the .patents issue. 
The lands have ~lrea-~y,,sotd for between six and seven dollars per acre--: 
some of the moll.Jly paid and the rest well secured, ,vhich could. be soon 
collected but for th~ -difficulty. now made, probably because of the good 
prices obtained. If an.yr thing -couid ht: wanting -to prevent all ~nterference, 
it would be found in the . fact that the sales made have ahieadv realized 
nearly twice as much as Mr:,Rogers's offer-would amo'unt to; and that 
when all the -money is collected it will 'be-more than five times as mm;:h as 
his proposition would bring. It would he most unjust, if it could be done, 
to the orphans_, to set aside these sal~s; and I do . not believe the authority 
of the Executive can reach them; for th~_purchasers ang. orphans have vest-
ed rights by the ·sales, wbich no power short of the Judiciary c~n affect. 
The saJes made I consider very" important to these Ohocta ws, which jus-
tice forbids us. to disturb, and ag~inst which, as it seems to me, neither 
reason no:r law requires us to run. · 1 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, . _ 
. T. HARTLEY CRAWFORD. 
Hon. W rLLIA.iu W n:.xrNs, -. , 
, Se~retary ·of War, 
(, 
r. 
,, 
